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Summary
Ordinary single carrier direct sequence CDMA(SC-CDMA) is claimed to exhibit high 
capacity in comparison with TDMA and FDMA. When available spectrum is too wide, system 
complexity becomes challenging. And it is difficult to achieve zero-rolloff of spectrum due to 
hardware complexity. Smooth rolloff facilitates implementation, but spectral efficiency is reduced 
in inversely proportional to rolloff factor. In a frequency selective channel, if signal bandwidth is 
wide and consequently large number of resolvable paths are available, partial multipath diversity, 
which means that multipath diversity order is less than the number of maximum resolvable paths, 
deteriorates performance as the number of unexploited resolvable paths is increased.
To overcome the above problems, the following various multiple access schemes based on 
CDMA are investigated:
• Hybrid OCA-FD/SC-CDMA: Whereas conventional FD/SC-CDMA schemes do not permit 
adjacent carrier spectra to overlap, this scheme overlaps adjacent carrier spectra intentionally. 
Even though interference arises from adjacent carrier, higher chance of multipath diversity and 
spectrally efficiency is achieved in comparison with conventional FD/SC-CDMA. It will be 
shown that OCA compensates for capacity loss incurred by subdivision of available spectrum for 
frequency division multiplexing, and also achieves even higher capacity for chip waveforms with 
smooth spectral shape at no extra system complexity while merits of FD/CDMA such as lower 
complexity and higher diversity gain for noncoherent reception are still frilly exploited. In terms 
of capacity, for flat fading channel and rectangular pulse cut off at mainlobe-null in frequency 
domain, FD/SC-CDMA combined with OCA schemes gives roughly 56% gain in comparison 
with SC-CDMA and conventional FD/SC-CDMA. For frequency selective channel and 
noncoherent reception, even higher gain is achievable.
• Hybrid slow frequency hopping(SFH)/SC-CDMA: Overlapped carrier allocation(OCA) 
schemes can be applied to hybrid SFH/SC-CDMA. In power controlled systems, SFH/SC- 
CDMA is known to be much worse than pure DS-CDMA in terms of capacity. Introduction of 
OCA to SFH/SC-CDMA improves capacity significantly, and consequently it becomes 
comparable to pure DS-CDMA whilst merits of frequency hopping such as strong immunity to 
near/far effect is preserved.
® FD/MC-CDMA: In this scheme, available spectrum is subdivided into multiple discrete 
subspectra, and they are interleaved. Then diversity gain becomes equal to that of ordinary MC-
CDMA frequency diversity. As a result of less subcarriers than ordinary MC-CDMA, equaliser 
becomes less complicated. Guard interval imposed to overcome timing synchronisation error 
and intersymbol interference helps to suppress inter-subcarrier interference. Successive 
subcarriers are apart by multiple of the chip rate, and so inter-subcarrier interference is reduced 
or nearly rejected. In FD/MC-CDMA, longer guard interval instead of windowing is more 
effective.
• SFH/MC-CDMA: This scheme replaces hardware implementation of frequency hopping with 
simple coding technique. Hence frequency hopping gives no extra hardware complexity unlike 
SFH/SC-CDMA. Even fast frequency hopping can be simply implemented. Likewise in FD/MC- 
CDMA, frequency diversity is fully exploited.
In the absence of nonlinear' distortion, FD/MC-CDMA outperforms other multiple access schemes 
under consideration in terms of capacity, hardware complexity, and flexibility of resource 
management in single rate and multi-rate applications. In practice, power-limited mobile terminals 
can not afford to impose sufficient output backoff on power amplifier, and consequently 
nonlinearity generates intermodulation products(IMP). IMP’s degrade signal-to-noise ratio and 
make synchronisation even more difficult. Unlike narrow-band OFDM, intermodulation products 
become noise-like after despreading at the receiver, and so cross-talk does not happen.
Flexibility in pulse shape, carrier frequency, and the width of spectrum makes performance 
analysis more troublesome. To obtain signal-to-noise ratio, outage probability and Erlang capacity, 
analysis is carried out in frequency domain unlike majority of previous works as follows: First, 
power spectral density of interference due to multiple access and multipath is derived. Second, 
variance of interference is obtained by using power spectral density. Third, from variance of 
interference and mean of decision variable, signal-to-noise ratio is obtained. Finally, applying outage 
condition to signal-to-noise ratio leads to outage probability and Erlang capacity. This spectral 
method enables us to analyse effect of windowing for suppressing inter-subcarrier interference and 
guard-interval for eliminating inter-symbol interference on the three performance indexes for multi­
carrier spread spectrum techniques.
Based on the results of analysis for the proposed four systems, five variations of multi-chip 
rate OCA-FD/CDMA or FD/MC-CDMA are comparatively studied in multi-rate applications. 
Among the schemes, combination of ordinary MC-CDMA and FD/MC-CDMA, where the number 
of subcarriers is adjustable according to bit rate, exhibits most optimistic performance in terms of 
complexity and capacity in frequency selective channel.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
Chapter 1 Introduction
Decades ago, spread spectrum techniques were mainly used in military areas rather than in commercial applications. The attractions of spread spectrum techniques in military 
applications include anti-partial-band-jamming, and secrecy o f communication. As spread 
spectrum techniques are applied to commercial applications, attentions are paid to two other 
issues, i.e. anti-multipath and multiple access capabilityl. Both the two issues are closely 
related to system capacity.
The principle o f spread spectrum techniques has been treated in References [Sch77], 
[Zie85], [Pic91], [Lee91], and [Dix94]. Spread spectrum is a modulation and demodulation 
technique in which the bandwidth of the transmitted signal is much larger than the minimum 
bandwidth required to transmit the information. Spreading of the information signal over a wide 
frequency band is based on PN code2. Demodulation is, in part, conducted by correlating the 
received signal with a replica of the code employed in the transmitter to spread the information 
signal. In general, most popular spread spectrum techniques are categorised into three groups:
1. Direct sequence(DS): The carrier is modulated by a data sequence combined with a PN code 
sequence termed a signature sequence whose individual element is termed a chip. A  chip is 
much shorter than a information symbol constituting data sequence. The PN code is chosen to 
facilitate demodulation of the transmitted signal by the intended user, and to make demodulation 
by an unintended user as difficult as possible. DS-SS systems are relatively strong against 
multipath interference, and can accomplish high-resolution ranging.
2. Frequency hopping(FH): The frequency of the data-modulated carrier is shifted periodically.
1 This term was defined in Reference [Ger85b] as the maximum number of signnals transmitted from different 
mobile terminals simultaneously that the error probability for the reception of a particular signal does not 
exceed a prespecified maximum value.
2 Pseudo-random Number
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According to the period of hopping, it is categorised into SFH{slow frequency hopping, one hop 
per many symbols) and FFH(fast frequency hopping, many hops per symbol). Each carrier 
frequency is chosen from a set of frequencies which are spaced by roughly the width o f the data 
modulation spectrum. The PN code called the hopping pattern in this case does not directly 
modulate the carrier, but is instead used to control the sequence o f carrier frequencies. FH-SS 
systems are relatively robust against partial-band jamming.
3. Hybrid frequency hopping/direct sequence(FHZDS): This technique is to constructively combine 
frequency hopping and direct sequence techniques, and take advantage of both the two 
techniques. First, DS-modulation is carried out. Then, the DS-modulated carrier is hopped 
periodically in the same manner as the FH technique.
Some of advantages gained by spreading can be cited as foliows[Dix94]:
1. Selective addressing capability.
2. Secure communications.
3. High-resolution ranging.
4. Partial-band interference rejection.
5. Robustness against multipath interference.
6 . Code division multiplexing is possible for multiple access.
The last property listed above leads to code division multiple access(CDMA).
Three basic multiple access schemes [Sch66], frequency division multiple access(FDMA)1, 
time division multiple access(TDMA)2, and CDMA have been used in digital cellular mobile radio 
systems. Unlike FDMA and TDMA in which users access subdivided and nonoverlapped resource 
in frequency and time respectively, in CDMA, multiple access users share the resource by using 
different codes. In an asynchronous CDMA system, orthogonality between different codes is not 
achievable, and hence in the despreading of the desired signal, non-zero interference from other 
user signals arises. This is termed multiple access interference(MAI). Multiple access interference 
is dependent on the strength of the other user signals. Multiple access signals closer to the receiver 
of interest received with smaller attenuation cause more deleterious effect on the desired signal than 
signals located further away. This is termed the near/far effect. To eliminate the near/far effect, 
power control should be carried out to equalise received signal powers from different users. Due to 
multiple access interference and the near/far effect, CDMA may have lower capacity than TDMA
1 It is employed in AMPS (Advanced Mobile Phone System), the United States analog cellular system[Lee89].
2 It is employed in GSM(Global System for Mobile communications), the European digital cellular 
system[Mou92].
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and FDMA. However, in the cellular environment, CDMA provides outstanding advantages over 
FDMA and TDMA, and those advantages enable us to obtain much higher capacity by using 
CDMA than FDMA and TDMA.
Compared with FDMA and TDMA, the merits o f CDMA may be summarised as 
follows[Vit94]:
• CDMA is robust to multipath fading. Since CDMA systems distinguish the signal o f interest 
from multiple delayed replicas by inherent diversity[Och87], multipath interference can be 
effectively suppressed without an equaliser. Furthermore, multiple delayed replicas are 
exploited to increase the signal-to-noise ratio by a RAKE receiver.
•  Universal frequency reuse, where each cell or sector uses the same set of carriers, is 
possible[Kim93]. This novel frequency reuse scheme is possible due to the multiple access 
capability to distinguish the desired signal from multiple access interference arising from the 
same spectrum. Universal frequency reuse scheme provides mobile units with seamless 
connection at the cell boundary by soft handover[Gil91].
® Source activity is exploited in a natural manner in contrast with TDM A. During talkspurt 
periods, a packetised data burst is transmitted and during silence periods, no data is 
transmitted. In this manner, the aggregate signal power arriving at the receiver fluctuates 
around its mean. As the number of users accessing channel gets larger, the standard 
deviation of the arrived power is proportional to the square root o f the number of users 
whereas its mean is linearly proportional to the number of users. Then the ratio o f the mean 
to the standard deviation for the arrived signal power decreases as more users access the 
channel. In other words, the aggregate signal power at the receiver varies over a relatively 
narrow range as more users access the channel. Because o f this property, channel access 
scheme and call admission control for CDMA is much simpler than those for TDM A and 
FDMA in multi-rate applications.
•  Universal frequency reuse makes soft handover possible. Reference [Vit94a] has reported 
that soft handover requires less transmission power for the same performance, and cell 
coverage at the same power level can be increased for the same performance. In a suburban 
environment where mobile terminals are sparsely populated and the traffic is not congested, 
the number of base-stations may be reduced and in turn system cost should be reduced. In 
urban environments, battery life is prolonged since less power is consumed.
• Soft capacity is achieved. When the system is fully loaded, a newly admitted call impacts all
Lee, CDMA OCA schemes for cellular mobile communications
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the existing calls equally. Although little degradation to all the existing calls is expected, 
drop of any call does not happen[Ari93, Ari94].
However, CDMA has drawbacks as follows:
• It requires fast base-band processing whose speed is proportional to the spread spectrum 
modulation bandwidth.
•  When the available spectrum is not sufficiently wide compared to the raw data rate, 
statistical multiplexing may not be achieved. To illustrate this point, let us consider an 
example. For high data rate service such as 2Mbps video, the processing gain is roughly 10 
when the available spectrum is as wide as 20MHz, and at most 10 users can access 
simultaneously. On the other hand, for 100Kbps service, its processing gain is roughly 200  
and approximately 200 users can access simultaneously. The former case has a higher 
effective variance o f interference than the latter case, and a higher outage probability is 
expected as a result. For this reasoning, fewer users should be allowed to access channel 
for the former case in order to ensure an outage probability below some prescribed level.
•  The third drawback is sensitivity to power control. Universal frequency reuse helps to 
achieve a higher capacity, but the reference signal is subject to severe co-channel 
interference. A near-end user radiating high power may saturate the low-noise amplifier at 
the receiver and cause nonlinear distortion to all the other users. Although it does not 
saturate the low-noise amplifier, it wastes a certain amount of resource which should be 
allocated to other users equally. The first impairment occurs also in FDM A[Lee89], but the 
second near/far effect occurs in CDMA only.
As mentioned earlier, CDMA has an inherent resistance to co-channel interference. This 
property enables us to use various multiple access schemes based on overlapping adjacent carrier 
spectra, as will be introduced later on. The following subchapter introduces overlapped carrier 
allocation schemes which are under consideration.
1.1 Introduction to overlapped carrier allocation schemes
Objectives of the third generation mobile radio systems are far beyond what is known from 
the second-generation systems such as GSM and IS-951. In particular, emphasis is to be placed on 
a wide range o f services and service bit rates including variable rate and packet services, and 
flexibility in frequency and radio resource management[Bai94]. To accomplish those objectives, the
1 The United States digital cellular system using CDMA[Qua92].
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CDMA concept has been employed in the Code Division Testbed(CODIT) Project[Bai94], 
which is a candidate for the European third generation mobile radio network. This subchapter 
briefly describes more sophisticated CDMA carrier allocation schemes suitable for the third 
generation mobile radio.
Available spectrum
—
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 1.1 Power spectrum of hybrid FD/SC-CDMA schemes under consideration, (a) 
Ordinary SC-CDMA. (b) DCA-FD/SC-CDMA. (c) OCA-FD/SC-CDMA.
Fig. 1.1 illustrates (a) ordinary Single Carrier CDMA(SC-CDMA), (b) Frequency 
Division/Single Carrier Code Division Multiple Access combined with Disjoint Carrier 
Allocation scheme(DCA-FD/SC-CDMA) and (c) Overlapped Carrier Allocation 
scheme(OCA-FD/SC-CDMA). In FD/CDMA, the available spectrum is subdivided into multiple 
subspectra and Direct Sequence CDMA(DS-CDMA) is employed in each subspectrum. Reference 
[Eng94] has reported that the capacity becomes significantly reduced when transmitter over a 
frequency selective channel due to the lack of multipath diversity as the spectrum is 
subdivided. In addition to less available diversity gain, References [Lee97b] and [Lee97c] have 
reported that the degradation in system capacity stems from an increased variation of 
aggregate power of multiple access interference since fewer calls are allowable due to the 
reduced processing gain. Overlapped carrier allocation scheme depicted in Fig. 1.1-(c), where 
adjacent carrier spectra are permitted to overlap, is a break-through to overcome degradation 
to performance introduced by the subdivision of spectrum. Capacity gain from OCA is 
primarily due to an increased spectral efficiency and higher processing gain.
Overlapping of adjacent carriers can be achieved by increasing the number of carriers 
whilst the signal bandwidth remains constant, or by increasing the chip rate whilst the number 
of carriers remains constant. The first scheme is suitable for a frequency nonselective channel
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over which the diversity gain is always constant irrespective of the length of the chipping 
period. The second scheme is suitable for a frequency selective channel where the shorter 
chipping period provides a higher diversity gain.1
The power spectrum of a hybrid OCA-SFH/SC-CDMA2 is similar to Fig. 1.1-(c). 
Modulation is accomplished by using SFH/DS technique. That is, the DS-modulated carrier is 
slowly(many symbols per hop) changing frequency whereas in FD/SC-CDMA, carrier frequency 
remains unchanged for the entire call duration. The set of frequencies are spaced by less than DS- 
modulation spectrum. Introduction of OCA[Lee96b] achieves higher processing gain as in FD/SC- 
CDMA, but as a consequence of overlapping between adjacent carrier spectra, interference arises 
from signals which has hopped to adjacent carriers. Therefore, there is a trade-off between the 
additional interference due to a hit from adjacent hopping bands and the higher processing gain.
User group 1
User group 2
User group 3
(a)
All users
(b)
Figure 1.2 Power spectrum of hybrid FD/MC-CDMA schemes, (a) FD/MC-CDMA. (b) 
Ordinary MC-CDMA.
Less diversity gain due to subdivision of spectrum in both the two schemes reduces system 
capacity significantly. A multiple access scheme using multi-carrier CDMA(MC-CDMA) shown in 
Fig. 1.2 is proposed to overcome the reduction in diversity whilst the advantages of SFH/SC- 
CDMA and FD/SC-CDMA are still exploited. By using the MC-CDMA technique, multipath 
diversity can be replaced with frequency diversity. To exploit frequency diversity, the same
1 For noncoherent predetection combining, this statement is not always true. It will become clear in Chapter 3.
2 Slow Frequency Hopping/Single Carrier CDMA combined with Overlapped Carrier Allocation scheme. In 
strict sense, it should be named OCA-SFH/DS-SC-CDMA, but for the brevity, DS is dropped.
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information should be delivered by subcarriers spaced by larger than the coherence bandwidth. In 
the same manner as ordinary MC-CDMA, FD/MC-CDMA scheme achieves the same diversity 
gain. Furthermore, subsequent subcarrier spectra are less overlapped, and hence even though 
orthogonality between successive subcarriers are destroyed, self-generated inter-subcarrier 
interference is less severe than for ordinary MC-CDMA.
In SFH/MC-CDMA, modulation is accomplished by periodically shifting all the subcarriers 
belonging to an individual user group shown in Fig. 1.2-(a) by discrete increments in a random 
manner. This hopping is achieved by reallocating information symbols to other set of subcarriers 
instead of physically changing the carrier centre frequency. In this sense, frequency hopping for 
SFH/MC-CDMA is regarded as a coding technique. Therefore, realisation of hybrid FH/DS 
technique using an MC-CDMA technique is relatively simple in comparison with the single carrier 
technique. However, in MC-CDMA, nonlinear distortion at the power amplifier generates 
intermodulation products(IMP), and these IMP’s can degrade the performance significantly. 
Despite the outstanding merits such as robustness to fast fading, high spectral efficiency and 
low system complexity, the use of MC-CDMA is not always optimistic due to IMP.
low bit rate low bit rate
Figure 1.3 Power spectrum of multi-chip-rate OCA-FD/SC-CDMA.
Fig. 1.3 depicts a multi-chip-rate OCA-FD/SC-CDMA. Wider spectrum is allocated to a 
high data rate service whereas a narrower spectrum is allocated to low data rate services. Adjacent 
carrier spectra may be permitted to overlap. The scheme reduces complexity for low data rate 
traffic and is less sensitive to strong multiple access interference. Above all, it gives flexibility of 
frequency management for multi-rate traffic. Comparison of the performance between SC-CDMA 
and MC-CDMA will be presented in Chapter 5.
1.2 Mobile radio CDMA channel
Because of the low antenna height at the mobile units, multipath propagation 
introduced by local scatterers such as buildings and other structures in the near field of a
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mobile unit makes the design of a mobile communication system more difficult. Multipath 
propagation produces rapid random amplitude and phase variations of the received signal 
when the mobile moves in the multipath field. Moreover, the vehicle motion introduces a 
Doppler shift, which causes a spreading of the signal spectrum. It has been reported that the 
short-term statistics of the resultant signal envelope in urban environment is Rayleigh 
distributed.
Multipath fading may also be frequency selective, that is, the complex fading envelope 
of the received signal at one frequency may be only partially correlated with the received 
envelope at a different frequency. This decorrelation is introduced by the difference in 
propagation time delays associated with the individual scattered waves constituting the 
received signal. The spread of arrival times, referred to as delay spread, causes the transmitted 
data pulses to overlap resulting in intersymbol interference. In a typical urban environment, a 
spread of several microseconds and greater may be occasionally expected.
Moreover, there exists a long-term variation of the local mean of the received signal, 
known as shadowing. Shadowing is introduced by large obstacles blocking the transmission 
path. A signal transmitted from the cell site base station and received by a mobile unit or vice 
verse propagates over a particular terrain configuration between two terminals. The terrain 
configuration produces a different long-term fading characteristic which is log-normally 
distributed. Along with shadowing, the transmitted signal is subject to the propagation path 
loss. The received signal is from the strong reflected path as well as from the direct path since 
the antenna of a mobile unit is close to the ground and hence the signal is subject to 
obstruction. The two paths produces an excessive path loss of the n-th power of distance.
TABLE 1-1 Typical rms delay spread in various environment[Tur72, Wij93]
cell type size
(diameter)
typical rms 
delay spread
intensity
distribution
environment
macro 2~20Km 8|is Rayleigh/
Nakagami
Cellular terrestrial
micro 0.4~2.0Km 2jls Rician Cellular terrestrial
pico 20~400m 50-250ns Rician Indoor
The well-known tapped delay line model presented by References [Pro95] and
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[Och87] is chosen as the multipath channel model. The complex lowpass equivalent impulse 
response of the multipath channel for the k-th user may be expressed as
(1.1)
where the functions afft) and <|>(0 denote the short-term variation of path gain and
random phase due to multipath respectively. The parameter L denotes the maximum number 
of resolvable paths given by Reference [Pro95] as
where the parameter Tm and Tc denote the rms delay spread and the chipping period respectively. 
Typical path gains and delay spreads are listed in Table 1-1. In reality, for the macro cell, the 
Nakagami distribution is known to fit empirical data better than other distributions[Nak60], 
and the performance evaluation over the Nakagami fading channel appears in References 
[Cha79], [Eng94], and [Eng95]. According to References [Tur72], and [Tur80], the multipath 
intensity profile is not constant. However, for the brevity of analysis, a Rayleigh fading 
distribution with a constant multipath intensity profile is assumed throughout the thesis as 
follows:
1. a  f\t) ’s for any k and I are uncorrelated random processes with Rayleigh distributions, and a 
constant multipath intensity profile is assumed, i.e. E(af] )2 =2a 2, for any /.
2. Random phase cjjj*0 (t) ’s for any k and I are uniformly distributed over [0, 2%].
• Derivation of the signal-to-noise ratio and Erlang capacity in the presence of adjacent 
carrier interference for SC- and MC-CDMA.
noise ratio and system complexity.
• Derivation of Erlang capacity and bit error ratio for OCA-FD/SC-CDMA.
• Proposal of the OCA-SFH/DS-CDMA and a derivation of its signal-to-noise ratio and 
outage probability.
• Proposal of a generalised MC-CDMA model, and the derivation of signal-to-noise ratio and
(1.2)
1.3 List of original achievements
» Comparison of the correlation detector with a matched filter detector in terms of signal-to-
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Erlang capacity.
® Derivation of the signal-to-noise ratio and Erlang capacity for DFT-based MC-CDMA 
taking the effect of windowing and guard interval into account.
® Derivation of the signal-to-noise ratio for a non-linearly distorted MC-CDMA signal.
• Proposal of discrete FD/MC-CDMA and SFH/MC-CDMA, and its performance evaluation 
in terms of Erlang capacity and signal-to-noise ratio.
• Comparison of various multiple access schemes suitable for multi-rate applications
1.4 Outline of the thesis
A RAKE receiver is assumed in all the chapters except Chapter 2. The remainder of this
thesis is organised as follows.
® Chapter 2: A performance analysis is conducted for an asynchronous multi-chip-rate hybrid 
OCA-FD/SC-CDMA in an additive white Gaussian noise channel. Matched filter detector is 
compared to the correlation detector in terms of system complexity and signal-to-noise ratio. 
The result of this analysis for the correlation detector will be used in Chapter 5 to evaluate the 
performance of multi-carrier CDMA. Inter-chip interference and system capacity will also be 
treated.
® Chapter 3: A terrestrial cellular hybrid OCA-FD/SC-CDMA system is investigated. System 
capacity for both forward and reverse links is the main issue of this chapter. In addition to the 
system capacity, nonlinearity, power control, call admission control, transmission range, etc will 
be discussed.
® Chapter 4: Hybrid OCA-SFH/SC-CDMA is investigated in this chapter. Probability of hit from 
adjacent carriers as well as from co-carrier is computed and applied to compute average bit error 
rate and outage probability.
® Chapter 5: A generalised MC-CDMA model, whose chip waveform and subcarrier spacing is 
not limited to rectangular and the chip rate respectively, is proposed and its performance is 
examined in terms of system capacity and signal-to-noise ratio. It is followed by a DFT-based 
MC-CDMA system and its performance is analysed. The signal-to-noise ratio for this system is 
derived when the signal is subject to nonlinear distortion. FD/MC-CDMA and SFH/MC-CDMA 
systems are proposed and their performance is evaluated. Finally, various multiple access 
schemes are compared with each other in multi-rate applications.
® Chapter 6: Conclusions are presented.
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Chapter 2 Multi-chip-rate hybrid OCA-FD/SC-CDMA AWGN channel
Wide-band spread spectrum schemes are claimed to achieve high diversity gain by using a RAKE receiver. In multi-rate applications, where various bit rate traffic is accommodated, 
the user of a single wide-band earner spectrum for all types of traffic results in unnecessarily high 
processing gain for low bit rate users. By decreasing the processing gain or bandwidth for low bit 
rate users, advantages such as lower complexity due to slow base-band signal processing and 
higher diversity gain due to fewer resolvable path in frequency selective channel for noncoherent 
reception are achieved when a RAKE receiver is used. Processing gain is governed by the ratio 
between the chip rate and bit rate, and hence can be adjusted by decreasing or increasing chip rate. 
As a result of lower processing gain, fewer users are accessible to a carrier. It could be overcome 
by distributing low bit rate users equally over multiple narrower-band carriers. On the other hand, 
various quality of service(QoS) such as bit error ratio, call drop rate, etc can be realised by 
adjusting the signal power. Fig. 1.3 shows the power spectrum of such a scheme termed multi- 
chip-rate FD/SC-CDMA[Sou92] characterised by various carrier bandwidths, centre frequencies, 
signal powers and data rates which depend on service types. Within a single wide-band spectrum, 
multiple narrow-band carriers with distinct centre frequencies may exist.
As carriers may have various frequencies and bandwidths, the analytical results for single 
carrier wide-band systems are not applicable to multi-chip-rate FD/SC-CDMA systems. In a real 
environment, characterised by log-normal fading, multipath fading, imperfect power control, 
nonlinear distortion, cellular configuration, etc, the analysis is not tractable. Hence, the analysis is 
easier when it is carried out in a step-by-step manner. In this regard, the main purpose of this 
chapter is to formulate signal-to-noise ratio expressions for the systems for the simplest 
assumptions, i.e. no fading, no multipath, perfect power control, etc and then to present the initial
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step towards a comprehensive consideration of more complicated real environments which will be 
of primary interest in the later chapters.
A pioneering step towards the analysis of direct sequence spread spectrum modulation 
dates back to 1977 by Pursley. In [Pur77] and [Pur77a], Pursley accounted for the cross­
correlation properties of signature sequences and derived the signal-to-noise ratio of a multiple 
access channel in the presence of additive Gaussian noise for an asynchronous CDMA system. In 
[Yao77], Yao presented upper and lower bounds of bit error ratio and accuracy for the Gaussian 
approximation by using a novel technique based on the cross-correlation properties of signature 
sequences and the moment-space techniques. [Pur82] reported upper and lower bound of average 
bit error ratio achieved by simpler method than Yao’s. In [Ger82], [Ger85], and [Ger85a], 
Geraniotis reported an approximation of bit error ratio obtained by integrating the characteristic 
function of the multiple-access interference component of the correlation receiver. These studies 
assumed a time-limited pulse, in other words, a band-unlimited pulse although this assumption is 
not realistic. In multi-chip rate OCA-FD/CDMA, the spectral pulse shape plays a more significant 
role on capacity than in ordinary SC-CDMA, and hence it is desirable to represent signal-to-noise 
ratio or the bit error ratio in the frequency domain. More recent studies[Sal94, Lee96, Lee96a, 
Vit95] talcing into account bandlimited spectrum have been reported. Reference [Sal94], for 
example, uses convolution and integration techniques to derive the effect of filtering on the signal- 
to-noise ratio(SNR), and the variation in the energy per bit due to filtering is investigated by 
simulation. But this study also limited attention to ordinary SC-CDMA. In this chapter, the SNR is 
derived in the frequency domain by using only the duality of multiplication and convolution 
without any further approximation. This eases the analysis of bandlimited systems. Furthermore, 
inter-chip interference which is equivalent to the variation in the energy per bit due to 
filtering[Sal94] is also derived analytically, and its numerical results are presented. Reference 
[Lee96] compared degrees of adjacent carrier interference(ACI) in terms of both the signal-to-noise 
ratio and the carrier-to-interference ratio(GT) and drew a conclusion that Reference [Beh94] 
overestimated ACI because C/I was employed as performance index. In this regard, C/I is not taken 
into account in this thesis.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. In Subchapter 2.1, the performance 
of multi-chip-rate OCA-FD/SC-CDMA using a correlation detector will be evaluated over an 
additive white Gaussian channel. In Subchapter 2.2, the performance of a correlation detector is 
compared to a matched filter detector(MFD) in terms of both the system complexity and the signal-
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to-noise ratio. Finally in Subchapter 2.3, a summary of this chapter is presented.
2.1 Multi-chip-rate hybrid OCA-FD/SC-CDMA
In some cases, such as the reverse link of a cellular mobile communications and hybrid slow 
frequency hopping/direct sequence spread spectrum schemes, coherent reception is virtually 
impossible, and hence noncoherent reception is desirable. Over a frequency selective channel, even 
though the same signal-to-noise ratio is achieved, the bit error ratio is different depending on the 
modulation/demodulation schemes which we used, as will be described in Section 4.2.2. 
Furthermore, according to the shape of the spectram(e.g. single tone for BPSK and DPSK and two 
tones for BFSK), carrier allocation scheme should be different as will be explained in Section 4.1.2. 
In these regards, it is desirable to treat not only coherent(BPSIC1) but also noncoherent(DPSK2, 
and BFSK3) modulation/demodulation schemes.
2.1.1 System model
A. Coherent system
a (*) V 2F® oos{2jc(/0+ A++0'*1}
(a)
fit) » . ( / )
t-rnT
2ccs{2n(X +#>)f+<!)»}
Figure 2.1 Structure of DS-CDMA employing BPSK . (a) Transmitter, (b) Receiver
In multi-chip-rate OCA-FD/SC-CDMA each user’s signal may have a different 
transmission power, data and chip rates and carrier centre frequencies, according to service 
type. Hence, for each user, these parameters should be dealt with separately. The /c-th 
transmitted signal for a coherent multi-chip-rate OCA-FD/SC-CDMA with demodulator
1 Binary Phase Shift Keying
2 Differential Phase Shift Keying
3 Binary Frequency Shift Keying
41.M.denotes impulse modulator.
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shown in Fig. 2.1, can be expressed as
jr(t)(0 = a/2jP(w fc(t) (?) cos{2it (/, +Aw )f+ e w )} (2.1)
where P(k) denotes a constant accounting for transmission power o f the /c-th user as will be 
clear later, Aw  denotes the deviation of carrier centre frequency from the universal centre 
frequency of available spectrum f (), and 0 (k) (mod 2k) denotes the random initial phase o f the 
oscillator. Superscript {k) denotes the /c-th user. The baseband signal is a combination o f data
and signature sequence which is shaped using a pulse shaping filter and is expressed as
/c-th user. The parameters T{k) and Tc(k) denote the bit duration and chipping period for the /c- 
th user, respectively. The number of chips per symbol, Nj;k) is defined by T(k)/Tc{k) and the
In practical applications of DS-CDMA, in order to guarantee privacy of communication, 
and to reject long delayed self-generated interference by multipath, the period of PN signature 
sequences should be very long compared to the number of chips per symbol. Hence we can assume 
all signature and data sequences are independent identically distributed(i.i.d) random 
variables[Tur84]. Actually to guarantee privacy of communication a nonlinear PN code generator 
should be used[Tor92].
B. Noncoherent system
Fig. 2.2 shows the structures o f a DPSIC and a BFSK demodulator based on Reference 
[Gen85a]. The BFSK demodulator consists o f two branches which are matched to the signals 
corresponding to ‘1’ and ‘O’ binary data bits, respectively. Differentially coherent PSK(DPSK) 
has the same form as in eqns. (2 .1) and (2 .2 ) except that the data sequence is differentially 
encoded prior to modulation.
For noncoherent binary FSK, the /c-th transmitted signal can be expressed as
where (d-k)) and take values -1 or + 1, consist of random in-phase data and signature
sequences respectively and h{k\ t ) denotes the impulse response o f pulse shaping filter o f the
inverse o f chipping period (Tc{k)) * is called the chip rate. For notational convenience, let
sm (t) = il2P(k) I bik)(t)cos{2n(f„ + Am +ftBw )f+  e,(,° } (2.3)
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where f 0 +  A(k) +  /G5{k) denotes the centre frequency of the /-branch of the /c-th receiver, and 
0 {*} denotes a random phase of the /-oscillator o f the /c-th transmitter uniformly distributed 
over [0, 2n]. The baseband signal o f the /-branch takes the form
*,w(0 = *hw (t), for / =  ±1 (2.4)
where data sequence d \f  takes values 1 or 0, and d[k/  is given by 1 -  djk). Residual signals
generated prior to the current bit duration may be included in representation o f BFSK  
modulated signal in eqn. (2.4) since the convolution may prolong the chip pulse duration. In 
reality, the frequency o f the carrier is abruptly shifted to the other frequency at the end of the 
bit duration. Hence the modelling o f the baseband signal in eqn. (2.4) including residual signals 
is not perfect. However, since inter-chip interference is negligible as it will be shown later on, 
the modelling of the modulated signal by eqn. (2.4) causes negligible inaccuracy. The PSD of a 
BFSK modulated signal is illustrated in Fig. 2.3.
t=mT.
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Figure 2.2 Noncoherent receivers, (a) Structure of DPSK receiver, (c) Structure o f BFSK  
receiver.
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Bandwidth W
Figure 2.3 Power spectrum of BFSK modulated signal.
TABLE 2-1 Bit error ratio as a function of signal-to-noise ratio(y h)
bit error probability
coherent binary and 
quaternary systems
P' = — erfc 
2
= 2(Vy7)
DPSK
ft = + x p ( - ¥ )
BFSK
ft = + xp ; - t )
2.1.2 Signal-to-noise ratio
In the realistic DS-CDMA case, the Gaussian approximation of multiple access interference 
has been assumed to be reasonable and thus assumption is justified for an asynchronous CDMA 
system and a large number of users in References [Sou90] and [Yao77]. Provided that statistics of 
interference converge towards Gaussian, the average bit error probability can be found as a 
function of signal-to-noise ratio as shown in Table 2-1. When Z denotes a real-valued decision 
variable, the signal-to-noise ratio(SNR) is defined[Sch66a] as
(2.5)' Var}
A. Coherent reception
The received signal by the first receiver is expressed as follows:
K
r(t) = '5'is(k)(t — T(k)) + n{t) (2.6)
*=i
where n{t) denotes the additive white Gaussian noise(AWGN) and K denotes the.number of
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active users. T (fc) denotes the random delay introduced by asynchronous transmission. The
energy of the transmitted signal is extracted by the receiver antenna, and the received signal is 
filtered by the front-end bandpass filter to overcome out-of-band interference. For the brevity 
of notation, let A(1) = 0 for the first user. For the demodulator shown in Fig. 2.1, the variable Z 
may be written as
Z  =  [ /-(0*4(1>w]2cos(27t ■f0t+ Q m )a(2.7)
where a m ( t )  =  ' Y a>j ' ,h l" ( t  -  iT ^ :" ). The function denotes the impulse responses of the
front-end bandpass filter of the reference receiver. In eqn. (2.6), the transmission delay of the 
first user t (1) is set to zero. Let us divide Z into four terms and represent in the low-pass 
equivalent form as follows:
Z — U + Is + 1() + Tj (2.8)
where
• U: useful term
• Ix: self-generated interference, i.e. inter-chip interference
• I0\ other user interference
• Tp background noise
When perfect synchronisation is assumed, the above four terms for the X-th bit are 
expressed as
U = E i]2 P m * h f \ t ) Y l ) ( t ) d t \
= ±eU2Pw J V >  ( t ) a m  (t ) d t \ , (2.8.a)
I, = P(1> f Tbm(t)a- U, (2.8.b)
I „ = Y - E p ^ \ Tim m,(2.8.C)
k* 1
and
t l =  > (2 -8 -d)
where
C \ t )  = [{&'*> (/-t w )cos(27tA“V + (|)(‘>)}*li„(0]a(I>(f) (2.9)
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and n(t) is the lowpass equivalent form of the bandpass background noise n (t). The low-pass 
equivalent impulse response o f the front-end bandpass filter hb\ t )  is designed to be an all­
pass filter for the desired signal. Hence in eqn. (2.8.a), the convolution with hb\ t )  is ignored. 
The useful term U includes part o f chips generated for the previous and next symbols, termed 
inter-chip interference(ICI). T{k) (mod Tc{k)) denotes a uniformly distributed random delay,
and (f>(A) (mod 27t) denotes a uniformly distributed random phase due to the delay. S in ce / 0 
» 1 / T , the integration eliminates the 2/ 0 frequency terms. From the assumption of random 
signature sequence talcing values +1 or -1, it follows that E(IS) = E(I0) =  E(rj) =  0 . § (k)’s and
b(k\ t )  ’s, /c=l,2, are mutually uncorrelated, and so variance of each individual interference term
can be considered separately.
Let us start derivation of variance with other user interference Ia. If the r.p.1 i{k\ t )  is
wide-sense-stationary, the variance o f a random variable with integration can be derived by 
using the following relation in Reference [Pap84]:
Var(I0) =  X 2 P (t) f  (T-\c\)R«(2.10)
where Rjk,k) ( t ) denotes the autocorrelation function of iw (t), i.e.
t ) =  t f{ iw ( f + ' c ) i (A)(f )} .  (2 .1 1 )
However, the r.p. iw (t) is not wide-sense-stationary since a ° \t)  is not wide-sense 
stationary. Hence the autocorrelation function of the r.p. ia)(t) is dependent on both t and t  
with the relation
R f ,k) (t +  T + pTc, t + pTc) = RAk\t+ 'i ,  t) for any integer p,
and then it is a cyclostationary random process which appears in section 2.2.6 o f Reference 
[Pro95]. The time average autocorrelation function over a single chip period given by eqn. (2- 
2-55) in Reference [Pro95] may be a solution to circumvent the problem in the following 
sense: If the r.p. a (1)(Q is replaced with a (1)( / - T (1)) in eqn. (2.9) where t;(1) is a uniformly
distributed random variable over [0, Tc] and independent of T(ft) for / c ^ l ,  the r.p. iw (t) 
becomes wide-sense-stationary and has the same autocorrelation function as the time average
1 Random process.
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autocorrelation function of the original r.p. The inaccuracy introduced by the r.v. t (1) occurs 
at the corners of the symbol. When processing gain Nt, satisfies N i,» l ,  more chip pulses are 
included in the symbol, and the inaccuracy due to chips at the corners becomes negligible.
Hence, when the random signature sequence is assumed, the integral term in eqn. (2.10) can
be expressed in terms of power spectral densities as follows:
=  f  TPh( f ) S P '{ f ) d f  (2 . 12)V —oo
where Sltk'k)( f ) denotes the power spectral density of iw (t), i.e. the Fourier transform of 
R. k'k) (T) and PA ( / )  denotes the Fourier transform of A(/) given by
PA( / )  = 7sinc2( r / ) .  (2.13)
f l- lx !  for  |x |< r
Note that A (/) = •< . Using duality o f convolution and multiplication between
[0 elsewhere
time and frequency domains, and uncorrelatedness among b(k)(t-—x ik)) , cos(2nA{k)t + (j)(it)) ,  
and a (I)( / - x (1)) , we obtain Slk,k)( / )  as follows:
s p \ t )  = { { S '( / )* S " ( / ) ] |f f (, ( / ) |J} *  (2.14)
where
s ' ( f )  = ■?\E{bik\ t +  x (2.14.a) 
S" ( / )  =  ? |e{cos(27cA <,:) (t +  T) + <|> m)cos(2itA(t)f + )}}  (2.14.b)
and
S " \ f )  = ?{E{am(t+Ti - ' C ( l ) ) a <l)( t - T (1)) } | .  (2.14.C)
^ (  ) indicates Fourier transform. Similarly to the example presented in pp. 683-684 of
Reference [Zie85], we obtain
$ ' ( / )  = A r K ’C U f. (2.15.a)
C
S " '( /)  =  - T - | f f (l>( / ) |2 , (2.15.b)
c
and
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s' i f )  * s"(f)  = + A<*>)|2 -  A«’) | . (2 .15.c)
4  l c 4 i c.
Therefore, from eqns. (2.10), (2.12) and (2.15.a-c), it follows that
'T’2 K p(k)
= (2 -16)
1 C k - 2 c
where
/ <t,= £ s i n c 2(2 y ){ |H <‘)( /  + Aw )|2|ff6( / ) | j * | f f (1>(/)|2]rf/ (2.17)
The simplification in eqn. (2.17) comes from symmetry o f spectrum with respect to zero 
frequency. When both T/T(k) and T/T(l)»  1 in eqn. (2.17), the result o f the convolution 
varies so slowly that it can be approximated to be constant in the narrow frequency region 
around where most o f the energy of the sine2(7/) function is concentrated. Hence
f  k) is approximated as follows:
J m ~ [jinc\Tf)df• £ | f f <‘)( / +  for AT'1’ and W<*> »  1.
(2.18)
Let us derive the variance o f T |. We can express the background noise n(t) in a 
bandpass form such as
n{t) = V2nc(/)cos(27t/0/ + (j)<1)) W 2rcv(f)sin(27C// + <j)(1)) . (2.19)
The lowpass equivalent double-sided PSD of nc(t) and n,(t) is N(J 2 . Likewise in the 
derivation of eqn. (2.17), we obtain
Var(ll) = Nc - A -  £  sine2 (Tf) x jjff ,,( /) |2* |tf‘'’( / j f ^ / . (2.20)
The full derivation of Var(/,) is in appendix A, and is shown to be negligible through numerical 
results.
Rewrite eqn. (2.8.a) as follows:
U = ± E ^ 2 P m aw (t)aw (i)dt|
^4 2 P R ^{ fS )T  (2.21)
where ^ ; 1}( t )  =  E(aw {t + %)a{l)(t)j if aw (t) is wide sense stationary. Since a ° \t)  is not
wide sense stationary, likewise in the derivation of eqn. (2.14) by introducing random variable 
T(1) uniformly distributed over [0 , r (1)] , its approximation of autocorrelation can be derived.
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By deriving A^,1)('T), we can obtain ^ ^ ( O ) .  By applying the example in pp. 683-684 of 
Reference [Zie85], the autocorrelation function A^;1)(t)  is derived as follows:
C V )  = Y E { a ,:')}1 E{lim(t+ x  -  - T 0))}
= £ 4 ) i C hm(t + x-iT ™  - t w )hw ( t- iT cw
i=-oo Tc
= E —|  h{l)(u +'z)h{X)(u)du
C
Applying the relation R^;1}(0) = 7 (T > finally we obtain
C ' 1}(0) = A -j~_H m( f ) H " \ - f ) d f  ■ (2.22)
Since ha)(t) is a real-valued function, H (i)( - f ) is equal to the complex conjugate H (1) 
respectively. Therefore from eqns. (2.21) and (2.22), we obtain
U = E E » f ^ \ ~ _ } H " \ f ) \ d f .  (2.23)
c
When Var{ls) is negligible, from the definition of SNR in eqn. (2.5), SNR takes the form
E = ^ X x (t,U T ‘u « > ) +
b fel
where
p(k)
M l
N» j
(2.24)
(2-25)
1 J
Q r s in c 2(77)l|| # (t)( /  + A(i,)|:
H e m 2 }
i « 0 ) ( / ) | 2 ] \df
rr(k) I
c £ 1
\Hm( f ( d f \ 2
a(‘> ) = - w —    : ~  m  —  (2-26)
C
and the bit energy is given by
Eb =  bit duration x average power
= (2.27)
B. Noncoherent reception
For DPSK, the signal-to-noise ratio has the same form as for BPSK[Ger85a]. For
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BFSK, the analysis should be modified since its spectrum has two tones(shown in Fig. 2.3). 
When the current bit is T ( / = l )  for BFSK, the in-phase variables are given by
Z71 = U cos(0j I)) +  / v,/>1 cos (0i1)) + / Oi/fl + 11/,, (2 .28.a)
and
z,_, = cosce"1) + +T,,_, (2.28.b)
where
• U: useful term
• 7y>/,/: self-generated interference, i.e. inter-chip interference at I-channel o f /-branch
• l0jy. other user interference at I-channel of /-branch
• rj/,/: background noise at I-channel o f /-branch.
The Q-channel component is obtained by replacing subscript I with subscript Q. In a 
mathematical manner, the four terms above for the X - t h  bit are expressed as
U = e L /2P w * hl'}(.t)yn(t)dt\
= + e [V 2 P “> j ,  (2.29.a)
I, ,, = -hP*n  f  b\ n( ( -  (2.29.b)* * * JO
(2.29.C)
^ ^ 1  H J= ± 1
and
■n,., =  fo [n(.t)*hfi(t)y(2.29.d)
where
i™ ,( t) =  I f e f ’ {t -  x(i)) c o s ( 2 j i  (A“ > + m05 <*> -  Z03 0)) (+  < j ) )]* f t j / O p 0 ( 0 ,  for m g  { -1 , 1)
(2.30)
and m and / taking values 1 for symbol ‘1’ or -1 for symbol ‘O’ represent branches for the /c-th 
and first users. The function hb l (t) denotes the lowpass equivalent impulse response o f the
front-end bandpass filter for the /-branch hh<l(t). Notice that ())[*] (mod 2tc) represents a
uniform random variable due to random delay and oscillator. The quadrature components are 
obtained by replacing cos( ) by - s in (  ) . Let us derive the variances o f the terms. 
Assuming the lowpass equivalent bandpass transfer functions Hh l ( / )  and Hh _{ ( / )  are identical,
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Hh( / )  and its impulse response hb(t) represent them. It is straightforward that i\k/n<l(t) ’s are
statistically independent for distinct combinations of k, m, and /. From the discussion above, 
we obtain the variance of the I-channel variable as follows:
a 0 V a r ( /„ , ,+ T l , . , )
1 p(k)rp2
“ O T d w W  I (2-31)
Z  c c m = ± l *
where
j" s in c 2(r /){ ( |R <t)( / - A ( i) +m a3(* > - t o (l,) |lH s( / ) |2j | R (1>(/)|2] d / .  (2.32)
Note that the constant 1/2 in eqn. (2.31) accounts for -  1) =  Pr(b™n =  0) =  1/2. Inter­
chip interference is ignored in eqn. (2.31). When T/T/k) and T/Tx> are sufficiently large 
compared to one, similarly to eqn. (2.18), eqn. (2.32) may be approximated to
^ J “ £ s i n c 2(37 ) d / £ | R (‘)( /  +  A<t)+mtDw - t o (,,)|2|R6( / ) f |R <l)( / ) |2d / )
for AT'1’ and Aff))» l .  (2.33)
Finally, from the discussion above, signal-to-noise ratio for BFSK follows:
v*
(2.34)
where
^ , A “ ’. a“ >)=
, J
J r s in c 2(T /)| ,yLv«i=±i
H m ( f  + Aw + m!53<*>-C5<*))|2
J
Tm
L K i f P f
(2.35)
and the bit energy is given by
Eb — bit duration x average power
=  P 'I . (2.36)
Compare eqn. (2.34) to eqn. (2.24). The proportionate constant of the first term in the RHS of eqn.
(2.34) is 1/4 whereas that in eqn. (2.24) is 1/2. As shown in Fig. 2.3, the available spectrum for the 
signal is subdivided into two disjoint subspectra, and correspondingly processing gain should be
reduced. That is, T /T c \bfsk = { t / T c \bpsk) /2  holds. The signal-to-noise ratio for DPSK has the
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same form as eqn. (2.24).
In the following section, the interference from overlapped carriers and the resulting 
system capacity are investigated.
2.1.3 Capacity gain by overlapped carrier allocation scheme
In this section we apply the results obtained so far to the analysis of three cases of 
interference between carriers. When a narrow-band carrier is located completely inside a wide­
band carrier(Fig. 1.3 and Fig. 2.5-(b)), narrow-band to wide-band carrier interference and 
vice versa will be investigated. And when equally wide and equally spaced carriers are partly 
overlapped as illustrated in Fig. 2.4 and also considered in References [Beh94], [Lee96], and 
[Lee96a], adjacent carrier interference(ACI) will be also investigated.
BW
Overlapping
l^ c.ncA.-1
+fo J\ Jl fj, f4 ^ fVf-2 Inc- 1
Figure 2.4 Overlapping carrier allocation scheme under consideration.
In order to normalise the variance due to the interfering user, the variance due to a 
transmitted signal with the same power, chip rate, and centre frequency as the desired signal is 
taken as the reference. Relative interference due to the &-th interfering user may be defined as 
follows:
X
X
(k)
0) ’ 
A“ >)
for BPSK and DPSK
for BFSK
(2.37)
5/*(£1}. o)
Let us consider a scenario depicted in Fig. 2.4 to show the possible improvement of 
the system capacity obtained by OCA. It is assumed that each carrier has the same bandwidth W, 
each transmitted signal has the same power, chip and data rates, the number of active users in each
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carrier is the same and the bandwidth of the available spectrum allocated to the wireless 
communication system is BW. In order to simplify the analysis, it is assumed that only one left and 
one right adjacent carriers are permitted to overlap with the desired carrier. When the number of 
carriers Nc is given, carrier spacing A(NC) between adjacent carriers(Fig. 2.4) is
. , . j . B W - WA(AM = ------------- . (2.38)
6 Ne - 1
From eqns. (2.24) and (2.34), the relation between the threshold SNR and the maximum number of 
active users in a carrier Kmax is given by
SNR* <  jrrf —   (2.39)
c. + n mx£  f M (i. rcm. ( ,  -  |_ivc/2 J)a)+2 k .
<1=0
where Cm and Cv are constants accounting for the bit energy and the background noise. In the 
above equation, the reference carrier is taken as the |_iVt./2 j-th  which is subject to highest ACI. 
Solving eqn. (2.39) with respect to Kma* yields
•^ Siinx
IN,-1
(2.4°)
<1=0
where T  is a constant value, and \_xj indicates the integer part o f x. The constant F  depends 
on the threshold SNR. The interest here is to show that the relative improvement o f system  
capacity is independent o f the threshold SNR. In order to represent the improvement o f the 
system capacity by OCA, we define the capacity gain factor G(NC) as the maximum total
number of active users in the available spectrum by OCA divided by that attained by DC A for 
a carrier bandwidth, i.e.
NJC.,
G ( N )  = c  m ax,O CA
N I<c ,D C A  m ax, DCA
N. r / 5 T , ( l , ^ ( 9 -L N ,/2 j)A )
9=o (2.41)
where Nc DCA and KTmXtDCA denote the maximum number of carriers in the entire bandwidth 
and the maximum number of active users per carrier, respectively, for the given carrier 
bandwidth W for DCA scheme. As mentioned earlier, the constant T  is dependent on the 
threshold SNR. Hence eqn. (2.41) depends on the threshold SNR. In general since 2V*»1
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holds, the integer parts o f |_rJ and r / £ / , ( i , r c<,\ ( 9 -L w c/2 j)A )
<7=0
are sufficiently larger
than one, and the decimal parts o f them can be ignored at the expense o f negligible inaccuracy. 
Then the approximate form of eqn. (2.41), which is independent o f the threshold SNR, is 
obtained as follows:
G(NC) «
N.c.O CA
Nc,DcANf , f m{ l f \ ( q - l N c/2j)A)
<7=0
(2.42)
Preemphasis and deemphasis filtering[Beh94] can be easily modelled using the results
of our analysis. Replacing the transmitter filter H { by H  ( / ) H p ( / )  and the bandpass 
filter Hj}k)( f ) in the receiver by Hlk)( f)H Ak\ f ) we can obtain the results related to 
preemphasis and deemphasis when H {k\ f )  and HAk)( f ) denote preemphais and deemphasis 
filters, respectively.
2.1.4 Numerical Results
In a multi-chip-rate OCA-FD/SC-CDMA system, multiple access interference may 
arise from the narrow-band carrier, the wide-band carrier, and equally wide adjacent carrier. 
As mentioned in the last section, the three types of inter-carrier interference will be 
investigated, as illustrated in Fig. 2.5. The following three pulse shaping filters will be considered 
in this section:
W
R E C T :|ff(/)|2 =
SINE: | f f ( / ) |2 =
sine \ T cf ) ,  for  | / |  <
0, elsewhere
2 cos(7tJ'./)
% l - ( 2 T j f  
0, elsewhere
. M  l / N y
RC: \ H ( f f  =
1, for  | / |< (1-P)
2T
1 1 . sin
2 2
( ^  1/1-0.57; 
tc7; —— -— - for
v 271 271
0, elsewhere
(2.43)
(2.44)
(2.45)
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Raised cosine pulse shaping filter satisfies Nyquist pulse shaping criterion[Pro95], and so 
inter-chip interference is not generated. Smoothness of the power spectral density, which will 
be a critical factor of performance in OCA-FD/SC-CDMA, can be adjusted by the rolloff 
factor of this filter type. The RECT filter corresponds to a bandlimited rectangular chip waveform 
and is the type most commonly investigated, whereas the SINE filter corresponds to bandlimited 
half-period sine chip waveform taken from a sine function over [0,7t]. The SINE filter is 
employed for continuous phase modulation in quaternary systems such as MSK(Minimum Shift 
Keying).
Inter-carrier
(a) (b)
Figure 2.5 Inter-carrier interference under consideration, (a) interference between equally wide 
adjacent carriers, (b) narrow-band-to-wide-band interference and wide-band-to-narrow-band 
interference.
Figure 2.6 k (W )  against bandwidth normalised to the chip rate for RECT(solid line), 
SINE(dotted line), and RC([3=0.4, dashdotted line);/V/,=10.
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frequency(nornialized to chip rate) frequancy(normalized to chip rate)
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.7 PSD’s o f co-carrier interference(solid line) and equally-wide-adjacent carrier 
interference(dashed line) prior to integration, and the PSD equivalent spectral characteristic o f the 
integrator(dotted line); A = Tc~l ; AT* = 1 0 . (a) RECT(W=2 Tt7l ). (b) SINE(W=2 Tfl ). (c) 
RC( |3 = 0.4, W=1.4 7T1).
Figure 2.8 f int (■) for naiTow-band-to-wide-band carrier interference for RECT(solid line, 
W=2T;1), SINE(dashed line, W=2Tc~l ), and RC(P =  0 .4 , dashdotted line, W=IAT? )\B P S K  or 
DPSK; A/),=31; T ^ ' / T CJl~' = 5 ; %w = l .1
1 Tt,w and TCi„ indicate chipping period for wide-band carrier and narrow-band carrier respectively.
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Figure 2.9 £(■) for wide-band-to-narrow-band carrier interference for RECT(solid line,
W-2 Tc~l ), SINE(dashed line, W=2 Tc7l ), and RC( [3 =  0 .4 , dashdotted line, W -\A  T /[); BPSK or 
DPSK;M/=31; W ' X , - '  = 5 ;  X (t) = 1 .
For BFSK, the available bandwidth is the same as that for BPSK and DPSK, but it should 
be equally subdivided into two subspectra. The lowpass equivalent transfer function of the front- 
end bandpass filter is given by BPSK and DPSK
7n b( f)  = n
and for BFSK
H,Xf) =  n r f  'vW/2y
where W is the RF bandwidth of the signal.
(2.46. a)
(2.46.b)
Figure 2.10 f mt (•) for inter-caiTier interference for RECT(solid line, W=2TC 1), SINE(dashed 
line, W=2Tt7l), and RC(P = 0 .4 , dashdotted line, W=L4T;1); BPSK or DPSK; Nb=31; 
T ,,A /T cy = U x m = l.
2 3  4
spacing(frequency normalized to chip rate)
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1.5
0 .5
oo 0 .5 1 1 .5
spacing(frequency normalized to chip rate)
2
Figure 2.11 f int (•) for narrow-band-to-wide-band carrier interference for RECT(solid line,
Let us start with the inter-chip interference plotted in Fig. 2.6. A  normalised form of
self-generated interference or inter-chip interference may be defined as follows:
Var{lA  . , .
K ( W )  = -------r ‘ for any user k with the same signal specification as the first user (2.47)
where I0,k denotes a component o f the multiple access interference due to the k-th interfering signal. 
In eqns. (A.5) and (A.6), Sn( f)  and SIU ( / )  can be simplified if the bandwidth of signal is finite. 
The term for n -  0 dominates the summation. When the bandwidth W is two times the chip rate, 
only the terms for n ~ - l ,  0, and +1 have non-zero values. Some numerical results for eqn. (2.47) 
are shown in Fig. 2.6. For RC the bandwidth is determined by rolloff parameter P, i.e., 
W= T;] (1+p). For all the cases k(W)  is less than 0.1. For the typical bandwidth W = 2Tf l , 
rc(W) has negligible values around 0.01. Ignoring k (W) does not make noticeable difference in 
the SNR. For the systems with the time-limited chip waveform, such as RECT and SINE, infinite 
bandwidth implies that k(W ) = 0 . Convergence of (A.9) can be verified in Fig. 2.6 as the 
bandwidth gets larger. If the matched filter is employed, k  (W) for RC should be zero. Introduction 
of random phase uniformly distributed over [0, Tc ] to ease analysis in appendix A incurs such a
discrepancy from matched filter detector.
Shown in Fig. 2.7 are the PSD ’s due to co-carrier2 and adjacent carrier interference, 
and the PSD equivalent spectral characteristic o f the integrator, i.e. sinc2(/T ) in eqn. (2.26).
1 ‘Specification’ includes nominal power level, carrier centre frequency, signal bandwidth, chip rate, and data 
rate, pulse shape, etc.
2 Co-carrier indicates the carrier which delivers the desired signal.
M l*}
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The integrator in a correlation detector extracts the energy in a narrow region [ -F  l , T *],
and suppresses the power outside this region. As Nb gets larger, the relative bandwidth of the 
PSD equivalent spectral characteristic o f the integrator becomes narrower. Hence the high 
processing gain implies more effective rejection of co-carrier and adjacent carrier interference. 
When the pulse is generated by the RECT filter, adjacent carrier interference is more 
efficiently suppressed since its PSD has a deeper pool around frequency zero and its two tones 
are rejected by multiplying the sine function with a narrow main lobe. This detection process 
explains that RECT exhibits less f int (•) than SINE in Fig. 2.10.
Figure 2.12 f int (•) for wide-band-to-narrow-band carrier interference for RECT(solid line, 
W ^ T ; 1 y, BFSK; Nh=3U, TCY / T CY  =  5; %<*> = 1 .
Figure 2.13 f hn (•) for inter-carrier interference for RECT(solid line, W=4 Tc 1); BFSK; Nb=31;
v 7 C  = 1; x w = i .
Relative interference ^ nt( x <fc),Tc(fc), A(*}) defined by eqn. (2.37) is plotted in Figs. 2.8, 2.9, 
and 2.10 for BPSIC and DPSK, and in Figs. 2.11, 2.12, and 2.13 for BFSK. For BFSK, only RECT 
is considered. Fig. 2.8 plots f hn (•) from narrow-band-to-wide-band carrier. Except for small
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values o f A around zero, RECT has smaller f int (•) than SINE. The smaller f int (•) implies more
insensitive to narrow-band interference. When A is 1.2 times the chip rate for RECT and SINE in 
Fig. 2.8, there is no overlapped region between adjacent spectra. So, f int (•) converges to zero at A
=1.2 T; [ . For the same reason it converges at A =0.84 Tc7] for RC. Fig. 2.9 shows the contrary case 
to Fig. 2.8, i.e. wide-band-to-narrow-band carrier interference. The shape is the same as Fig. 2.8, 
but f M (•) is approximately 1/5 of that of Fig. 2.8. In Fig. 2.10 ACI with the same power, chip and 
data rates, and RF bandwidth as the desired signal are plotted. RECT is most insensitive to ACI 
among the three over the entire range of A. It is verified from Figs. 2.8 and 2.9 that a narrow-band 
signal gives more degradation to the SNR than that caused by a user with the same signal 
specification as the desired user. However, from Fig. 2.8 it follows that the desired signal has a 
much smaller degradation from the wide-band signal than due to a narrow-band signal when the 
power remains constant for all the signals. The effect of the reciprocity between Fig. 2.8 and 2.9 on 
capacity will be discussed in detail in Subchapter 5.5.
As shown in Figs. 2.11 and 2.12 for BFSK, when narrow and wide-band carriers have the 
same carrier centre frequency, interference to each other is relatively small as long as the wide-band 
carrier spectrum is much larger than the narrow-band carrier spectrum. On the other hand, as the 
bandwidth of the narrow-band carrier approaches that of the wide-band carrier, each carrier causes 
highest interference. This could be verified in Fig. 2.13.
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Figure 2.14 G(NC) against Nc for BPSK and DPSIC; RECT: ; SINE: W=2.0T; ' ;
RC: W =\AT:' and p=0.4; BW =  28 7” ' ;  W/,=31.
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1.6
1.5
v.1-4o
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number of carriers
Figure 2.15 G(NC) against Nc for BFSK; RECT: W=2.0 T~'; BW  = 56T;'; 31.
In Fig. 2.14, capacity gain factors of the three cases given in eqn. (2.42) are plotted 
against the number of carriers for BPSK and DPSK. It is assumed that the available bandwidth 
BW  is 2 8 7 ; ',  and the RF bandwidths o f RECT, SINE, and an RC(P=0.4) are 2 , 2 T ; ' ,
and 1.4 Tr7l respectively. As the number of carriers Nc increases, ACI becomes higher. To
maintain the SNR equal to or larger than the threshold, the number of active users per carrier 
should decrease. But an increased number of carriers can compensate the decrease in the 
number of active users per carrier. The point with the largest value is the optimum trade-off. 
The relative capacities have been found to increase by up to 56% for RECT, 21% for SINE, 
and 24% for the RC when using OCA compared to that using DCA. The optimum numbers o f  
carriers are 27 for RECT, 22 for SINE, and 28 for RC. For these numbers o f carriers, the 
normalised variances are 0.119, 0.149, and 0.0632, respectively. Fig. 2.15 plots the capacity 
gain for BFSK using RECT. It is assumed that the available bandwidth BW  is 56 Tfl for BFSK
with RECT. The capacity increases are up to 55% using OCA.
Fig. 2.16 plots the signal-to-noise ratio against the number o f users per carrier 
simultaneously accessing the channel for the DCA-FD/SC-CDMA system. Fig. 2.17 plots a 
similar curve for the degree o f overlapping where the maximum of capacity gain is achieved in 
Fig. 2.14(that is, Nc~21 for RECT, Nc=22 for SINE, and Nc=28 for RC). Under the condition 
of the same power and same chip rate, SINE gives the best SNR of the three. As shown in Fig 
2.18 for the given available bandwidth, RC gives the largest capacity because RC occupies a 
narrower bandwidth for the same processing gain(T/Tc ). In other words, it is spectrally more
efficient. The relation between the absolute capacity and the chip waveform will be 
investigated in more detail in the following chapters.
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Figure 2.16 SNR against number o f users per carrier for BPSK SC-CDMA; iV*=31, 
EJN„=18dB; p =  0.4 for RC; W= 2T;'for RECT and SINE.
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Figure 2.17 SNR versus the number of users for the degree o f overlapping to attain the 
maximum capacity gains in Fig. 2.14 for BPSK.
Figure 2.18 Nc x  Kmx against threshold SNR for the degree of overlapping at which the
maximum capacity gains in Fig. 2.14 for BPSK is attained; RECT: solid line; SINE: dashed line; 
RC( p =  0.4): dashdotted line.
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2.2 Comparison of correlation detector to matched filter 
detector
t = nT
m
Nh-1
2cos{27i(X +A w )/-Fea)}  a (*)
Figure 2.19 Structure of BPSK DS-CDM A demodulator with matched filter detector.
In this subchapter, the correlation detector, denoted CD, which has been considered so 
far is compared with the matched filter detector, denoted MFD, in terms of the system  
complexity and the achievable signal-to-noise ratio. In order to simplify the analysis, an 
additive white Gaussian channel in the absence of multipath fading is assumed. The signal-to- 
noise ratio derived in the preceding and present section can be extended to fading and 
multipath environment in a fairly straightforward manner. As illustrated in Fig. 2.19, the 
output of the matched-filter is sampled in every chipping period Tc and then summed to 
generate the decision variable. In contrast, the correlation detector, illustrated in Fig. 2.1-(a), 
multiplies the received signal by the replica of the desired signal, and then integrates the 
product over the signalling interval T. The main difference in structure between both the two 
detectors is the integration interval: Whereas CD integrates over a bit duration, MFD 
integrates over an much longer interval than the bit duration to compute the convolution since 
the pulse is not time-limited. For the time-limited chip pulse whose duration is shorter than or 
equal to the chipping period, the CD has the same SNR as the MFD since every chip 
waveform generated in a signalling interval is covered by finite integration interval o f CD. 
Integration over a finite interval can not exploit the entire energy of time-unlimited chip 
waveforms, in particular, those at the beginning and end of the signalling interval. However, 
although the chip waveform lasts longer than the chipping period, a high processing gain, by 
which the integration interval contains sufficiently large number of chip pulses, mitigates the 
degradation to the SNR introduced by incomplete exploitation of chip energy. When the chip 
pulse duration is longer than the chipping period, inter-chip interference is generated.
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2.2.1 Comparison of CD to MFD in terms of system complexity
When detectors are implemented entirely digitally, the system complexity for both the 
two detectors may be comparatively discussed as follows:
•  A  RC filter given by eqn. (2.45) has an infinite impulse response. However, a FIR1 matched 
filter has a finite number of coefficients FL corresponding to several chip periods due to 
limitation o f complexity. Let us assume that the sampling rate is SR times the chip rate. In 
order to have a sample in MFD, FL multiplications and FL- 1 additions are required by the 
matched filter. To generate a decision variable, Nh - 1  additions per signalling interval is
required. Recall that the number Ni, is the processing gain defined by T/Tc . Hence a
decision variable is generated in every signalling interval by F L x S R x  Nh multiplications
and (FL - 1 )  x  SR X Nb + Nb - 1  additions.
• On the other hand, CD requires one multiplication and one addition per sample to compute 
correlation and FL multiplications and FL- 1 additions per sample to generate the replica 
when the integration is realised with addition. Multiplications to generate the replica may be 
unnecessary since the impulse modulated sequence has values +1 or -1. In other words, the
FL - 1
replica sequence ( y f }) is generated by 5 and hence the coefficient ht is added or
i = 0
subtracted when a[k\ = +1 or a(f  \ = ~ 1  respectively. Hence a decision variable in every
signalling interval is generated by SRx Nb multiplications and F L x S R x  Nh - 1  additions.
Moreover, when the period o f the PN sequence is equal to the signalling interval and a PN  
code is dedicated to a terminal, the replica sequence corresponding to a signalling interval 
can be stored in memory, and hence no computation is required to generate the replica.
• In order to employ a CD, the front-end bandpass filter must have a sharp frequency 
response, which is usually implemented with an analogue circuit.
When it comes to hardware implementation, multiplication is more complicated than addition 
and hence is dominant factor of system complexity. From the discussion above, the number of
multiplications per signalling interval for CD is a — fraction of that for the MFD. When
FL
implemented digitally, the CD is significantly simpler than the MFD.
1 Finite Impulse Response.
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2.2.2 Comparison of CD to MFD in terms of signal-to-noise ratio
A. Form u la tion  o f  the decision variable in  M F D  and CD
The analysis in this section will be carried out for equally wide carriers as illustrated in 
Fig. 2.5-(a). Assuming homogeneity or symmetry o f the distribution for all transmitted signals 
without loss of generality, the first receiver is adopted as the reference or desired receiver, and 
its carrier frequency deviation and phase due to the transmitter oscillator are set to zero, i.e. 
A(1) — 0 and 0 (1) = 0 .  The signal arriving at the reference receiver corresponding to the first 
user may be expressed in the complex lowpass equivalent form
r (t) = £  s(k) ( t—t  (fc)) +  n (t) (2.48)
k
where random delay t (/:) is introduced by asynchronous transmission and regarded as a 
random variable with a uniform distribution over [0, 7], and the complex-valued function n(f) 
denotes background noise with its autocorrelation function
Rnn(x) =  — 2?[n*(f)n(f+t)] =  N0b(x). The reference user’s delay is set to zero, i.e. T(1) = 0
without essential loss of generality. Finally, the decision variable Z x corresponding to the X-th 
signalling interval takes the form
N „ - 1
Zx = £  r(/ -  X T ) * t=llTe for MFD (2.49.a)
u=0
and
zx = r+l>r{r(t-\T)*hh(t)}a('\t)dt for CD (2.49.b)
where the function hb{t) is the impulse response of the lowpass equivalent front-end bandpass
filter. W e can drop the subscript X and set it to zero without loss of generality.
Similarly to eqn. (2.8), the complex decision variable Z consists of four components as 
follows:
Z = U + I v +  \ a + N (2.50)
where
• U: real-valued useful term
• Iv: complex-valued self-generated interference, i.e. inter-chip interference
• I0: complex-valued other user interference,
• N: complex-valued background noise
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As verified in Fig. 2.6, ICI is negligible and hence it is excluded from consideration. For MFD, the 
components o f Z may be written in the form
'N„-1
u  = J i F " e  E r X C / ’W
I  n=0
;i=0 «!=-“
i „ = £ A / ^ 2 > I l>£ C „ « w (f)
«=0 ni=-
u
t=nTc
and
Arfc- i
N = £ n ( f )
/i=0
t~nTc
where
(2.50.a)
(2.50.b)
(2.50.C)
(2.50.d)
(2.51)■<*>(<) =  [ /! (? -T<*> -  (n + m)rc)e-,(2*i“l,'H|’“,)]* /! ( -0  and t (1> =  0 
To distinguish U  for MFD from U  for CD, denote them as Umfd and U Cd , respectively.
B. M ean o f  the decision variab le
For the MFD, the useful term, the mean of the decision variable Z is obtained 
as[Vit95]
UUFD =V2P<ir X £ h \ t - n T c)dt = 42P™Nb r  \ H ( f f d t .  (2.52.a)
/i=0
In Section 2.1.2, to ease analysis for CD, the r.p. a{V\ t )  in eqn. (2.49.b) was approximated as
a wide-sense-stationary signal by introducing random delay t (1) . For accuracy of comparison, 
the approximation is not invoked in the following analysis. For the CD, when the function 
a(l\ t )  is not approximated wide-sense-stationary, U has the more complicated form as 
follows:
UCD =  V 2 P (I) £ f  h1 (t — nTc)dt =  V 2 P <1) ' I f f  h* V)dt(2 .52 .b )
«=o «=o 11 c
The integral o f the time-unlimited signal h(t) is dependent on the integration interval. By
subdividing the integration interval T  into Ni, subintervals as long as the chipping period Tc,
(2.52.b) is modified to
N,,-\
UCD = 42P"N„C,  +  JziU£(A f„  -n){C _„ +  C,,} (2.53)
;i=i
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where
CL =
f h2(t)dt, n - N , Jn„tc
n (n + l)T c _
J /T2( 0 ^ ,  =V/iT. (2.54)
/z (t)dt, « =  —
It is obvious that the integral terms over [~TC, Tc] dominate the summation term in the RHS of 
eqn. (2.53). From eqns. (2.52.a) and (2.53), it follows that the discrepancy bU between UhM FD
and UCD takes the form
8t/ = UUFB -  UCD = f f » f j l [ f  + £
n=o I * J
= f f F N {c_Nt + c 4 + ^ x / - ' ' ) { C- « - . ) + C »l- .} -
;t=l
Let us turn our attention to the ratio of the discrepancy bU to UMFD defined as
(2.55)
5(7 _ {
TV/,-1
£
i ,!=1
\p-(N,-n) + EN,-n }
U M F D f  h2(t)dt J h2(t)dt
(2.56)
In practice, the bandwidth of the CDMA spectrum is larger than the chip rate. Assume that the 
bandwidth of spectrum is equal to the chip rate TT1 in order to consider the worst case in the 
sense that the main lobe in the time domain is so wide that the terms C.n’s are noticeably large 
even when the index n is less than Nb-1. In this case, the main lobe o f h2(t) is at most as wide 
as 2Tc in time domain. In excess of 90% of the energy is concentrated within the main lobe. 
The envelope o f h2(t) is dramatically decreased as |/| is increased. Since N y »  1 holds, both 
two extreme ends o f h2(t) are included in C_Nj> and CN . For this reasoning, it is obvious 
that
{C-Nh + CNh } Q
J h2(t)dt
and
TV,.- 2 /
Id1
J h2 (t)dt
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although the integration interval for C_x contains part of the main lobe. The coefficient for n - 1
{ c , + c , }
AE
makes the following hold: —  —- < ■. Therefore, the previous discussion
J h2(t)dt 2 Nb
5 t/ 1
leads to the relation --------< -------- . Hence since Nb» l ,  the ratio is negligible and
B  M FD
consequently the discrepancy 5C7 is negligible.
C. Variance o f  the decision variable
For notational convenience, define the component of the decision variable due to the k- 
th interfering user and detected at the n-th sampling as Z / } and the sum Zj*}>s for
n=0,l,2,...Nh-l as Z (k). Assuming a random signature sequence, the mean of Z (k) becomes
zero. Since the variable Zj*}’s for «=0,l,....A /,-l are i.i.d, it suffices to consider Z (0k).
Inter-chip interference may be measured by the variance of the desired signal Z (x . The
random variable Z (0U is rewritten in the form
Zol) = £  bx)h(t -  mTc )* h{-t)\ , = 0  . (2.57)
/H=-oo
Expressing the convolution term in frequency domain changes eqn. (2.57) to
=  f c ( - 0 } } U
oo
= V F IL<'> (2.57.a)
/;i=-oo
The operations 7  and 7 '  denote Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform 
respectively. Let us denote the inverse Fourier transform of \H(f)\2 as h ( t) . Then the 
integration in the above equation can be written as
£ | # ( / ) |  \ - ! W T .df  =  . (2.58)
By substituting the above equation into eqn. (2.57.a) and recalling that sin(-) is an odd 
function, it follows that
Z f  =  V2 P0)a .w  M E  J f f ( / ) |2 cos(27C>iTcM /. (2.59)
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From the definition of variance1, it is straightforward to have
V ar{zy}  = 2Pm £  { £ | f l ' ( / ) f  . (2.60)
m=-oo ^m* 0
Note that m=0 is excluded from the summation since the component is associated with the 
expectation Umfd given by eqn. (2.52.a). Merging Ni, r.v. Z j^’s 72=0,1,2,...Nh-l  leads to the 
form[Vit95]
Var{Lm} = 2PmNb £  { £ | f f ( / ) | 2 cos(2n (2.61)
m = - ~
hiv^O
or equivalently
Var{Z(,)} = 2 P (lW,, £ A ( - m T c) (2.61.a)
W=-oo
WI^O
from eqn. (2.58). When the pulse shaping filter satisfies Nyquist pulse shaping 
criterion[Zie85], the summation term in eqn. (2 .6 l.a) becomes zero. Hence inter-chip 
interference disappears. If the Nyquist pulse shaping criterion is not satisfied, inter-chip 
interference may be more easily computed by eqn. (2.61) than by eqn. (2 .6 l.a).
In a similar manner, the variance o f the other user interference can also be derived as 
follows: Interference at the first sample due to the /c-th user 7} k), k ^ 1 is rewritten as
Z “ > =  j 2 P “ )a'l) - m T U a^ n'W,' \ f h(-t%,a . (2.62)
The random process o f the right hand side prior to sampling at t=0 is wide-sense stationary.
Let us denote the random process Z {Qk)(t) . To derive the variance o f the complex-valued
random variable Z[f1, the following relation is useful:
Var{x(i)\„0} =  fl„(T )|,=0 = £ S „ ( / V /  (2.63)
where the function x(t) is a wide-sense-stationary random process, and the functions 
Rxx (t ) and Sxx ( / )  denote its autocorrelation function and power spectral density. Prior to 
applying the relation eqn. (2.63) to our analysis, the power spectral density o f the random 
process Z {0k\ t ) ,  needs to be derived. By following the procedure in appendix A-8[Zie85], we 
obtain the following
1 Var{X}=E{X2} when X  is a real-valued random variable with zero mean.
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p (k )
• W )  =  > ( /  + A*’)! 4 /  • (2.64)
c
By substituting Sa ( f )  into eqn. (2.63), and merging Nb samples and all the other user signals, 
it follows that
V a r W z ™  }  = + Aw f d f . (2.65)
(k*\  J c
Finally, the variance due to the background noise is given by Reference [Vit95] as follows
Var{N} = NhN „ [ j H ( f f d f .  (2.66)
D. S igna l-to-no ise ra tio
Using the results presented above and ignoring inter-chip interference, the signal-to- 
noise ratio for MFD may be expressed as
T * ' = ^ - Z x <^ ( A i>) +
b k* 1
(2.67)
where the bit energy is given by Eh = PmNt J \H(f)\2 d f , and
T„
r \H ( f ) \2\H (f + Am f d f
' ' . (2.68)
For a correlation detector and large processing gain Ni„ applying the approximation in eqn. 
(2.18) to eqn. (2.24) leads to eqn. (2.67). Therefore, under reasonable levels of processing 
gain, i.e. 2V*»1, SN R ’s for both the MFD and CD exhibit negligible discrepancy.
E. R e la tion  between pu lse shape and  signal-to-noise ra tio
For rectangular chip waveforms, ^(0) becomes 2/3 at A = 0 as will be shown in 
appendix B. Hence eqn. (2.67) becomes equal to signal-to-noise ratio presented by 
References [Pur77], [Ger85b] and [Ger91] for rectangular chip waveforms. By performing 
integration, ^(0) for the given rolloff factor (3 becomes
^(0) =  1 -  (3/4. (2.69)
The rolloff factor yields 101og(l -  p / 4)-1 dB gain in y b compared to the case p = 0 when 
other user interference is dominant factor in y b given by eqn. (2.67). On the other hand, when 
the bandwidth remains constant, processing gain Nb is decreased by a fraction of 1 / (1 +  p )
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compared to the case |3 = 0 . It is obvious from the relation W = (l + $)/Tc . The aggregate 
gain in y h for the given p becomes 101og(l -  P / 4)_1 -1 0 1 o g (l +  p ) compared to the case 
P=0. Since P e  [0,1], the aggregate gain is less than zero, i.e. 
101og(l -  p / 4 )-1 -1 0 1 o g (l +  P )< 0 . For instance, when p = l, the gain becomes -1.76dB  
compared to the case p=0. Conclusively, sharper rolloff improves y h.
2.3 Summary
A guideline for the analysis of the complicated CDMA systems such as multi-chip-rate 
OCA-FD/SC-CDMA is o f primary concern in this chapter. The correlation detector has been 
compared to the matched filter detector in terms of the system complexity and signal-to-noise ratio. 
The relationship between the pulse shape and the capacity has been discussed. The following points 
have been found:
•  For equal power and pulse shape, narrow-band CDMA signal exhibits higher degradation to the 
desired signal that wide-band interference.
•  When the DCA schemes is used, smooth rolloff spectrum exhibits poorer capacity because of  
low spectral efficiency.
•  Inter-chip interference is negligible when the processing gain is much larger than one.
•  Under a scenario employing the OCA scheme with equally wide and equally spaced carriers, the 
capacity increase of up to 56% for BPSK and DPSK and 55% for BFSK is achievable 
compared to the capacity for the DCA scheme at no extra complexity over AWGN channel. 
This relative capacity increase will be examined further later on.
• The CD has lower system complexity than the MFD because less multiplication is needed.
•  For high processing gain, the discrepancy of the SNR between the CD and MFD converges 
towards zero.
Attention in this chapter was confined to the unfaded AWGN channel. In mobile radio 
applications, unfaded AWGN channel is not realistic. As signals are propagated through the mobile 
radio channel, they suffer from hostile impairments such as power control error, shadowing, 
multipath fading, etc. The following chapters will treat those impairments and propose new multiple 
access schemes to overcome or reduce such multipath fading impairments.
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Chapter 3 
Hybrid OCA-FD/SC-CDMA
Over an additive white Gaussian noise channel, the performance o f a multi-chip-rate OCA-FD/SC-CDMA has been evaluated in the preceding chapter. In that chapter, the 
effect o f power control error was not taken into account. Power control attempts to equalise 
arriving powers from different users at the receiver. If a certain user’s signal power is double 
the average signal power, the user wastes the valuable resource which can accept another user. 
In this regard, power control is a vital factor in CDMA. In this chapter, OCA scheme is 
applied to terrestrial cellular environment where the signal is subject to more hostile 
environment such as multipath fading, shadowing, and other cell interference. Multipath fading 
is generated by near-field scatterers, motion of terminals, etc, and produces rapid random 
variation o f signal amplitudes. For these reasons, power control becomes more challenging, 
and achieving perfect power control is extremely difficult. The capacity of a CDMA system is 
constrained by imperfect power control unlike TDMA. The impact o f imperfect power control 
on capacity is o f our primary interest in this chapter. Unlike the preceding chapter, attention is 
limited to the equally wide carriers scenario shown in Fig. 1.1-(b) and (c) or Fig. 3.1.
The basic system model employed in this chapter is based on the IS-95 CDMA  
standard[Qua92, Gil91, Jal94, Yit95], This is characterised by balanced QPSK modulation and 
orthogonal codes for the forward link, and M -ary orthogonal modulation and random codes 
for reverse link. When it comes to the analysis, an outage condition is imposed to measure the 
impact of imperfect power control on capacity. Moreover, the relation between diversity gain 
and the demodulation scheme in frequency selective channel will be investigated. Finally, for 
the given pulse shape, demodulation scheme, and channel characteristics (in particular, delay 
spread plays the most significant role), the optimum carrier spacing for OCA schemes and the 
number of carriers in the sense o f maximising system capacity will be searched for. Based on
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these results, the potential o f OCA schemes can be measured.
Prior to moving to OCA-FD/SC-CDMA, the performance o f an ordinary SC-CDMA  
in terrestrial cellular environment is briefly mentioned first. For the forward link of a cellular 
CDMA, a common strong pilot is assumed to be available because all the signals are subject to 
the same propagation channel due to one-to-many connection. Since a strong pilot facilitates 
the estimation of phase and amplitude variation, coherent reception at the mobile is possible. A  
group of transmitters accessing the same base-station can be synchronised. Because of 
synchronous transmission, an orthogonal signature sequence enables the mobile to perfectly 
decorrelate the desired signal from interfering users over flat fading channel. In frequency 
selective fading, delayed replicas o f the signal are not mutually orthogonal, and interfere with 
each other. When only a few paths are resolvable, the orthogonal signature sequence gives 
significant gain. In a single cell system, power control is not needed for the forward link since 
the same power for every signal is delivered through the common propagation channel. It does 
not cause near/far impairment. However, in a multi-cell system, because of shadowing, 
according to geographical locations, the degree o f interference varies. To explain the need of 
power control in the forward link, suppose a mobile which receives a weak signal from the 
home cell1 base-station due to shadowing between the home cell base-station and the mobile, 
and in contrast a strong signal from a remote cell2 base-station as a result o f clear propagation 
path. In order to equalise the performance for all subscribers and hence maximise the 
efficiency of power whose total amount remains constant, it is desirable for a fraction of the 
power allocated to a mobile in a more favourable condition to be reallocated to the mobile in a 
worse condition o f communication. For this reasoning, power control in the forward link is 
regarded as power allocation. The degree of shadowing is slowly varying since it stems from 
the geographical configuration. The reverse link may be subject to the same shadowing as the 
forward link. Thus, open-loop power control which increases and decreases the relative 
amount o f power according to the signal strength can be used.
For the reverse link, it is extremely difficult, or impossible, to synchronise transmission 
instants among different mobiles, and hence orthogonality among different users is virtually 
impossible. Due to the lack of orthogonality, many-to-one and independent propagation 
channel makes reverse link power control more challenging. For this reason, a significant
1 Home cell indicates a cell which serves the signal of interest.
2 Remote cell indicates a cell which is not home cell.
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capacity is lost. Furthermore, since each individual mobile is subject to a different multipath 
fading channel, a common strong pilot to a group of subscribers accessing the same base 
station for coherent demodulation is not available. An individual strong pilot per subscriber 
reduces power efficiency significantly. Instead, for the IS-95 system, M-ary orthogonal 
modulation and noncoherent reception is more realistic, as mentioned in Reference [Vit95], 
Without a strong pilot, even noncoherent reception is not easy at all. The desired signal 
strength is much lower than that of the multiple access interference, and as a consequence, 
code acquisition becomes a challenging problem. Unlike the forward link, the receiver could 
be powerful to overcome this hostile channel since it is in the base-station. In order to 
compensate for the capacity loss due to imperfect power control and noncoherent reception, 
fast closed-loop power control, powerful coding and space diversity are used for the reverse 
link. However, the reverse link remains as the limiting direction despite those efforts. 
Procedures for closed-loop power control o f the reverse link is as follows[Gil91, Vit93, Ari93, 
Ari94]: Before starting transmission, a subscriber monitors the total received signal from the 
base-station. The initial transmission power level is determined according to the estimated 
power level as follows: If the estimated power is larger(smaller) than the nominal power, it 
becomes the nominal power level below (above) the difference between the nominal power 
level(in dB) and the estimated power level(in dB). Afterwards, the received power level is 
continuously monitored by the base-station and the base-station issues a power control 
command bit in every time interval, and the mobile updates the transmitting power level 
according to the command bit. The power control bit is unprotected by forward error 
control/interleaving in order to avoid an unacceptably long delay.
In Subchapter 3.1, the issues encountered in OCA-FD/SC-CDMA will be discussed. In 
Subchapters 3.2 and 3.3, the Erlang capacity and the signal-to-noise ratio o f both the forward 
link and reverse link of a typical terrestrial cellular radio system will be derived. Furthermore, 
the optimum carrier spacing and the number of carriers in the sense to attain maximum system  
capacity will be searched for.
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3.1 Introduction to hybrid OCA-FD/SC-CDMA
BW
A A A
m o f h / h f h
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Figure 3.1 OCA applied to hybrid FD/SC-CDMA. (a) DCA-FD/SC-CDM A. (b) OCA- 
FD/SC-CDMA.
Figure 3.2 Cellular configuration and universal frequency reuse.
A similar picture to Fig. l .l- (b )  and (c) depicting OCA-FD/SC-CDMA appears in Fig. 
3.1. Provided that multiple operators should share a certain spectrum, it is desirable that the 
total available bandwidth are subdivided into as many as operators(illustrated in Fig. 3.1-(a)). 
Afterwards, an individual operator could provide a service independently of others. The 
constraint on the number of resultant subspectra is that each individual subspectrum can
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accommodate sufficiently large number o f subscribers so that the benefits o f CDMA are still 
achieved. Another need of subdivision arises when the baseband processing rate is intractably 
high. The complexity o f base-band signal processing is proportional to the spectrum 
bandwidth. The subdivision of spectrum helps to reduce the system complexity when the 
spectrum bandwidth is sufficiently large that the subspectra achieve sufficiently high 
processing gain. In addition to lower baseband processing rate, the required number o f fingers 
in the RAKE receiver to exploit the full multipath diversity becomes less since the number of 
resolvable paths is proportional to the spectrum bandwidth.
A cellular CDMA system such as IS-95 uses multiple carriers. Among carriers, no 
coupling is assumed. Consider a system shown in Fig. 3.1-(b) where adjacent carrier spectra 
are overlapped. Universal frequency reuse shown in Fig. 3.2 makes adjacent carrier 
interference arising from home cell and other cells unavoidable. At the first look, overlapping 
between carriers seems to be disastrous to the demodulation. However, an inherent nature of 
CDMA endows resistance to adjacent carrier interference. Prior to overlapping between 
adjacent subspectra, CDMA signals are already overlapped spectrally. The impact o f universal 
frequency reuse depicted in Fig. 3.2 has been reported by References [Gil91], [Kim93],
[Vit93a], and [Vit94a]. The desired signal can be demodulated since the CDMA signal has 
inherent resistance to co-channel interference arising from home cell and other cells due to 
universal frequency reuse. It makes soft handover possible. Soft handover increases cell 
coverage[Vit94a]. In OCA-FD/SC-CDMA, the overlapping of the adjacent carrier serves to 
increase spectral efficiency without having a serious impact on the existing system.
3.1.1 Nonlinear distortion at the transmitter
In a cellular radio system, nonlinear distortion occurs at the mobile transmitter power 
amplifier where the input signal is amplified in either class BC or class C region for high power 
efficiency. Since M-ary orthogonal modulation[Jal94, Vit95] generates nearly constant 
envelope, nonlinear power amplifier at the mobile does not cause signal distortion. At the 
base-station transmitter, however the multiplexed signal prior to power-amplification has non­
constant envelope. In this case, if a nonlinear amplifier operating in the class BC or class C 
region is used, the multiplexed signal suffers from nonlinear distortion. In hybrid FD/SC- 
CDMA, signals from multiple carriers are multiplexed, and non-linear distortion causes 
intermodu!ation[Sch93].
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.3 System structure of base-station. (a) Transmitter, (b) Receiver.
Figure 3.4 Separate power amplifier for each individual carrier, and a common antenna.
A  solution to eliminate intermodulation distortion is to use separate power amplifier 
for each individual carrier and a common antenna[Lee89], as depicted in Fig. 3.4, at the 
expense o f higher hardware costs. The number of carriers Nc for FD/SC-CDM A, typically
less than 10, is not as large as that of narrow-band FDMA. When a single common power 
amplifier is used, high output backoff of the amplifier can mitigate intermodulation problems. 
Since the arriving signal level at the receiver is small due to power control and attenuation
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through the radio channel, a low-noise amplifier operating in the class A  region is used at the 
receiver and so nonlinearity may be avoided. For this reasoning, attention is not paid to 
intermodulation.
3.1.2 Nonlinear distortion at the receiver
When the input power to the receiver exceeds the dynamic range, the output o f the 
amplifier becomes saturated, and nonlinear distortion occurs. When close-in users with high 
power saturate LNA, sophisticated power control attempts to eliminate this impairment. Even 
though some effort is made to equalise the arriving power, because of the faster variation of 
the channel than the sampling rate of the power control system togehter with the erroneous 
reception of power control command, the power is still randomly varying. OCA schemes in 
the reverse link play a role to reduce the variance of the aggregate power o f the interfering 
signals for the following reason: Adjacent carrier interference is less severe than co-carrier 
interference by a certain fraction. Contribution of an interfering signal accessing an adjacent 
carrier to aggregate variance of interference is proportional to the square of the fraction of 
overlap. Consequently, the resultant aggregate variance is reduced in comparison with the case 
where only co-carrier interference exists while mean of aggregate interference remains 
constant for both the two cases.
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3.2 Forward link(base-station to mobiles)
(a)
(b)
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(c)
Figure 3.5 System structure for forward link, (a) Transmitter for the q-th carrier at base- 
station. (b) Demodulator at mobile terminal, (c) A  RAKE finger.
3.2.1 T ransmitter model
In a hybrid FD/SC-CDMA, the available spectrum is subdivided into multiple 
subspectra, not necessarily disjoint(see Fig. 3.1). Although the subspectra are not necessarily 
equally wide, our attention is confined to the case of equally wide carriers in this chapter. A  
certain fraction, typically 0.2, of the total transmitted power is allocated to a pilot[Gil91] in 
order to ease phase and time synchronisation at the mobile receiver. A strong pilot facilitates 
channel estimation whose outputs such as path gains and phase shifts can be used for a RAKE 
receiver using maximal ratio predetection combining(MRC) and coherent reception. The total 
transmitted power by the base station is assumed to be constant for all the sectors and all the 
carriers. Power control in forward link can be regarded as a problem o f power allocation to 
each subscriber[Gil91] as mentioned in Subchapter 3.1.
A  carrier is modulated by balanced Quadrature Phase-Shift-Keying(QPSK) in which 
the same binary information symbol is delivered over both in-phase and quadrature channels. 
In order to establish orthogonality between different subscribers, Walsh-Hadamard orthogonal 
sequences, whose period should be equal to the bit duration in order to achieve orthogonality 
between different codes, can be used for spreading since synchronous transmission can be 
achieved without any considerable effort for forward link. The pilot sequence with the same 
information bit, i.e. ‘O’ or ‘1’ is spread by a long sequence, but it is not multiplied by 
orthogonal codes. The known information bit stream for the pilot is used to facilitate 
synchronisation and detection of it. Prior to multiplexing, power allocation should be 
performed. The multiplexed sequence is multiplied by another signature sequence (cim q n) 
where subscripts m and q account for the q-\h carrier of the m-th cell site. Each individual
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carrier o f every base-station should have its own unique signature sequence (aflWJ) to
distinguish itself from other carriers o f other sectors. All spreading sequence are multiplexed 
and the multiplexed sequence is fed to an impulse modulator which generates a sequence of 
impulses equally spaced by the chipping period and with its strength proportional to input 
sequence. The impulse modulated sequence is fed to the pulse shaping filter and then the 
output o f pulse shaping filter is modulated by multiplication of the in-phase or quadrature 
carrier. From the property of Walsh-Hadamard orthogonal sequences, orthogonality among 
replicas generated by multipath propagation does not hold. This point makes it impossible to 
perfectly demultiplex even a synchronous CDMA system over a frequency selective channel.
The transmission instants of bits from different subscribers can be easily synchronised 
since the same base station carries out base-band processing for all subscribers’ signals. The 
transmitted signal modulating the q-ih. carrier of the m-th base station may be expressed as
N c - \
■s„(f) = 2  i3-1)
<7=0
where
The number of carriers is denoted by Nc . The parameter P denotes a constant value related
to the transmission power. The zero-th signal for each carrier is allocated to the pilot. 
Throughout this chapter, it is assumed that successive carriers are apart by at least coherence 
bandwidth, and they propagate in an independent manner. Thus, a pilot must be allocated to 
every carrier. As mentioned earlier, the total transmitted power is identical for any carrier and 
any base-station. The parameters Of^’s account for unequal power allocation, and they should
satisfy < 1 - 0  where the parameter O , typically 0.2, denotes the ratio between
k=\
powers of the pilot and the multiplexed signal including the pilot. The number of subscribers in 
the q-th carrier of the m-th cell is denoted by Km>q. The parameters A and 0 denote the
carrier spacing and the initial phase o f the oscillator corresponding to the q-th carrier, 
respectively. In a similar manner to the baseband signal form of BPSK which appears in 
Chapter 2, the baseband signal can be represented as
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O f) = 1 2  -  ,Tc ) |  * h(f) -  7 | X dL(f,)Jv4jwa.?a».9,i5 (< -  * , for /oO
(3.1 .b)
where interleaved and coded data sequence (r/,a )) generated in every T second and signature 
sequence (ainqi) generated in every Tc second are assumed to randomly take values on -1 or 
+1, and h(t) denotes the pulse-shaping filter with its transfer function H (f) .  The number of 
chips per the bit duration Nb 1 is defined by T/Tc and the inverse of the chip period (Tc)_1 is 
called the chip rate.
3.2.2 Signal-to-noise ratio
A. Representation o f  the decision variab le
Throughout the thesis, interference is approximated as a Gaussian random process. 
The random signature sequence (amqn) ensures the approximation. Under this Gaussian
assumption, attention should be paid to the first and second moments of interference. Our 
receiver model is illustrated in Figs. 3.5-(a) and (b), where the output of the matched-filter is 
sampled in every chipping period Tc and then summed. Source activity such as voice 
activity[Bra68] is not taken into account in the analysis for the time being. The impact of 
source activity could be accounted by a simple manipulation later on. The arriving signal at the 
mobile o f interest may be expressed in a real-valued bandpass form
N c- \  L ~ \  I X *  _____________
* >  =  I  Re { j(2n(f  (3.2)
m r/=0 1=0 [  k=0 J
where the random delay t is introduced by asynchronous transmission among different
carriers and regarded as a uniformly distributed random variable over [0, T], and the function 
n{t) denotes background noise with a double-sided power spectral density N0 / 2 .
Let us turn our attention to the decision variable in eqn. (5.5). The RAKE receiver is 
used to realise predetection combing. For equal gain predetection combining(EGC), the 
combining gains gn /=0,1,...,Lt?-1 are equal to one, and for maximal ratio predetection
combining(MRC), the combing gains are given by
1 It could be regarded as processing gain.
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E{Z iK p,i j
g[ = -----7  |— t  for
Var[Zi\alp lj
However, since V a r jz ^ a ^ , J is identical for /=0,l,...,L/?-l, gl can be simply set to be equal
to a , , when constant multipath intensity profile is assumed. The real-valued decision
variable Z, i.e. the output o f LR-th order RAKE receiver using maximal ratio predetection 
combining(MRC) for coherent balanced QPSK takes the form
A — (3.3)
1—0
where
Z ,= Z /+ Z ,e, (3.3.a)
Z /  = U\‘ + l[\ + I S  + / "  + 7 0  + / "  + , (3.3.b)
and
Z? = U ff  + I f f  + I ' f  + I f f  +  7 0  + I f f  + 1*  + n ? . (3.3.C)
The variables Z/ and ZzG are the outputs of I-channel and Q-channel o f the /-th RAKE finger, 
respectively. The components constituting Z/ and Z f are defined as follows:
•  U f  : Useful term for I-channel of the /-th path
® : Useful term for Q-channel o f the /-th path
• l ( j : Interference to I-channel of the /-th path arising from I-channel o f the same cell and 
same carrier
• i f f  : Interference to Q-channel o f the /-th path arising from Q-channel of the same cell and 
same carrier
•  I S  : Interference to I-channel of the /-th path arising from Q-channel o f the same cell and 
same carrier
• I f f : Interference to Q-channel o f the /-th path arising from I-channel o f the same cell and 
same carrier
• 70 : Interference to I-channel of the /-th path arising from I-channel o f the same cell and 
other carriers
• i f f : Interference to Q-channel of the /-th path arising from Q-channel o f the same cell and
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other carriers
• I® : Interference to I-channel o f the Z-th path arising from Q-channel o f the same cell and 
other carriers
• : Interference to Q-channel o f the Z-th path arising from I-channel o f the same cell and 
other carriers
•  I2:  Interference to I-channel o f the Z-th path arising from I-channel of the other cells
• i f f  : Interference to Q-channel of the Z-th path arising from Q-channel o f the other cells
• i f ’ : Interference to I-channel of the Z-th path arising from Q-channel o f the other cells
•  Iy  : Interference to Q-channel o f the Z-th path arising from I-channel of the other cells
• rjJ: N oise due to background noise for I-ehannel
• rj f :  N oise due to background noise for Q-channel
The two useful terms U\] and U fQ stems from the Z-th replica from the Z-th path, and
interference I\ stems from all the replicas except the Z-th.
Without essential loss o f generality, take the first subscriber being served by the p -th 
carrier o f the first cell site as the reference. From Figs. 3.5-(b) and (c), the variables Z / and 
Z f  are expressed in the form
(3.4.a)
and
(3.4.b)
where
Xj(t) = r(t) cos{2tt ( f0 + pA)t + (j) l<pl}
" m <y=0 k=0
(3 .5 .a)
and
(0  = r(t) sin{27t ( f 0 +  pA)t + <|> UpJ }
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1 /Vf”1 bn,q ----------
= X X X X f  *?’ (*'- T « - ff.) sin((v - P)A + «»)
"  /)» <7=0 &=0
- ;D C0S((v -T , )a +<I>,mJ)}- (3.5.b)
The phase o f the g-th oscillator Q m q at the transmitter and the phase shift (J)1/; / due to Z-th
path delay o f the p-th carrier are consolidated into the parameter § mcjJ accounting for the 
phase of the Z-th path o f the signal transmitted by the q-th carrier o f the m-th base station. 
Attention will be paid to the in-phase output of the RAKE finger Z ( , and then the analysis will
be completed by extending it to the quadrature output of the RAKE finger Z f . The subscripts
m, q, and Z appearing in the path gain and phase account for base station, carrier, and path, 
respectively. In eqns. (3.4.a) and (3.4.b), the time shift ITC appearing in the term xfit + lTJ
and xQ (t + ITC) is to compensate for the delay o f the replica corresponding to the RAKE 
finger o f interest, i.e. the delay (Lr — I - l)T c in Fig. 3.5~(c). For notational simplicity, define 
two functions \|/ sin (•) and \ |/cosQ  such that
\ |/sin( (g - /? )A ,/,(])) = J sin(27t( # - /?)At + §)h(x)h(x-t)dx  (3 .6 .a)
and
\|/  cos ((q -  p)A, t, (j)) = J cos(27t (q -  p)Ax + (j) )h(x )h(x -  /)dT . (3.6 .b)
Using both functions \|/ sin (•) and \ |/cos(-), the components o f the useful and interference terms 
could be expressed as follows. The useful term is simply given by
v ?  = ■ (3 .7 .a)
Interference terms are given by:
* 7u Xw/,„ai + (3 .7 .b)
Z  l(-Q  11=0 ( = - ~U*l
* =  I X X + I 0 ® 011■/« Z w Z au-JWQ,W~  (°> ["  ) (3 .7 .C )
^  k= 0 «=0 <i=0 <=-oo
u*l
1 T V . L - l  ,  TV,,-1
* L "  =  o  X  X  X  “  !.«.« X  Wl,:a
"  <7=0 fc=0 h= 0 ?i=0
q * p
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- p)A> [n — i — u+ l]Tc- X  (3.7.d)
i  N c- 1 K u  L - 1 ,  N h- 1
«  = j  X X X V W * X  "V*.*.
"  </=0 fc=0 h= 0 /i=0
q * p
X  £  « l lf/, , ^ G >(¥ s i n ( ( <7  “  P ) A > [ / I  “  *  “  K  +  0 r “ T l ^ » (!> l , 9 , K )  ( 3 -7 -e )
/=- oo
-i Ar,.-1 L - l  ____________  N h- 1
# = o X £XX 2>/.«a>,«
nirtl q= 0 *= 0  11=0 11=0
x  X co, ((? - P)A, [n -  i -  « + /]TC - X , w ,) (3.7.f)
i  7VC—1 AT,,, l -1  ____________  JV4-1
4 '  = t X  X X X x/ £ < F w  X v , , , .
^  Hl*l </=0 *=0 11=0 11=0
X X i M ' s . / V  *  ((« -  />)A- [ « - ! - »  + / K  - X  „v; , 0 )  (3.7.g)
A L -1
=  X ^ A .  (3.7.h)
n=0 Z
The term appearing in the functions V|/sinQ  and \ |/C0SQ  in eqn. (3.7) is described as follows:
•  + / accounts for the delay o f the l-th RAKE finger.
•  —u accounts for the propagation delay of the w-th delayed replica.
•  ~i accounts for chipping instants.
•  n accounts for sampling instants of the chip matched filter.
Eqn. (3.7.h) is straightforward from the bandpass form of background noise
n{t) =  nc (0  cos{2tc (/„ + pA)t}+ ns (t) sin{27t (f() + pA)t\  (3.8)
where E\nc(t)nc(t+x)}= E{nx(t)nx(t + t ) } =  % 5 ( t ) .  Since nc(t) and ns{t) are white
Gaussian random, the function n(t) can be identified with
n(t) = nc (t) cos {271 (/„ +  pA)t + (j) 1/;/} +  ns (t) sin {271 ( f0 +  pA)t + (}) 1/J(}  (3.9)
where random phase (j) is included. For the quadrature channel, the terms are given by:
.  U fa fTEVpNW*„(0,0,0) (3.10.a)
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1  £ 1 4  4 ^ 1   -----------------------
C  = x X £ v ^ 0 !‘! a ,J,,„ £ w a,„a,,(V1 ,„,1wftfv !in(0>[ n - i - M + / ] r t.,(|)1;,,l) (3.10.b)
2  fc=0 u=0 «=0((*/
Y L—l ........... N/j—l 00
* 7u = ^ £ Z v / i<I,® a i.P.» £ M'e,nfli./w. £ fl.,,,,w/./Vra ((4 -p )A ,[« -! -M  + /]7;:,
 ^Jt=0 H=0 u&l ;i=0
4 ?  = ^  I  £  I  V W *  I
" </=0 /t=0 «=0 (!=0q*p
X £  sin ((? ~  R>A’ [ « - > - «  +  ( K  - ' t I,? .<!> 1.,.,,)
j /V-l£u, L-l N „ - 1
#  =  ~ £ £ 2 a/ W « ^ E « w *u -" </=0 it=0 h=0 (1=0<■/*/(
x  £  ‘W 'w V  ((? -  P)A. [« -  i- u +  / Jrc -  x , ,<|>,, , , )
Nc-\Km,,t L—\1   AT,.—1 ,</ 1 ______  A/j,—L
*» = r  £  £  I  £  V ^ ° « a  £ 1
/(i^ l c/=0 £=0 k=0 (1=0
x  £  a»,,.<we.iV sin ((? -  p)A, [« -  / -  U + l]Tc - t  „v( ,<j) )
1 __ A/c—1 Kiii.q L—1 _______ A/;, —1
y ? = 7  £  £  £  £  a /^ o » >  £  wa ,au.,
"  (/=0 *=0 «=0 /i=0
X £  am.4.i W(.iV co, « 9  -  P)'A. [« -  i -  « + ( K  - 1 , <|> )
A f  =  £ a i.,«wf i .» £ ^ - * A ( - o |(,„5
(1=0
(3.10.C)
(3-10.d)
(3 .1 0 .e )
(3 .1 0 .f)
(3.10.g)
(3 .1 0 .h )
Recollect that the Walsh-Hadarmard codes (w ,„) and (wQn) are mutually orthogonal. 
Hence the replica of the other channel generated by the same path delay causes no 
interference. Hence the path u=l is excluded from the computation of I 1® and Iff  . In the
equations derived above, channel estimators which estimate phase deviations and path gains 
are assumed perfect.
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B. S igna l-to-no ise ra tio
Orthogonal codes (w/ (1) and (wg ;;) could be consolidated into signature sequence
(am (J ll)- In the first step, consider the variance o f the r.v. I ' f . Denote a part of eqn. (3.7.b) as
TV,,-1
x i =  X  wu ai,r* X  - ,o (["  +  7]ft,< iV „) •71=0 ,=-co
Rewrite \|/ cos (0, [« -  z -  u +  l]Tc, 4>, „) as follows:
V  cos (0, [« - » -  U + VfTc,4>1-(w) = cos(<|) ) £ h(x)h(x -  t)dx|K„_,._„+,K
Note that the pulse shaping filter is assumed to satisfy the Nyquist condition. Then the 
convolution term o f the above equation reduces to
J /z2(t)<7t, for i = n - u  + l
|  7z( t ) / z( t  — t)ch
t = [ n - i - u + l] T c
0, otherwise
By the above relation, the given summation term reduces to
TV„-1 co TV„-1
X w <,»ai . w X ai.f.iw« V 00.,o ( [ « - .»)= X w;,»a i.,v,a i . , v , - r t W , £ * 2(t )4x .
«=0 i=-“ /i=0
It is straightforward to show that the variance of the RHS of the above equation becomes
(Nh-\ ^ ] / oc \ 2
Var j X  wiJ,aw,na\,Pn-£ h2(t) *  | = TV,, ( £  J . (3.11)
In the next step, attention is turned to I y . It is needed to compute the variance o f the r.v. X2 
defined by
TV,-1
x i =  X w<.»a i.p.» X a» w w,,iV c < * 0 ? -/f tA ,[r c - ,-u  + /]7; r n * \ .
n=0 i=-°°
By recollecting that (< \/vl) and are mutually independent random sequences, the
variance of X2 can be represented as
Var(X2) = Nb ■ E j  £  amq wcos ( -  A, iTc - X )j .
Note that the deterministic sequence (w, ,.) is consolidated into the random sequence (a ] /vl) . 
Rewrite the summation term in the form
X a» » A I 'c „ ,O ft  - 1 $ ,w ) = cos{27t(3 -  p)A (t-iTc —c
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xh { t- iT c - I  K - t% ^  .
If the PSD of the summation term prior to sampling at t — 0 is known, the variance o f the 
summation term can be derived by taking the inverse Fourier transform of the PSD at / = 0 or 
equivalently just integrating the PSD over (-«», oo). Similarly to the derivation of S7Z ( / )  in 
eqn. (2.64), by following the procedure in appendix A-8[Zie85], the variance is obtained in the 
form
Var(X1)= * A £ j H ( j f \ H ( S  + \ p - q \ A f d f . (3.12)
c
Taking the variance of the interference terms and substituting eqns. (3.11) or (3.12) 
into the variance terms leads to
.  Var{i:‘A = V a r { ^ }  = ^ N bx l ( 0 ) Y P M ^ E { a l J,} (3.13.a)
O  k = 0  it= 0u*l
Var }  =  Var{l0 } = / £  £  /> ® «> £  e {o. £  + \q -  p\A)fdf
c
(3.13.b)
</=0 *=0 n=0(j*/>
• Var{I" } = Var{l% } = I  £  £  S  P„ ® Z  X  « { C  £  f i U f  \H<- f  + f df
m* 1 </=0 k=0 u= 0
(3.13.C)
•  K flr{)V /}=/-A f(, - A r „ £ |f f ( / ) |2d /  (3.13.d)
where
x0(0) = £ | f f ( / ) | 2rf/ = £ m 2dt. (3.14)
The mean of the useful term available at the /-th path has the form:
E{Z,} = a , pJ4 ^ N txo(0).3.15) 
By applying eqns. (3.13) and (3.15) to the definition of the signal-to-noise ratio for
MRC
1„ = E ITT2   — . (3-16)
I K £  V a r fa }
1=0
we obtain the average signal-to-noise ratio. From the relation between signal-to-noise ratio
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_ 2 E
and average bit-energy-to-interference ratio, i.e. y h = — - ,  the average bit-energy-to-
h
interference density Eh/I0 follows
AT T  ( f ) (1 )
(Eb/Ij'= m -------------- + (Eh/ N j '  (3.17)
L -1 + L ^ q  -  p|A) + L £  Z x M l  ~ I’M
<1=0 m #  1 q = 0
q*p
where the average bit energy is given by
E„ =  2 a 2P,LsO « > )v j ; jH (/) |2d / , (3.17.a)
X „ = r f . ( 3 . 1 7 . b )
and
c/l Ia\ 1 1 | H ( / ) | l\H(f5d? - p |A )  =  - ^ -  — --------- — 5-----------
T‘ (j |H ( f f d f
(3.17.c)
For the derivation of eqn. (3.17), a Rayleigh fading channel described in Subchapter 1.2 is 
assumed, and the relation jT = 1 is exploited. The function ^(-) has been defined in eqn.
k=0
(2 .68).
3.2.3 Erlang capacity
The analysis in this section primarily follows the guide line in Reference [Vit95]. The 
number of users in any sector of a cell on any carrier is assumed to be an i.i.d Poisson- 
distributed random variable with a Poisson arrival rate of X calls/s and an average service 
duration per call 1/p sec. When the number of users is denoted by K, the probability that K  is
1 k °°equal to k, is given by Pk = — (X/ \ l )  e~xl^ . Note the relation Y P k = 1 . Then, the average
k=o
offered traffic load is given by X /\i . The Erlang capacity is defined as the maximum average 
offered traffic load to maintain the desired signal outt of the outage condition.
A finite number of nearest interfering base-stations including the reference base station 
(the signal from the reference base station causes self-interference due to multipath) are taken 
into account. The required average bit-energy-to-interference density Eb/ I o r for a certain bit
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error ratio is identical for every users. EhIIor is closely related to the order of diversity, chip 
waveform, error correcting code, demodulation scheme, etc. Suppose all users of the cell (or 
sector in sectored cell) are allocated the same Eh/ I or . By using eqn. (3.17) and ignoring 
background noise, the relative power allocation for the reference subscriber follows:
<j>«(i) _ p}>!
'p M L
h R
N r - 1 N ..-1
L ~ l + l 1 L W  ~ l^A) +LZ  £  -  pIa )
V
‘1=0
q # p
in# 1 <y=0
(3.18)
J
All users in service by the reference base station must satisfy the above condition. Whenever 
the above condition can not be met, then the system is in an outage condition. According to 
the definition o f an outage mentioned above, the outage probability is defined as
r Ku„ i
X
k= 1
r \
P,M =
= Pr X -
k= 1 NbLR L - 1 +  L £  £ (k  ~  ^lA) + L X  £  x  „£(k  ~ p|A)9=0
q#p
m#l q=0
> 1 - 0 (3.19)
where the parameter K] p is the number of active users which is a Poisson random variable, 
and the parameter 1 — 0  denotes the fraction of power allocated to all active users, typically 
0.8. Note that source activity v {k) ( Pr(v{k) = 1) =  p , Pr(v(k) = 0) =  1 -  p ) for the /c-th user is 
included in the above equation. Simplifying the left hand side of outage condition yields
Ai.p (
c = H x v<t,k + X x
k = l
> C
where
H!5*l /
L EbfLor j  e]=Q
(3.20)
(3.20.a)
and
c , =
L - 1 A L - 1
L X ^ - p Ia )9=0
q#p
X ^ « - p Ia )'
9 = 0
(3.20.b)
Let us derive Chernoff bound on the outage probability as follows:
p<’“< < E\exp 4 X v m (c , + ym ) T  c » 1 (3.21)
k = \
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where
y = £ x « -  (3.22)
mis* 1
Talcing expectations with respect to random variables Ku , v {k), and y , and recollecting that 
they are mutually independent leads to
PM < nun exp{i'V<‘;>(<£'| + y )} e x p { - iC 0)
&=1
=  min EKu [pEy exp{i(C , + y ) } + 1 -  p]^'" exp{-.sC0}
=  '™0n £  - J - 7 (ty ^ )M p (E ,e x p { s (C , + y ) } - l ) + l l K'J’ ex p {-(ty p )}ex p {-.sC 0}
K \ ,p - °  U p  ‘
= min exp[p (X / jx)Ey (ex^ l+^  - l)  -  s€0 j . (3.23)
From the probability of a Poisson random variable, the derivation o f eqn. (3.23) becomes 
straightforward. The maximum offered traffic load to satisfy eqn. (3.23) becomes the Erlang 
capacity.
While soft handover for a mobile is invoked, two base stations, whose total received 
power by the mobile is the first or second strongest, transmit the same signal. Consequently, 
the mobile in soft handover takes power from the other mobiles otherwise the power is 
allocated to them. For this reason, in the forward link, he capacity decrease is introduced by a 
certain fraction. On the other hand, for the reverse link, no loss is introduced by soft handover.
3.2.4 Numerical results
Figure 3.6 £,(A) against A.
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This section illustrate three points by numerical results:
•  In single cell systems, the maximum number of simultaneously accessible users for various 
pulse shapes
•  In multi-cell systems, the Erlang capacity for various pulse shapes
• Impact o f spectral efficiency and Eh/ I or on system capacity
Fig. 3.6 plots 5(A) against carrier spacing A . A is normalised to the chip rate. The 
parameter p denotes the rolloff factor of the Nyquist filter given by eqn. (2.45), i.e. a RC 
pulse shaping filter. Main lobe of sine (MLS) case has its transfer function such that
Eqn. (3.24) is obtained by setting W in eqn. (2.43) to 2/Tc . It can be simply generated by low-
pass filtering a rectangular pulse of duration Tc . This MLS filter is considered in Fig. 3.6 to
have a rough idea of the effect of overlapping on adjacent carrier interference for the 
rectangular case since the pulse generated by the MLS filter is the bandlimited form of the 
rectangular pulse commonly used in practice. As far as the spectrum is concerned, the MLS is 
sharper than R C i.o .1 Hence, the MLS filter has a higher decreasing rate o f 5(A) than RCi.o,
whereas the MLS exhibits a higher 5(0) • When successive carriers are so far apart that
adjacent carrier interference is negligible, a high value of 5(0) implies a high sensitivity to
multiple access interference. A high decreasing rate of 5(A) helps to reduce adjacent carrier
interference as overlapping of successive spectra occurs as discussed in Section 2.2.2. RCi.o is 
comparable to MLS since bandwidth of spectrum is identical for both the two filters. In 
ordinary SC-CDMA, RCi.o shows higher capacity than MLS for the reason mentioned above. 
In contrast, for multi-carrier CDMA systems which have massive number o f equally spaced 
carriers, both the two filters exhibits the same capacity. More details will be addressed in 
Subsection 5.1.4-B.
Fig. 3.7 plots Eh/ I 0l. for the threshold bit error rate BERth of 10-2 against the
multipath diversity order or the size o f RAKE receiver LR. Up to LR- 5, required Eb/ 1ajr drops
rapidly, whereas it drops slowly from LR- 5. Hence, for the coherent predetection combining, 
the diversity gain is always larger than the combing loss. When the delay spread remains
1 RCp denotes RC pulse shaping filter with rolloff J3.
(3.24)
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constant, the maximum number of resolvable paths is proportional to the signal bandwidth. 
For this reasoning, a wider bandwidth enables us to exploit higher order o f diversity and to 
achieve higher diversity gain. This positive point is directly connected to higher system  
capacity. OCA schemes provide an effective way of increasing bandwidth.
Figure 3.7 Eb/ I o r against the order o f multipath diversity for balanced QPSK and coherent 
MRC; BERth= 10"2 ; A constant multipath intensity profile and a Rayleigh channel.
A. Capacity for single cell system
Consider a single cell system where power control is not needed. The available 
bandwidth o f the system, the rms delay spread, the data bit rate, the fraction of power 
allocated to the pilot(<E>), and the threshold bit error ratio are assumed to be 12.5MHz, 2.5ps, 
8kbps, 0.2, and 10'2 respectively throughout this section. To ensure independent fading and 
interference among signalling intervals, perfect interleaving and deinterleaving are assumed. 
Three graphs, i.e. Figs. 3.9-11 illustrate the relationship between the total received power from 
the base-station, denoted by Ebt0tal/N 0 and the system capacity. Assume that the same
number of users, K, are served by each carrier, and that users are always active, i.e. p = l. The
average bit-energy-to-noise ratio Eb/N 0 per user is given by (1 -  O) B b,total l ^ o
K  • AE For the given
number of carriers Nc, the maximum number of simultaneously accessible users Kmm per 
carrier is obtained by maximising K  to ensure
n „l r( 1 - 0 )K
A L -1 +
(1 - ® ) E h/N (K Vtotal
L - l  +  L
AE • K
<1=0 
( ]* {N c / 2 \
(3.25)
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for any carrier bandwidth W such that
0 <  W< BW (3 .25.a)
l +  (iVc - l ) / 2
where BW denotes available bandwidth. Eqn. (3.25) is obtained by replacing <E>j^  in eqn. 
( 1 - 0 )
(3.17) with
K
and recollecting the definition o f Eb/N C) total mentioned above since equal
power is allocated to every user for single cell system. The |_7Vc./2 j  -th carrier is taken as the
reference to exclude the first or last carrier for Nc>2 from consideration. Since the middle 
carrier is subject to the highest adjacent carrier interference, our results could be regarded as a 
lower bound of performance. The constraint in eqn. (3.25.a) allows at most two adjacent 
carriers to be overlapped as illustrated in Fig. 3.8. Note that Eb/ I o r , Nh, L,
A L - 1
£ ^ ( k  -  L ^ / 7J|a ) are dependent on signal bandwidth W.
9 = 0
<HA/2j
fo f ,
BW
~ 7 v ~ \
U / a l - 2  / a l - i
l + (/Vc-l)/2 BW
(b)Figure 3.8 Example of carrier allocation, (a) DCA. (b) OCA.
Let us turn our attention to Figs. 3.9, and 3.10. To draw those graphs, full multipath 
diversity, i.e. LR-L  is exploited. Fig. 3.9-(a) plots Nc x K max, i.e. the maximum number of
simultaneously accessible users for all the Nc carriers in a single cell system against the 
number of carriers Nc. Fig. 3.9-(b) plots the maximum number of resolvable paths L  for the 
signal bandwidth corresponding to Kmm plotted in Fig. 3.9-(a). Fig. 3.9-(c) plots relative 
Eb/ l or o f OCA or DCA due to the change of signal bandwidth for the given Nc with respect
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.9 Nc x  Kmnx, L, 5 Eh/ I o r , and 5/Cmax for single cell system; EhJ()tal/N 0 = 50 d B ;
L/;=L; p = l. (a) Nc x K ms0l against Nc. (b) L against Nc. (c) 8 Eh/ I or in dB against Nc. (d) 
8i£max in % against Nc.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.10 Nc x  Kmax against A£. for single cell system; LR=L; p = l. (a) Ebtatal/N () =42dB. 
(b) Eh total/N 0=34dB.
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DCA
OCA.
: beta=1.0 
:.bsta=Q,4. 
: beta=0.0
o: beta=1 ;0 
x: beta=0.4
+: beta=0.0
(d)
Figure 3.11 Nc x  Kmax, L, 6 Eb/ I o r , and 6Kmm for single cell system; Eh t0tal/N 0 = 50dL 
L«=max(4,L); p = l. (a) Nc x  Kmax againstNc. (b) L againstNc. (c) 8 Eh/ I nr in dB against/
(d) §Kmm in % against Nc.
to SC-CDM A, i.e.
and
 ^Bbf ft.r.DCA Nc ~ Bhf do,r,DCA Nc Bblf,r,SC-CDMA (3.26.a)
^ Bhj' h>,r,OCA Nc ~~ Bb /  h.r.OCA Nc Bb / f>,r, SC-CDMA (3.26.b)
where Ebj I o r DCA and Eb/ I orOCA denote Eh/ I nr for DCA and OCA respectively when Kmm 
is achieved in Fig. 3.9-(a). Fig. 3.9-(d) plots relative Kmi& in % obtained by
5K Nc
"^ max, OCA Nc K mm,DCA Nc
Kv max, DCA Nc
x 100(%) (3.27)
where K.m ax, OCA denotes K,mx for OCA schemes, and Km.»**,dca denotes for DCA
schemes. For Figs. 3.9, 3.10-(a), and 3.10-(b), Eb/N l)Jotal is given by 50dB, 42dB, and 34dB,
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respectively to illustrate the effect of average received power on system capacity. The three 
graphs Figs. 3.9-(a), 3.10-(a), and 3.10-(b) illustrate this point. Smooth rolloff spectrum 
exhibits lower capacity because o f lower processing gain given by Nh - W ■ T j ( \  + (3). In 
DCA, as Nc increases, Nc x  Kmax is found to reduce. Fewer available paths reduce the order of 
multipath diversity, and consequently increase Eh/ I o r . Increased Eh/ I or reduces the number
of multiple access users.
The reason for the higher capacity gain due to OCA in smooth rolloff spectrum is 
explained in terms of processing gain as follows: If the effective processing gain for OCA-
T
FD/SC-CDM A is defined by PG0CA = Nc — -— , i.e. processing gain per carrier multiplied by
T,oca
the number of carriers, ratio between PG0CA and the processing gain of ordinary SC-CDMA  
denoted by PGSC is given by
PGqca TVe (l + P )
p g sc (i + p ) + ( w t. - i ) - 2 ; OG4-A
where Tc 0CA denotes chipping period of OCA-FD/CDMA for the given Nc. When the carrier 
spacing is fixed to \|/  • Tc~qCa regardless of Nc, the ratio increases as Nc increases towards
infinity. The increase of effective processing gain accounts for the capacity gain. Similar' 
discussion for multi-carrier CDMA appears in Reference [Sou96]. In multi-carrier CDMA, 
more subcarriers means higher processing gain per carrier, and in turn achieves higher capacity 
since the bandwidth of carrier and the order of diversity remain constant. As Fig. 3.9-(b) 
shows, Lr varies from 2 to 32 according to Nc. Fig. 3.9-(d) shows a dramatic capacity increase 
in % due to overlapping technique while 8 Eh/ I or varies between OdB and +3.5dB in Fig.
3.9-(c).
Introducing OCA increases the effective processing gain and the order o f multipath 
diversity whereas adjacent carrier interference is generated. The effect o f overlapping is more 
dramatic for a smooth rolloff spectrum. Reduced Ehj I or due to more resolvable paths for
sharp rolloff shown in Fig. 3.9-(b) and (c) does not help to increase the capacity. This can be 
explained as follows: Even though the diversity order is increased by OCA, and hence a lower 
Ehj I or is required, increased adjacent carrier interference cancels out the constructive effect.
In Fig. 3.11, the same parameters are plotted in the same way as in Fig. 3.9 under the 
assumption of maximum 4 diversity order, i.e. L«=max(4, L) instead of full multipath diversity.
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Delayed replicas, which are not exploited at the RAKE, play a destructive role to the signal- 
to-noise ratio. Where L is equal to or larger than 4, a sharp rolloff spectrum exhibits lower 
capacity despite higher processing gain. In that region of L, increasing bandwidth for constant 
Nc deteriorates the signal-to-noise ratio further since the wider spectrum increases L larger 
than 4 and more desired signal power is unexploited. For L<4, the overlapping techniques 
increase system capacity in a similar manner to Fig. 3.9 since both the lower Eh/ I or and higher
effective processing gain are achieved.
B. Erlang capacity for power-controlled multi-cell systems
(a) (b)
Figure 3.12 Probability density function(a) and cumulative density function(b) 
corresponding to the r.v. defined in eqn. (3.22).
As mentioned in [Vit95], the probability density function of y defined in eqn. (3.22) 
and its cumulative density function obtained by Monte Carlo simulation are plotted in Fig. 
3.12. The 19 Cells within the second nearest concentric ring are taken into consideration. 
Median and mean of y are 0.175 and 0.362 respectively. The log-normally attenuated 
parameter for the /c-th user in the first cell is set to
p. f  = ( O ' 410k “’/10 (3.29)
where the log-normal standard deviation of t / f  is assumed to be 8dB, and b is set to 1 unlike 
Reference [V it95]\
Let us turn our attention to Fig. 3.13 and 3.14. When the number of users is Poisson- 
distributed, the Erlang capacity per carrier X/[i 2 is computed by using eqn. (3.23). Similarly
lln [Vit95], b is set to l / j 2  .
2 In Section 3.2.3, A/p denotes the average offered traffic load per carrier. For the brevity of notation, in this 
section, A/p denotes the Erlang capacity per carrier.
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to eqn. (3.27), relative Erlang capacity A /p in % for OCA is defined as
5 V n  I x 100(%) (3.30)
V K d C A  I N c
where X / \ i 0 c a  denotes the Erlang capacity for OCA scheme, and % / \ i D C A  denotes the Erlang 
capacity for DCA scheme. Two unknown parameters s and W make computation of Erlang 
capacity cumbersome. That is, the following equation should be solved to find Erlang 
capacity:
P <out — mm exp|p A /p Ey (ex^ l+y^ - 1)-  sCQ J. (3.31)
o<w<
l + ( N e - i ) / 2
BWThe range o f the signal bandwidth W is limited to 0, in order not to allow
l + (iVe - l ) / 2
more than two adjacent carriers to be overlapped. We need simpler way to solve eqn. (3.31). 
First, we should find optimum signal bandwidth in the sense that it generates maximum Erlang 
capacity for the given number of carriers. In eqn. (3.20), the larger C0 and the smaller € x help
to decrease the outage probability. Since C, has the value around 1 and Pr(y < 0.24) is 0.6,
setting y to zero leads to the suboptimal signal bandwidth by
argmax <£„/€, . (3.32)
l+ (N c- l ) / 2
Next, substitute the suboptimal bandwidth into eqn. (3.31), and then minimise the RHS o f eqn. 
(3.31) as varying parameter s.
In practice, there is a certain loss of capacity due to soft handover. When soft 
handover is invoked, two adjacent cell sites transmit the same information to a mobile. 
Arriving power is assumed to be so large that background noise may not affect capacity. In 
Fig. 3.13, outage prob. is assumed 1% and in Fig. 3.14 is assumed 10%. As outage probability 
gets higher, obviously the capacity is increased. But dependency of Erlang capacity on outage 
probability is not considerable as far as the probability ranges from 1% to 10%.
Unlike Fig. 3.10 which plots Nc x  Kmax and so does not include effect o f variance of
aggregate interfering power, Fig. 3.13 exhibits that FD/SC-CDMA introduces considerable 
loss o f Erlang capacity in comparison with ordinary SC-CDMA. This may be explained by 
considering eqn. (3.20). First consider the case that processing gain is high and consequently
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more users are accessible to channel simultaneously. When a user is subject to severe other 
cell interference, to take power from some users which are in better condition of 
communication introduces small impact on those users. On the other hand, in narrower-bnd 
CDMA where processing gain is low and less users are accessible to channel simultaneously, 
to take power from less other users in good link condition introduces large impact depending 
on the number of those users, and may lead them to outage condition with higher probability. 
For this reasoning, Erlang capacity is decreased as the number of carriers increases.
Fig. 3.15 plots Nc xX /\i  and related parameters L, 8 Eb/ I (ll. , and 8 A/p as in Fig.
3.13 under the assumption of L/?=max(4, L) i 
Fig. 3.11.
(a)
(c)
Figure 3.13 Nc x  X/\x, L, 8 Eb j l o r , and 
Po„,=0.01; Lr~L\ p=3/8. (a) NcxX/\x  against 
Nc. (d) 8 V ff  in % against Nc.
of Lr=L. They exhibits similar curves to
Nc
(b)
(d)
X/\i for multi-cell system; Eh/N () » E b/ I o r ; 
Jc. (b) L against Nc. (c) 8 E ,/ 1o r in dB against
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Figure 3.15 Nc x X /\ i ,  L, 8 E b/ I o r , and 8 X/\x for multi-cell system; L/j=max(4, L); 
Polrt=0.01; Eb/N 0 » E b/ I o r ; p=3/8. (a) Nc x  X/\i against Nc. (b) L against Nc. (c) 8 Eb/ I or 
in dB against Nc. (d) 8 X/\i in % against Nc.
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Figure 3.14 Nc xX /\i  against Nc for multi-cell system; Pout=0.1; LR-L\ p=3/8; 
Eh/N 0» E b/ I o>r.
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3.3 Reverse link(mobiles to base-station)
r
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M-ary
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Figure 3.16 System structure for reverse link, (a) Transmitter at mobile terminal, (b) 
Demodulator at base-station. (c) A RAKE finger.
For the reverse link, each individual signal is subject to distinct propagation channel 
because the geographical location of each terminal is different. Hence each signal suffers from 
distinct fading, and shadowing. Without power control which attempts to equalise the arriving 
power at the base station receiver, signals suffer from the near/far effect and nonlinear 
distortion. Nonlinear distortion stems from the high instantaneous power which may exceed
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the dynamic range of the receiver amplifier. A class A amplifier at the base station receiver can 
be used since the level of the arriving power is very low(typically less than -55dBm). 
However, arriving power from a group of close-in users may exceed the dynamic range within 
which the amplifier input-vs-output characteristic is linear. In this case, the output of the 
receiver amplifier is subject to high nonlinear distortion. In FDMA where multiple tones 
constitute the input signal, nonlinear distortion is linked to intermodulation distortion. The 
system under consideration is also subject to intermodulation distortion when the input power 
exceeds dynamic range of amplifier. These two impairments, i.e. nonlinear distortion and the 
near/far effect significantly degrade the capacity. In contrast to the forward link, where the 
power ratio between users being served by the same base-station remains constant, power 
ratios between different users keep varying over entire period of service even though the 
mobile of interest is static. In an urban environment, power variation is fast because o f fast 
fading due to multipath and a high mobile speed. Under such hostile conditions, in order to 
minimise the near/far effect and nonlinear distortion, power control is the solution for the 
operation of CDMA system.
Using a pilot signal per mobile over the reverse link is not an efficient way of power 
management. When a pilot is allocated to each individual terminal, the power efficiency is 
reduced to less than 50%[Vit95, Subchapter 4.5]. In this case, noncoherent reception without 
any pilot is more effective than coherent reception. In order to compensate for the 
performance degradation due to noncoherent reception and power control error, powerful 
error correcting code, space diversity, and closed-loop power control[Ari93, Ari94, and 
Vit93] can be used.
3.3.1 Transmitter model
The transmitter model is shown in Fig. 3.16-(a). An input binary data stream passes 
through the channel encoder, and then its coded output is interleaved in order to make 
successive symbols memoryless and mitigate burst error through fading. In M-ary orthogonal 
modulation, the symbol is composed of log2M successive bits. Processing gain is defined by 
TNh = -------    = Th jTc where the parameters 7), Tx and Tc denotes bit duration, M-ary
rc iog2 M
symbol duration and chipping period respectively. The number of chips per symbol is given by 
Ns =  TJTC. The transmitted signal by the k-th user delivered by the q-th carrier may be
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expressed as
sit\ t )  = R e U p ^ b m it)exy(j(2n(fll + A W)7 + 6 '*>)}} (3.33)
where the baseband signal is given by
bm (t) = -  *'ft)J * h{t) -  ;j £  w ^ a ^ H t  -  >Te) l  * hit) . (3.33.a)
and A{k) denotes frequency deviation of the carrier, which delivers the message o f the /c-th 
user, from f 0 . \og2M  successive bits corresponding to a symbol duration are mapped to a
Walsh-Hadamard vector w (*} composed of M  binary components with its period Tx. The
duration of a binary component o f a Walsh-Hadamard vector is equal to that o f J  chips from 
random signature sequence. Hence the relation NS~JM holds.
3.3.2 Signal-to-noise ratio
As in the preceding subchapter, the Gaussian approximation is invoked for the analysis 
o f interference, and hence attention should be paid to the first and second moments o f it. Our 
receiver model is illustrated in Figs. 3.16-(b) and (c), where the output o f the matched-filter is 
sampled in every chipping period Tc and then multiplied by the signature sequence and fed to 
M  parallel filter banks. Finally, the maximum output of filter banks is selected and a decision is 
made. The arriving signal at the mobile of interest may be expressed in the form
)}J + n(t)
(3.34)
where the random delay T(fe) is introduced by asynchronous transmission among users and 
regarded as a uniform distributed random variable over [0, T\, and the function n(t) denotes 
background noise with double-sided PSD Nr). The first subscriber whose carrier frequency is
f a, is taken as the reference. As mentioned earlier, for the reverse link, a strong pilot for 
channel estimation is not a power-efficient method. Hence, for the RAKE receiver, 
noncoherent square-law equal gain predetection combining(SL-EGC), which do not need the 
estimation o f the path gains and phases, is employed instead of coherent predetection 
combining.
The output of the ra-th o f the M  branches is expressed as
K 0  = Re1 -  IT ) expjj ( 2 n fk) ( t - x w -  IT )+  <b\k)
k 1=0 ! k=0
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(3.35)
where
(3 .35.a)
The subscripts m and I o f Zm l account for the m-th of the M  branches representing M  symbols
and the I-th RAKE finger, respectively. After demodulation, the output o f I-channel has the 
form:
denotes frequency difference between carriers o f the /c-th and reference users. Note that 
bandpass background noise can be expressed in the form
where the functions nc(t) and ns{t) have double-sided PSD N0 . The initial phase of the /c-th 
user’s oscillator 0 (*} at the transmitter is consolidated into the parameter (jfy) accounting for 
the phase o f the /-th delayed replica. The variables appearing in the definition o f Zm, are 
described as follows:
•  Z"t l :Output of I-channel at the m-th branch and the /-th RAKE finger due to demodulated 
I-channel output, i.e. x t(t)
• Z ®®:Output of Q-channel at the m-th branch the /-th RAKE finger due to demodulated Q- 
channel output, i.e. xQ(t)
•  Z'5 : Output of Q-channel at the m-th branch and the /-th RAKE finger due to demodulated
x,{t) = r(t)cos(2nfj)
= x x v ^  a | b\k)(t - x (k) -  ITC) — cos(2tiA{k)t + (j) )
i-=t i=o I 2k \ 10
(3 .36 .a)
and the output of Q-channel has the form:
xQ(t) =  r(Osin(2Jt/0r)
=  X X T p F x f > lb™(t - 1 <*> -  ITc) 3  cos(2TcA(*)/ + (j)/(A:)) 
k=i /=« I 2it l 10
(3.36.b)
n{t) — /2f.( /)c o s{2 7 t//}+  » ,(0sin{27
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I-channel output, i.e. xf (t)
• Z ff  : Output o f I-channel at the m-th branch and the /-th RAKE finger due to demodulated 
Q-channel output, i.e. xQ(t)
Those variables are represented as follows:
• K ,  = % 4 \ t ) w , M x , ( t  + lTc)*h{-t \m,T = U", + + /"„, + < ,
n=0
A/,-1
•  Z™ = £  a f  (f) w,„(t)xQ(t + ITC)* A (-o | = U™ + C ,  + / g , , + + C . ,  +  A/®?
«=0
• ZS  =  £  < ’1 (0  w . ( 0 x ; <*+ itc )* K-t)\ „„Tr= I c  + 1* ,  + / * ,  + 1’%  + c , +
«=0
•  z £  =  £  «!4> (0 w,„ (0 x s « + itc )* ft(-o | ,=,„. = +  C ,  + / £ ' „ , + +/ 4fiI„, + jv S
n=0
The components constituting Z f  , are described as follows:
• C/07: Useful term
• l"m l : Interference arising from the same channel(I) of the desired signal
•  l / m l : Interference arising from the other channel(Q) of the reference user
• l / m l : Interference arising from the same channel(I) of the other user signals
•  l / mJ : Interference arising from the other channel(Q) of the other user signals
•  N / j : Background noise term
Similarly, other variables constituting Z f f , Z f f , and Z ff  are defined. Those variables are 
represented in a mathematical form:
• K ,  =  | 7 F ;riVIV Co!(0,0,0)a<1)cos<^f>8(w,„,w(,))
• C,/=|£^ir« £«,„<»jVcra(o,[«-i-«+qre.O
" n=0 n=0 /=-«>
• C j = t £  -Jp^a^ £  w,„ L„„ jaJi,; £  jy !i0 co. [ « - ; - « + /]rc, <t>;,i))
" ((=0 /l=0 |=-oo
• = 7 £ £ ' / ^ a “ ) £ Wm .L »»j4n£a2 >WLf»j¥co,(A(‘:), [ n - i - «  +  /]rc - T a , ,<|)“ ))
" H=0 (1=0 -■----
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•  I 114,m,l
•  N 11,x * m,i
• UIQ,m,i
•  I 1®l,m,l
te 1 n=0 
A L-1
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•  I t . .  = 7 X  ’M a i 11 X  wmlnUia"l X  as ,w':>„jVcos (0, -  + )
"  ((=0 71=0 J=—oo
• C ,,  = - | X X ’^ a »‘)£ w<»wja" !X ai M » j ,i/ ™(AW’["_ ,' ' '“ + /K  - T<t), 0
■“  k *  1 u = 0  n = 0  i= —oo
• C,J = |X X 1^ a !‘£ w».L»»ja^ X aa>L^jxl, coS(A(‘),["-i-M + /]ft -Tw, <)>;*>)
"  kA l n = 0  n = 0  i = - ~
•  A ®, =  £  w,,,iL„„ jfl'2  * k ( - f ) |  ^
71=0 ^
By the same procedure as in Subchapter 3.2, the variances of interference variable conditioned 
on path gain take the forms:
.  M cK’}= M/Sla">}= MCK+ M/SKJ
L-l
= ip"»Ar.tA:2(0 )X £ { a : ,' )}
°  77=0
u * l
Var{li[mJ|a<l , } =  V « { ^ <|ot‘ ,)} =  V « r { 7 « a |a*,>} =  M ^ K ’}
= b (l>^ ( ° ) S £ {a “ }
°  77=0
M ' w K ’ K V a r { l% y ? } =  Var{l%| a ‘'> } =  V a r e l a ! ' ’ }
= Var{l''mJ|a<‘>}= R a r{/« , |a‘,)} =  V«r{/4'« ,,|a'1)} =  M ^ K ’ }
=I X 7’coX £{ait,}TL£ lff( /)rN /+Ip - # ) !+
k*l 77=0
.  V a r { < 7  | a f  } =  M A »?la ")} =  M d a "’} =
Since each component variables are mutually uncorrelated, it is straightforward to have 
M z "  + Zf,?|a <'>}= M z S - z S | a < ‘>}
=  + a)X B { a ; : q 2A7s( £ | f f ( / ) | 2d /)2 - i p (,>£{a'1)} 2A7i ( £ | / 7 ( / ) | 2d /J
77=0
Z ,- l
+^  X p(t) X 4 < ’ K v- £  lH(/)l21«(/+A/ (i) )|2
^  Jt*l 77=0 X C
+^N,N„j2)mffdf ,  (3 .3 7 )
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(U'£ ~ K i t  =  sin2 C 5 ( w ».’w<11) ’ (3 .37.a)
and
(u"j + U Z  j  = PwN 2( j ~ J m f f d f  j ( a ! 1))2 cos2<^<'>8(w,„,W<1>). (3.37.b)
3.3.3 Bit error ratio
Let us start the derivation of the BER with the probability o f correct decision of 
symbol Pc. Assume that the first o f M  symbols was sent. When the output of the first branch 
matched to the first symbol is larger than all other outputs of other branches, a correct 
decision is made, and its probability may be expressed as
Pc( fi ) =  Pr{Z2 < Z j,Z 3 < Z j, ,ZM < ZjiSj j .  (3.38)
Since the random variables Z2, Z3, .....   ZM are identically independent with identical first and
second moments, the above probability has the equivalent form
p c ( s , )  =  j 0“ { p *-(z 2 <z|Z, (3 .3 9 )
Let us consider the statistics of random variables Zi, Z2, Z3, ....., ZM when the first symbol was
sent. Invoke a Gaussian approximation of interference. In Fig. 3.16-(c), random variables Z2,
Z3, ..... . ZM are obtained by taking squares for 2LR independent zero-mean random variables,
and then summing the resultant squares. Thus, they are central-chi-square distributed with 2LR 
degrees of freedom whose pdf is
Pz(z) = , ,  T  z ^ - ' e - ^ , Z > 0 (3.40)
t}2L*2L* Lr \
where
a 2 = V «r{z" + Z f ^ < « } =  Z *  - Z®',|a<‘>}. (3.41)
The random variable Z/ with non-zero mean is non-central-chi-square distributed with its pdf
where
s 2 = H u "j + +{V«J + U%)2 = t l PwN X m ( a ? ,f  = E , N j j H { f f d f  (3.43)
h~l . . . .  . 2 AH
1=0 1=0
and
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l r - i
E, = X L 1)TVJ( « / , )2£ l 77( / ) P rf/ -  (3-44)
1=0
By substituting Pz (z) into the probability Pr(Z2 < z|Z, = z) which appears in the integral to 
compute Pc (Sx) and performing integration, the probability reduces to
Pr(Z2 < z|Zj = z) = £  Pz (x)dx =  1 -  <T2°2 Y (3.45)
t"o{2(52) l \ '
By substituting eqns. (3.42) and (3.45) into eqn. (3.39), it follows the conditional Pc(Sf) on 
path gains of the first user
P c ( s ,p m = j ;
 i_ Lr—1 I
1 — e 2°! X'
m  ( 2 a 2)'/!
M - l
2a 2 U 2
(Lr-l)/2
(3.46)
where a (1) =   From eqns. (3.41), (3.43), and (3.44), it is straightforward
to show
2 a 2 £
(3.47)
By applying this relation to the above equation and changing the variables, the above equation 
is changed to
1-< T ZV  
t i l ' -
M - l  f  ^ ( L r - \ ) I 2
z —— 
v E s j
r (Ex/I0+z ) j
L»-\ 2 — z
v V ft y
dz (3.48)
In the above equation, Es is also a random variable dependent on Rayleigh path gains a [ 1},s. 
Hence by taking averages with respect to the group of path gains a (1) for the first user, the 
average correct probability Pc (5 ,) can be obtained. The average symbol error probability is 
computed simply from PM(SX) = 1 -  PC(S,) and the average bit error ratio becomes
P = M 1 1 P 
" M - l
as far as a priori probability Pr(iS, sent) is identical for
It is cumbersome to compute the average bit error ratio Ph = M / 2
(3.49)
■b M _ l  M\
Reference [Jal94], Jalloul presented a way to facilitate this computation by taking the case of
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Tailor’s series of Ph(Es/ I0). When M  is large, this method is not tractable except for Rayleigh
fading with a constant multipath intensity profile. When a constant multipath intensity profile 
and Rayleigh fading is assumed, a simpler solution is presented in Reference [Pro95]. Then the 
output o f the first branch Zj may be expressed in the following form
Z, = /  + £ ' x 2, + X 2, = t£ V 1> A > 2(0 )(a ',))2 + X 2 + X 2,1 (3,50)
1=0 1=0 J
where Xu and X2l for /=0,...,L/r 1 are identically independent Gaussian random variables 
with zero mean and variance a 2. Recollect that the Rayleigh distributed path gains a {1}, 
are the square root o f the sum of two i.i.d Gaussian random variable, which leads
to
where
and
z, = / + £ x 2 +xl, = X ‘[c(x2y + X2,)+X,2, + X2,]
1=0 1=0
= P <0A L ( f j t f ( / ) |2 4 / J
(3.51)
Var(Xl, )  =  Var(Xl, ) = 5 2 .
Then Zx is a chi-square random variable with 2LR degrees o f freedom and its variance is 
Var(Zx) =  2Lrc(g 2 +  a 2).  Then eqn. (3.46) is changed to
C  V I a
a)
= fJo
z Aft-i
1 - e  2°2 v -
i=
1
z L"_1e “z/2a‘dz (3.52)
to  (2cj2)7/ ! J (2g 2)LrLr \
with a 2 = ( a 2 + a 2).  The right hand side of the preceding equation is no longer dependent on
a (I) since variance of the two components constituting a Rayleigh random variable appears 
instead of the Rayleigh random variable itself. For this reasoning, it is not necessary to 
compute the average bit error ratio. The average M-ary symbol error probability then takes the 
form[Pro95]
( M - W
Pm =
1
\  1)1 +  1 
' m
(A? “  1)! m=i (l + m + m j c)'— f t  X P fa, ( ^ - i + 9 !k=0
i + Vc  Y
 ^1 + m + my c y
(3.53)
where [3 km is defined as the coefficient in the following expansion
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( Lr~ 1 v k Y "  m(LR-l)
I f r  = 5 X * *V k-o • y *=o 
and the signal-to-noise ratio per diversity channel y c is given by
2 N
L-l/2 + L Y ^ m y k) +
Eb 2 log2M .- i
VN o JR J
where
E„=2PwN„LRa 2rj ~ j H ( f f d f ,
p(k)
% {k) = pH) ’
(3.54)
(3.54.a) 
(3.54.b)
and
£ | U ( / ) | 2|U ( /  + A(t))|2d /
z ( £ | u ( / ) | 2d /
(3.54.C)
3.3.4 Erlang capacity
This chapter treats the Erlang capacity [Vit93a, Vit95, Lee97] for the reverse link 
taking into account the source activity and imperfect power control. It is assumed that the 
system is fully loaded. The number of users in any sector of a cell on any carrier is an i.i.d 
Poisson-distributed process with a Poisson arrival rate of X calls/s and an average service 
duration per call 1/p sec. Suppose that carriers be equally spaced by A . The first user served 
by the p -th carrier of the first cell(sector) is taken as the reference. From the relation
i
E J I „  = 2 log2 M
and eqn. (3.54), and by taking source activity into account, it is straightforward to obtain
(3.55)
{EJZV = L - y z + L ^ ^ v p
V <7=0 *=1
1
LRN h
+ (Eh/Noy l (3 .56)
where the parameter I/S denotes the interference from other cells, and can be expressed in 
the form
/ /  ,i.,\4 \
w *  1 q= 0 k=\
( M
(cr «p(*(eS
(3.56.a)
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r™ denotes the distance from the /c-th mobile accessing the q-t\\ carrier of the m-th cell site to
the reference cell site, i.e. the first cell site, the function ©(•) is defined in Reference [Gil91] as
o ( e <!0) _ F Wp m,q '■m a s h 1, lf (3 56 b)
(0, otherwise
and when hexagonal cell and 120° sector is assumed, 5 denotes the average density of users 
whose value is given by
£ = 2 ( t y n ) / 3 V 3  (3.56.C)
where A,/|l is the average offered traffic load, and
X® = exp(-^8 )/exp(-^e5'*) . (3.56.d)
The r.v.’s ejj* and eff account for the random variable obtained by taking log with respect 
to power control error, and <£ = (logc 1 0 )/l0 . Subscripts *m* and ‘q \  which appear in ejj* 
and Xmh ’ account for base-station and carrier. When a r.v. has a Poisson distribution, the
average number of users is equal to average offered traffic load. Note that the parameter
appears in the numerator of the right hand side of eqn. (3.56) is Nb instead of Ns- since bit 
energy is considered. Also note that for the sake of brevity the reference user appears in the 
denominator as interference. Reference [Gil91] derived I/S assuming subscribers are 
uniformly distributed over a sector. When the source activity is set to p = 3/8, and the 
parameter I/S is approximated as a Gaussian random variable, it is straightforward to obtain 
the mean and variance I/S
N..-1
E(I/S)< 0.247 X / p X ^ ^ - p I a )
‘1=0
and
N-
Varil/S)< 0.078 ty |l  d« “  HA) •
q=0
The outage probability is written in the form 
and equivalently,
p-  = p f t ' l ! v if9>x ^ - p | A ) + / / s >  e
V q=0 k=1
(3.57.a)
(3.57.b)
(3.58.a)
(3.58.b)
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where
L V i,ro , L (3.58.C)
When the actual average Eh/I() is less than the required average Eb/I0 , the reference user is
in the outage condition, as represented in eqn. (3.58.a). In eqn. (3.58.b), the desired user’s 
signal appears in interference to ease the analysis. If the offered traffic load is much larger than 
one, the inaccuracy due to this becomes negligible. Likewise in Reference [Vit93a], by 
invoking a Gaussian approximation to interference from the same cell, it follows that:
P,m 2U-EjV)''
a/V<»-(V)
(3.59)
where
v = X X v !‘Y ^ ( I « - p Ia ) + / / s9=0 tel
(3.60)
From eqn. (3.56.d), the parameter has the form e 1(*> U r rxi.™ > (eu> eu> where the random variable
e\\l - s \ kJ is Gaussian with zero mean and variance 2a2, and its first and second moments are 
p(%\kq )= e* an<3 ^{(xSJy) } "  g4ft °L' • It is straightforward to obtain the mean and variance
of V
E(V) < (p V |x )(e x p { (^ e)2} + 0 . 2 4 7 ) £ 4 9 -  p \A)
9=0
(3.61.a)
and
Var(V) < (p X/p)(exp{4(V(T c )2}+ 0 .1 3 9 ) £  (|g -  p |A ). (3.61 .b)
9=0
By solving eqn. (3.59) for the given outage probability with respect to X/\i , Erlang capacity is 
obtained in the the form
r  -B + f B 2 - 4 A C ^
V 2 A
(3.62)
where
A = (exp{((f 0 c)2} + O .2 4 7 ) £ 4 4 “ LA,«/2J|A)
9=0
(3.62.a)
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and
B = or'0P.-  )^(exp{4 (*» c )2}+0.139 )£V  (|9 -  [Ay 2 J|a)
C = - € .
(3 .62.b)
(3.62.C)
Figure 3 .17  Probability density functions for Gaussian and log-normal r.v.’s with the same 
mean and standard deviation; mean: e ; standard deviation: ^e2*2 -e*2 .
The accuracy of the Gaussian approximation of the aggregate power at the receiving 
end has been verified in Reference [Vit93a] by simulation. From Fig. 3.17, its accuracy may 
estimated in a heuristic manner. Fig. 3.17 plots the probability density functions of random 
variables with Gaussian and log-normal distributions. When X is a Gaussian random variable 
with zero mean and unit standard deviation, then a random variable Y\ defined by Yx = 10x/1°
has a log-normal distribution with mean , standard deviation Ve2(f2 -  ef2 , and probability 
density function [Dav70]
1
fy,(y) = - i ( l0 1 o g ,„ y )2W 2 T xpl
where $ = logt, 10/10. Consider another random variable Y2 with Gaussian distribution and 
with the same mean and standard deviation as Y\. For a Gaussian random variable Y2, the 
probability that Y2 is equal to or larger than a certain number y, i.e. Pr(F2 > y) is given by
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p r(f t  > y ) = Q
ry - E { Y f
JVar(Y2)
(3.63)
When the number of interfering users is one, the outage probability is very small, and it is 
equivalent to a sufficiently large value of y in eqn. (3.63) to satisfy the condition 
P r (/ > y) > Pr(F2 > y ) . As the number of interfering users increases, the distribution of the
aggregate power of interfering signals, whose power has a log-normal distribution, 
individually, approaches Gaussian according to the central limit theorem. For this reasoning, 
when the number of users are not sufficiently large, Erlang capacity derived above may be 
overestimated than reality as shown in Fig. 2 in Reference [Vit93a].
A. Variance of aggregate signal at the receiving end
Turning attention to the effective variance of aggregate power at the receiver, return to 
eqn. (3.59). To exclude the diversity gain from consideration, suppose that the available 
resolvable paths are constant, and consequently required Eh/Ior remains unchanged
irrespective of chipping period. Suppose that a DCA-FD/SC-CDMA scheme and a single cell 
system are in operation. Denote the chipping period and processing gain as Tc N and Nh N
respectively instead of Tc and Nh. Then the outage probability for the offered traffic load per
carrier (X/\i)N is given by
ft .    . . \
and
cN„' -  (L - 1 /2 ) /L  -  ^ ( 0 ) ( X /n £
^ ( o ) f ? X X r
a = -\]p exp{4(<fa c )2}  
fo = pexp{(</:at )2}
c = E ( E b/I^- ' -E„ /N„- ') .
(3.64)
(3.64. a) 
(3.64.b)
(3.64.c)
It is reasonable to assume that LR=L and NhN »  Eh/Io r 1. Then the term ( L - 1/2)/L in the
nominator of eqn. (3.64) disappears. Assume (X/\jl)n = (V n ) , and consequently the overall
offered traffic load is equal to (V f)]  • Then the outage probability for Nc carriers DCA-
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FD/SC-CDMA can be expressed in the form:
out,Nc ~ Q (3.65)
4 ( oV ^ ( V m.), ,
Although fewer users are now interfering, the outage probability is increased in response to a 
higher effective variance of the aggregate interference power which is proportional to Nc. An 
extended analysis for multi-rate traffic will appear in Subchapter 5.5.
3.3.5 Numerical results
This section illustrates two points by numerical results:
• Effect of subdivision of spectrum on system capacity for noncoherent reception
• Impact of imperfect power control on system capacity
Figure 3.18 Eb/Ior against LR for BPSK with MRC and binary orthogonal modulation 
with SL-EGC(BERth= 10~2) for a constant multipath intensity profile and a Rayleigh channel.
(a) (b)
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(c) (d)
Figure 3.19 N c x X / \ i ,  L, 8 Eb/Ior, and 8 X/\ i  for multi-cell system; Binary orthogonal 
modulation with SL-EGC; L R~L\ Pout=0.01; p = 3/8; <5 c = 1.5dB; <D = 0 . (a) N c x X / \ x  
against N c. (b) L against N c. (c) 8 Eb/ I or in dB against Nc. (d) 8 X/\ i  in % against Nc.
Figure 3.20 N. x X / p. against Nc for multi-cell system; Binary orthogonal modulation with 
SL-EGC; Lr=L\ Pout=0.1; a c = 1.5dB; p = 3 /8 ; $  = 0 .
Figure 3.21 Nc x A,/p, against Nc for multi-cell system; Binary orthogonal modulation with 
SL-EGC; Lr=L\ Pouf= 0.01; a,=3.0dB; p = 3/8; O = 0 .
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Fig. 3.18 plots Eb/Io r for BERth=10 2 against the order of multipath diversity for two
cases. The first is BPSK with coherent MRC predetection and the second case is binary 
orthogonal modulation with square-law equal gain combining(SL-EGC) predetection. 
Likewise in Fig. 3.7, Rayleigh fading with a constant multipath intensity profile is assumed. In 
practice, M-ary orthogonal modulation with large M is employed. For large M such as 64, the 
computation effort to obtain numerical results appearing in this section becomes enormous. 
Fortunately, the point of research is to verify the impact of noncoherent SL-EGC on system 
capacity over multipath fading channel, and hence binary orthogonal modulation is sufficient 
to meet the objective. It is known from Sections 5-4-3 and 14-4-3 in Reference [Pro95] that 
noncoherent reception of M-ary signal exhibits a better bit error ratio as M gets larger for both 
the non-fading and fading channel. For instance, 64-ary orthogonal modulation/demodulation 
scheme requires around 5-7dB less signal-to-noise ratio than binary orthogonal 
modulation/demodulation scheme to achieve the bit error ratio of 1 0 3 if the channel does not 
vary significantly during the symbol duration which is 8 times as long as the bit duration. On 
the other hand, as M gets lager, the complexity of demodulator increases exponentially. 
Coherent predetection reduces Eh/Ior gradually as the order of multipath diversity L increase
towards 32 whereas noncoherent predetection decreases it till LR~6 and increases it from LR=6 
onwards. For noncoherent predetection, combining loss cancels out the diversity gain. When 
Lr is less than or equal to 5, for both the two types of receiver, diversity gain surpasses 
combining loss.
A. Erlang capacity
Throughout this section the average received bit-energy-to-noise ratio Eb/N0 and 
threshold bit error ratio are assumed Eb/N() =12.04dB + Eh/Ior and 10'2, respectively. Then, 
the received Eh/N0 is sufficiently large that capacity is not dependent on background noise. 
The available bandwidth of the system, the rms delay spread, and the data bit rate are assumed 
to be 50MHz, 0.625ps, and 8kbps, respectively. Also, a Rayleigh distributed constant 
multipath intensity profile is assumed. Fig. 3.19 plots the Erlang capacity1 and other 
parameters for the given number of carriers ranging from 1 to 10. The multipath diversity 
order LR is assumed equal to L, i.e. the maximum number of resolvable paths determined by
1 As in Section 3.2.4, for the brevity of notation, in this section, A,/|i denotes the Erlang capacity per carrier.
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chipping period. Fig. 3.19-(a) plots Erlang capacity for the available spectrum, i.e. Nc x  x /n ,  
product of Erlang capacity per carrier and the number of carriers. Erlang capacity \ / \ i  is
AL-1
computed for the [_ZVC/ 2 J -th carrier where “  p |a ) attains its maximum among
p=0,l,2,..., Nc- 1. For OCA, the Erlang capacity is found by searching for maximum A,/p for
BW BW/( 1 + B)
values of Nb ranging from — ;— — to  -4-^   , i.e. the maximum value of Nb which
Afc(l + P) \  +  {Nc- \ ) / 2
does not allow overlapping among three successive carriers, for the given number of carrier Nc
BWand available bandwidth BW. For DCA, at N. = —   - ,  i.e. the maximum N. without
JVC(1 + P)
overlapping between adjacent spectra, the Erlang capacity is also obtained. Fig. 3.19-(b) plots 
Lr corresponding to the Erlang capacity achieved in Fig. 3.19-(a). Fig. 3.19-(c) plots relative 
Eb/I or of DCA and OCA compared to SC-CDMA, which is defined by eqn. (3.26). Fig.
3.19-(d) plots relative Erlang capacity in % defined by eqn. (3.30). In the DCA-FD/SC- 
CDMA system, Nc x \ / \ i  is inversely proportional to Nc. In particular, Nc x A/p decreases
more rapidly as the rolloff factor of the pulse shaping filter increases. In the OCA-FD/SC- 
CDMA system, the system capacity of FD/SC-CDMA is comparable to or even higher than 
that for single wideband CDMA(SC-CDMA). In OCA, Ncx A,/p increases as Nc increases
towards 4, and decreases from Nc=5 onwards. Curves of relative Eb/In r plotted in Fig. 3.19- 
(c) are nearly symmetric against x-axis. In a heuristically manner, it is obvious that relative 
Eh/Ior is a important factor to account for relative capacity of DCA and OCA to SC-CDMA
and OCA to DCA. Small change of (Eb / I0)r ranging from ~1.5dB to +1.5dB impacts Erlang
capacity dramatically. Another reason for increase of Erlang capacity due to OCA can be 
accounted for by higher spectral efficiency discussed in Section 3.2.4.
Fig. 3.20 and Fig. 3.21 plot the Erlang capacity for a higher outage probability and 
higher power control error respectively. The Erlang capacity is exponentially decreased 
according to power control error in dB. In contrast, outage probability over range of [0.01,
0.1] does not impact on the Erlang capacity significantly.
In Fig. 3.22, the Erlang capacity and L are plotted in the same way as in Fig. 3.19 
except that the multipath diversity order LR is given by max(4,L). When L>4, the capacity 
decreases in proportion to L -  4 since the desired signal energy is not fully extracted. For
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.22 Nc x X / \ i , L, 8 Eh/Io r , and 8 X/[i for multi-cell system; Binary orthogonal 
modulation with SL-EGC; Ltf=max(4,L); PWKJ=0.01; Gc =1.5dB; p = 3 /8 ;  0  = 0 . (a) 
Nc x X / \ x  against Nc. (b) L against Nc. (c) 8 Eh/Io r in dB against Nc. (d) 8 X/\i  in % against
Nc.
Figure 3.23 Nc x X/\x against Nc for single cell system; Binary orthogonal modulation 
with SL-EGC; LR=L; Pmt,=0.01; a c = 1.5dB; O = 0; p=3/8.
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Nc Nc
(c) (d)
Figure 3.24 Nc x  X/\i , L, 3Eh / Io r, and 8 X/\i for multi-cell system; BPSK with MRC;
Lr-L\ Pot„=0.01; <j  c = 1.5dB; 0  = 0.5; p=3/8. (a) NcxX/\x against Nc. (b) L corresponding
to (a) against Nc. (c) 8 Eb/Io r in dB against Nc. (d) 8 X/\x in % against Nc.
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(c) (d)
Figure 3.25 Nc x  X/\i , L, 8Eb / Io r, and 8 X/\i for multi-cell system; BPSK with MRC; 
L/e=max(4,L); Pf,,„=0.01; or c = 1.5dB; O = 0.5; p=3/8. (a) Ne x X/\i against Nc. (b) L against 
Nc. (c) 8 Eb/Ior in dB against Nc. (d) 8 X/\i in % against Nc.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.26 Nc x  Kmax, L, 5Eb / 1o r, and 8 X/\i for single cell system; Binary orthogonal 
modulation with SL-EGC; LR~L\ 0  = 0; p=l. (a) Nc x Kmm against Nc. (b) L against Nc. (c) 
8 Eb/I o r in dB against Nc. (d) 8Kmax in % against AE-
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(3 = 1.0, L is equal to or less than 4 from Nc=5 onwards in Fig. 3.22-(b), and so Erlang 
capacity gets reduced as Nc increases towards 10 as in Fig. 3.22-(a). For L<4, Erlang capacity 
is dramatically increased by the OCA scheme since increased spectral efficiency and reduced 
Eh/I o r help to accommodate more users.
Fig. 3.23 plots Erlang capacity of single cell system for the same parameters as 
assumed to draw Fig. 3.19. The curves of Erlang capacity are increased evenly by around 65.
Fig. 3.24 and Fig. 3.25 plot Erlang capacity and related parameters for BPSK with 
coherent MRC predetection. The available bandwidth of the system, the nns delay spread, and 
the data bit rate are assumed 12.5MHz, 2.5ps, and 8kbps, respectively, for coherent reception. 
Increased Eh/Ior according to Nc accounts for reduced Erlang capacity. Fig. 3.25 shows 
similar curves as Fig. 3.22.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.27 Nc x  Kmax, L, 8Eb / Io r, and 5 X/(i for single cell system; Binary orthogonal 
modulation with SL-EGC; LjR=max(4, L); 0  = 0; p=l. (a) Nc x K mm against Nc. (b) L 
against Nc. (c) 5 Ebj l or in dB against Nc. (d) 5Kmm in % against Nc.
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B. Perfectly power controlled systems
Unlike the preceding section, perfect power control and a fixed number of users are 
assumed. Consequently the variance of the average interference power becomes zero. To 
exclude the variance of the average interference power from consideration, to the maximum 
number of accessible users, denoted by Kmax, to the channel simultaneously whose average 
BER is below the required BER. The parameter Kmux can be calculated by using eqns. (3.25) 
and (3.54) and invoking the relation Eb/ l 0 = (yc/2)-LR . If Figs. 3.26 and 3.27 are compared 
to Figs. 3.19 and 3.22, OCA-FD/SC-CDMA is more optimistic in terms of Nc x  KmaK. For any
Nc larger than one, OCA-FD/SC-CDMA system outperforms ordinary single wide-band carrier 
CDMA system. Zero variance of aggregate interfering power accounts for this optimistic 
results.
C. Transmission range
Reference [Vit94a] has reported increased coverage at the same power level by soft 
handover. The nominal average received power, represented by Eb/Na , is closely dependent
on the minimum bit energy-to-interference requirement. Again, the average bit-energy-to- 
interference requirement Eh/Io r is dependent on FEC, interleaving, and the diversity order of
the RAKE receiver. Coding is beyond the scope of this thesis, and hence it is excluded from 
consideration. When ideal interleaving is assumed, the diversity order of the RAKE receiver in 
conjunction with the maximum number of resolvable path determines the nominal transmitted 
power at the mobile terminal. For the case of the forward link, as illustrated in Section 3.2.4, 
the received Eh/Na by the mobile terminal significantly affects the capacity. In general, the 
base-station is not power-limited in contrast to mobile terminal. Hence, the base station can 
transmit power with a sufficient power margin. However, large transmitted power by the 
mobile terminal shortens battery life. Reducing the power margin helps to prolong battery life. 
To illustrate the importance of transmission range, consider the following example. Suppose a 
suburban or rural area where the population is so sparse that the system is never fully loaded 
and the capacity is not critical. In such an area, the longer transmission range requires less 
number of base stations and saves system cost since the base station is expensive.
The primary factor which determines the minimum power required from the mobile 
terminal to just overcome background noise is Eh/Io r . Because of shadowing, a certain
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margin should be added to the minimum power. The margin is determined by the standard 
deviation of log-normal shadowing, path loss exponent, and handover scheme[Vit94a]. 
Because the OCA scheme is being used, the required Eb/Ior can be reduced by 5 Eh/I or in
comparison with DCA scheme as defined and illustrated in Sections 3.2.4 and 3.3.5. Let us 
examine how 8 Eb/Io r affects cell coverage. Consider the worst case in which the mobile is at 
the boundary between adjacent cells. When there is SNR gain as much as 8 Eb/Ior, the 
transmitted power for the mobile terminal at the boundary ra away from the base station is 
given by
Yt,o =Y +Y,„i„ - 8  Eh/Ior =  C 10v)log l0 r„ in dB (3.66)
where C is a constant of proportionality. Assume that the distance to boundary be increased to 
}\ and the transmitted power become y , ,  = y + y  min. Then simple manipulation leads to the
ratio between r0 and rx as follows:
5 .r
ri / ro ~  10 ,0u (3.67)
where the parameter 0) denotes the path loss exponent. The relative coverage area becomes 
(rjr0f .  As illustrated in Fig. 3.28, relative cell coverage area is significantly dependent on
path loss exponent v. When 8 Eb/Ior =2dB, for 0)=2,3,4 and 5, (r,/r0)2 is 1.58, 1.36, 1.26, 
and 1.20 respectively.
Figure 3.28 Relative coverage area against 8 Eb/Ior (=y) in dB for various path loss 
exponent 'O’s.
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3.4 Summary
In a terrestrial cellular environment, the effect of the chip waveform, carrier bandwidth 
and degree of overlapping between adjacent carrier spectra on the capacity of hybrid OCA- 
FD/SC-CDMA has been investigated. Both the perfect and imperfect power control has been 
treated. For noncoherent reception, it turns out that hybrid OCA-FD/SC-CDMA may 
outperform ordinary SC-CDMA in terms of the capacity. However, when coherent reception 
is employed as in the forward link, OCA-FD/SC-CDMA is not better than ordinary SC- 
CDMA. This is explained by the higher effective variance of the average interference power 
and lower chance of the diversity.
The points discussed and found in this chapter may be summarised as follows:
• When the full multipath diversity and coherent predetection combining is employed, SC- 
CDMA turns out to be better than OCA-FD/SC-CDMA in terms of the Erlang capacity.
• When the full multipath diversity and noncoherent predetection combining is employed, 
SC-CDMA may be worse than OCA-FD/SC-CDMA in terms of the Erlang capacity.
• In any case, introduction of the OCA schemes to FD/SC-CDMA improves the capacity up 
to comparable to ordinary SC-CDMA.
• When the partial multipath diversity is employed, it is desirable to reduce the signal 
bandwidth to make the number of resolvable paths fewer.
• When the power control is imperfect, it is more desirable in terms of the capacity to 
allocate all users to a single wide-band carrier than to equally distribute users onto multiple 
carriers for both the forward and reverse links.
• The OCA schemes affect the transmission range significantly since a considerable change of 
required Eb/I0 , a primary factor to determine transmission range, is introduced by the
OCA schemes.
• The OCA schemes require no more system complexity that the DCA-FD/SC-CDMA 
systems do.
In FD/SC-CDMA schemes, the carrier stays at the same frequency until handover 
command to other carrier is issued. The direct sequence spread spectrum technique can be 
combined with the frequency hopping schemes where the carrier frequency is periodically 
shifting by discrete increment. This hybrid system has strong immunity to severe multiple 
access interference and near/far effect. If an adjacent carrier frequency is spaced by less than 
the width of direct sequence modulation spectrum, and carrier frequency hops slowly(hop in 
multiple bits), the results of this chapter can be applied to evaluate the scheme, i.e. hybrid 
OCA-SFH/SC-CDMA defined in Chapter 1. In Chapter 4, attention is extended to OCA- 
SFH/SC-CDMA, and outage probability and probability of a hit for the scheme will be 
focused on.
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In the family of CDMA, frequency hopping(FH) techniques give better partial-band- jamming rejection and low probability of eavesdropping than direct sequence(DS) 
techniques. For this reason, in military applications, FH techniques attracted more attention 
than DS techniques. Fast frequency hopping(FFH) techniques, where the hopping rate of the 
carrier is higher than the data rate and hence during a signalling interval, multiple hoppings of 
carrier occur, turned out to give good multiple access capability. Tsai et al in Reference 
[Tsa94] has reported good multipath rejection using the FFH techniques. As the hopping rates 
becomes slower than data rate, which is called slow frequency hopping, multiple access 
capability and anti-multipath effectiveness become poorer[Ger85b, Ger86, Tsa94]. For high 
data rate services, FFH techniques require hopping rates higher than data rates, and its 
implementation becomes extremely troublesome. For these reasons, frequency hopping is 
regarded as unsuitable for commercial use. On the other hand, despite the strong advantages 
of DS spread spectrum(DS-SS) for commercial applications over FH-SS, its sensitivity to the 
near/far effect undermines the use of DS-SS for the multiple access schemes.
Attempts to combine FH techniques, which are insensitive to near/far effect, with DS 
techniques, which have good multipath rejection and better multiple access capability, have 
been made by Geraniotis[Ger85b, Ger86], Wang et al[Wan92, Wan92a], Cakmak et 
al[Calc96], etc. Geraniotis[Ger85b, Ger86] has derived the error probability of SFH/SC- 
CDMA over an additive white Gaussian channel for both coherent and noncoherent receiver 
systems. Wang et al[Wan92, Wan92a] have reported that in the indoor radio environment 
where a fixed number of paths are available, SFH/SC-CDMA1 systems exhibit less sensitivity
1 It stands for Slow Frequency Hopping/Single Carrier CDMA.
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to near/far effect and strong multiple access interference than pure DS-SS systems. Cakmak et 
al[Cak96] have investigated the performance of SFH/SC-CDMA for a packet-switched 
network over a frequency selective channel. However, these papers have not paid any 
attention to the impact of power control error on SFH/SC-CDMA.
This chapter is based on Reference [Lee96b], which dealt with OCA schemes in 
SFH/SC-CDMA assuming additive white Gaussian noise channel and perfect power control. 
The effect of power control error and frequency selective channel on the system capacity as 
well as the bit error ratio will be focused on. The results of this chapter will be applied to 
SFH/MC-CDMA in Chapter 5.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. In Subchapter 4.1, the system model 
under investigation is introduced. In Subchapter 4.2, the average bit error probability for hybrid 
SFH/SC-CDMA is derived. In Subchapter 4.3, numerical results focused on average bit error ratio 
and outage probability are presented.
Figure 4.1 Power spectrum of hybrid SFH/SC-CDMA when signal hopped to the third carrier; 
Nl=6.
The SFH technique, described above, is also applicable to OCA schemes, as shown in 
Fig. 4.1. In conventional FH schemes, the adjacent carrier spacing is sufficiently larger than the 
signal bandwidth that sidelobes as well as mainlobe of carrier spectrum may not affect signals 
hopped to adjacent carriers. On the other hand, when SFH schemes are applied to OCA 
techniques, equally wide carriers are spaced so close that adjacent carrier spectra are partly 
overlapped. Then, other signals hopped to not only co-carrier but also adjacent carriers should 
be regarded as interference.
Hopping of the carrier frequency makes synchronisation more difficult. Since coherent 
reception needs phase synchronisation, the hopping rate should be sufficiently slow in comparison
4.1 Introduction to OCA-SFH/SC-CDMA
available spectrum, bandwidth BW
fa fa + A fa + 2 A fa + 3A fo+ 4A /„ + 5A
:Occupied carrier spectrum /  \  :Empty carrier spectrum
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with data rate to achieve phase synchronisation, and sufficiently long training sequence should be 
transmitted at the beginning of each dwell time to ease synchronisation. To avoid problems with 
phase synchronisation, noncoherent reception is more feasible in practice. Even though higher 
system complexity is a discouraging factor for coherent receivers, both coherent and noncoherent 
receivers will be examined in this chapter for theoretical interest.
4.1.1 System model
r(t)
Frequency hopper
(a)
Band-pass
filter -
Band-pass
filter
Frequency
synthesiser
Direct sequence 
demodulator
Frequency dehopper
(b)
Figure 4.2 System structure for SFH/SC-CDMA. (a) Transmitter, (b) Receiver.
Fig. 4.2-(a) demonstrates a SFH/SC-CDMA transmitter. The output of the DS 
modulator is fed to the frequency hopper. The frequency hopper consists of a frequency, 
synthesiser, multiplier and bandpass filter. The frequency synthesiser generates a sinusoidal 
wave whose frequency is constant for Ttl seconds'. The dwell time is equal to Nh bit durations, 
i.e. Nh = TJTh . The hopping pattern of the A:-th transmitter f U)(t) is assumed to take values
{A,2A2, ....... ,(A (. -  l)A} with equal probability in a memoryless random manner. The carrier
1 Called ‘hopping interval or dwell time'.
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frequencies are not necessarily equally spaced, but attention is confined to equally spaced 
carrier frequencies for the brevity of analysis. The output of the k-th user’s transmitter can be 
expressed as
s{k\t) =  y 2 />l*)fc<‘)(/)cos{2jt(/„ +  f (k\t)) t  +e"°(r)} (4.1)
where /„ denotes the common carrier centre frequency of the system, and 0 (k) (t) denotes the
sum of random phases introduced by the direct sequence spread spectrum modulator and the 
frequency hopper with uniform probability density function over [0, 271 ]. The baseband signal
b(k\ t )  has been presented for balanced QPSK, BFSK(Binary Frequency Shift-Keying), M-ary
orthogonal modulation, and DPSK in the preceding chapters.
Fig. 4.2-(b) illustrates a receiver structure of SFH/SC-CDMA. The output of the dehopper 
is fed to DS demodulator. Frequency synthesizer generates sinusoidal waves with the same hopping 
pattern as the frequency synthesizer of the reference transmitter.
4.1.2 OCA schemes
O-th carrier 2-nd carrier 4-th carrier
+
1-st carrier 3-rd carrier 5-th carrier
It is assumed that each carrier spectrum is equally wide and at most two adjacent 
carrier spectra are permitted to overlap. References [Ger82a], [Ger85bl and [Ger86] 
categorised a hit by an interfering signal into ‘partial’ and ‘full’. If a multiple access signal 
hops to the same carrier as the desired signal’s, then it is called ‘hit’. However, when 
overlapping between adjacent carrier spectra is permitted, a hit by adjacent carriers should be
Figure 4.3 MT-OCA for BFSK; Nc=6.
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distinguished from a hit by co-carrier since its strength is different according to degree of 
overlapping. When the desired signal hops to the first or last carriers, only a single adjacent 
carrier can interfere with the desired signal.
We suppose two schemes of overlapping as follows:
• ST-OCA1: The way of overlapping(shown in Fig. 4.1) is similar to OCA-FD/CDMA, and 
suitable for a single tone spectrum such as M-ary orthogonal modulation[Jal94], DPSK, 
BPSK, QPSK, etc. Denote the bandwidth of the available spectrum by BW. When the number 
of hopping bands Nc with bandwidth W is given, the carrier spacing A (Nc) is given by
Every hopping bands are equally spaced and separation is determined by the number of 
hopping bands.
• MT-OCA2: Fig. 4.3 depicts an overlapping scheme suitable for a multi-tone spectrum such 
as multi-carrier CDMA, BFSK, MFSIC, etc. Two sets of disjoint hopping bands are 
interleaved to overlap. The set of odd-indexed hopping bands is shifted to the right by W/4. 
Consequently, the centre frequencies of tones, where spectrum has its peak, are located in 
the middle between two adjacent tones. Hence two signals hopped to two adjacent carriers 
give least interference to each other. The centre frequencies of hopping bands are given by
for i=0, 1, 2 , ........ , Nc- 1. Note that left and right adjacent carriers give different degree of
interference in contrast to ST-OCA.
1 It stands for OCA for single tone.
2 it denotes OCA for multi-tone.
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4.2 Performance analysis
4.2.1 Probability of a hit
TABLE 4-1 Probability of a hit for ST-OCA(memoryless random
hopping pattern, pi= 1/Nc , p2= 1/(NCN,,), p3= l/(N*N„) )
The desired 
^ \ s i g n a l ’s carrier
Hit type
first or 
last carrier
others
A :Cd ® , or Cd — C(l Pi-p2 + P3 P1-P2 + P3
B: {CtorCr) ® , or 
(C,orCr)-(C,orCr)
P1-P2 + P3 2(pi - P2 + 2p3)
C:Cr (C, sr C,.) 2P3 4p3
D: (C[ or C,.)-X 2p2 - 4p3 4p2 - 12p3
E :Cd - x 2pi - 4p3 2pi - 6p3
TABLE 4-II Probability of a hit for MT-OCA(memoryless random hopping 
pattern, pt= l/Nc , p2= \/{NcNh) , p3= 1/(Nc2Nh))
The desired 
^ \ s i g n a l ’s carrier
Hit type
first carrier last carrier others
A: Cd ® , or Cd — Cd P1-P2 + P3 P1-P2 + p3 Pi- p2 + P3
B: C, ® , or 
Ct -(C, or cr)
0 P1-P2 + P3 Pi- p 2 + 2p3
C: C,®, or 
C ,.-(C r or C,)
P1-P2 + P3 0 p i - p 2 + 2p3
D: C„-C, 0 2p3 2p3
E: C „ -C f 2p3 0 2p3
F: C , - x 0 2p2 - 4p3 2p2 - 6p3
G: C,.-x 2p2 - 4p3 0 2p2 - 6p3
H: Cd - x 2p2 - 4p3 2p2 - 4p3 2p2 - 6p3
H: Cd - x 2p2 - 4p3 2p2 - 4p3 2p2 - 6p3 |
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Tables 4-1 and 4-II show the categories and the probabilities of a hit for ST-OCA and 
MT-OCA respectively. The three parameters pi, P2 , and p3 are equal to l/Nc , l/(NcNh), and
l /(Nc2Nh) , respectively. Cd denotes the carrier which the desired signal accesses, Cl and Cr
denote left and right adjacent carriers of Cd respectively. The symbol X denotes the
carriers which do not overlap with C(l. They do not give interference to the desired signal for
the reference bit duration. The symbol 0  indicates *not hop’ for the reference bit duration of 
the desired signal. Cx -  Cy means hop from Cx to Cy or from C to Cx for the reference bit
duration. Hit type A and E in Table 4-1 are equivalent to a ‘full’ and ‘partial’ hit respectively 
defined in Reference [Ger82a]. Hit type A and H in Table 4-II can be also equivalent to ‘full’ 
and ‘partial’ hit respectively. It is cumbersome to compute the BER for large numbers of 
multiple access users if five or eight types of a hit are treated distinctively. In order to reduce 
the computation, partial hits are approximated to full hits as in Reference [Ger85b], which 
results in only two and three types of a hit instead of five and eight types of a hit in Tables 4-1 
and 4-II respectively. For very slow frequency hopping and large number of carriers, i.e. 
N k »  1 and Nc»  1, inaccuracy due to the approximation becomes negligible. For ST-OCA,
the strength of a hit by Ci is equal to that by C,. Hence the five hit types are arranged into two 
groups i.e. {A ,C ,E} and {B ,D } which represent hits by Cj, and C/ or Cr. For MT-OCA, the 
eight hit types can be arranged into three groups, i.e. {A ,D ,E ,H }, {B ,F }, and {C,G} which 
represent full hits by Cd, Ci, and C, since the impact of a hit by C/ is not equal to that by C,. 
Table 4-III and Table 4-1V present probability of group of hits when each hit is treated as full. 
Those probabilities of a hit generate upper bound of BER.
Examples are raised to explain the method of the computation of probability of a hit 
presented in Tables 4-1 and 4-II. Let us compute Pr(Cd 0  or Cd -  Cd) in Table 4-1.
Pr(C, ® or C(l -  C(j) can be expressed as the sum of two probabilities in the form:
Pr(Cd ® or Q - Q ) = P r ( C , ® )  + P r ( Q - Q ) .  (4.4)
Assume the reference bit lasts over the interval [0, 7),]. Denote the starting instant of the
hopping interval for a multiple access user as ts. Then the two probabilities in the RHS of eqn.
(4.4) are divided as follows:
Pr(C„®) = Pr(f< < 0  or (C„) (4.5.a)
and
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P<C„ -  Cd ) = Pr(0 < t, < ft )Pr(C,)Pr(C„ ). (4.5.b)
For a memoryless random hopping pattern, it is straightforward to have Pr(Cf,) = 1/A/., 
Pr(0 < tx < Tb) ~ y N h , and Pr(/V < 0 or tx >Th)=  (Nh - 1  )/Nh . Therefore as in Table 4-1, 
Pr(C„ ® or Cd -  Cd) becomes p} -  p2 + p2. In the same way, other probabilities can be 
computed.
TABLE 4-III Probability of group of hits for ST-OCA(memoryless random 
hopping pattern, pI=\/Nc , p2=\j(NcNlt), p3= l / ( N 2Nh))
The desired 
\  sign al ’ s carrier
Hit type
first or 
last carrier
others
A: Cd ® Pl.d -Pi + P2 ~ P.1 P2.1l -Pi + P2 ~ P3
B: (C, or C,.)® Pi.a ~Pl + P2 ~ 3p3 P2,a ~2pi + 2p2 ~ %P3
TABLE 4-1Y Probability of group of hits for MT-OCA(memoryless random 
  hopping pattern, pi= 1/ Nc , p 2= l/(NcNll), ) )
The desired 
^ \ s i g n a l ’s carrier
Hit type
first carrier last carrier others
A: Cd ® Pi.d -Pi + P2 - P3 P2,d ~Pl + P2~P3 P3.d -Pi + P2 ~ P3
B: q ® y ii 0 P2,r -Pi + P2 ~ 3p3 P3, r -Pi + P2 ~ 4P3
C: Cr ® P 1,1 -pi  + P2 - 3p3 y Kj 11 O P3.1 =Pl + P2 - 4p3
4.2.2 Average bit error ratio and outage probability
Turning attention to the bit error ratio. From the spectrum point of view, the carrier 
spectrum is slightly widened by frequency hopping since effect of abrupt hopping is equivalent 
to the convolution between a DS-modulated signal and a rectangular pulse of length Th. 
However, for slow hopping and a large processing gain by direct sequence spread spectrum,
i.e. N n »  1 and Y/;»  1, spreading by frequency hopping can be ignored. Hence that effect is not 
taken into account in the remainder of our analysis. For a full hit, the results of Chapters 2 and 
3 can be employed without any modification. Then the average bit error ratio for the given
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number of hits from co-carrier and adjacent carriers can be expressed as follows: 
• For BPSK, and balanced QPSK with MRC predetection,
t e 0 k
(4.6)
where
(4.6.a)
For DPSK with EGC predetection,
1 Lo- 1Pe{kdiknkr)
where
h = j Y [ 2LR~ l)k\ n
{ 2 + y c(kd,kl,kr)J
\k
(4.7)
(4.7. a)
For BFSK with SL-EGC predetection, Pe(kd,kl,kr) is obtained by replacing y c(kd,kl,kl.) 
with y c(kd,k,,kr)/2.
For binary orthogonal modulation with SL-EGC predetection
Pe(kd,knkr) = 
Notice the relation y c(kd,k,,kr) = 2
l l + y c/ 2 v
[ 2 + y  J 2 J  ,;=0 ( k A Y + T c /2
E J h
(4.8)
kt,,k,,kr The parameters lq, kr and kd denote the
number of hits by left and right carriers, and co-carrier respectively. By modifying eqn. (3.56), 
the average bit-energy-to-interference ratio as a function of lq, k,■ and kd is obtained as
kd k, kr Wf (1
r i+ilV tei
(</)1 /- y A/ r
9=1 j)
1
LrN„
(4.9)
where the parameters %{f , %\k) and %\rl) denotes power ratio between interfering user from 
co-earrier, left adjacent carrier, right adjacent carrier, respectively as defined in eqn. (3.54.b). 
The functions ^(A,) and £,(A;.) account for unequal impact from left and right adjacent 
carriers.
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Assume K  users access channel simultaneously. For perfect power control, the three 
power ratios are given by = %\k)~ x \ q ) Then average bit error ratio can be derived as 
follows: From the above discussion it follows that the average BER for ST-OCA is
AT-l K-l-kd
X Xk,i= 0 k„-0ft =   1 ft(ft,.ft,)/- ■ ft(ft,,ft„o) (4.10)
where P.(kd,ka) denotes probability of kd hits by co-carrier and ka hits by adjacent carriers 
when the bit of interest hops to the first or last carrier(i=l) or other carrier(z'=2) and is given 
by
ft (ft,, ft,)
f K - l V K - \ - k . A
ft, A k
ftSftS 0  -  Ki- f t!  <=1 2. (4.11)
Similarly, the BER for MT-OCA is given by
K- 1 K-l-k,
ft = X X ft (ft,.ft)
ktf— 0 /l|—0
>.(ft„ft,0 ) , ft.(ft„0,ft)A
V A c Ac /
£ - 1  K-l-kd-ki a t  __
+X X X y ft (ft,. ft. ft )ft (ft,. ft. ft)
ft/ =0 ft =0 ft=o A'c
(4.12)
where
.p, (ft,, ft. ft.)=
( k  - 1 y k  - 1 -  ft, y j s :  - 1 -  ft, -  ft
ft, y ft
In ft,
xft5 ft!: 0  -  f t !  -  f t !  -  ft! . (4 .i3 )
The probabilities of full hits P3d, P3r, and P3l appear in Table 4-IV.
When power control is imperfect, power ratios %dk), %\k), and %\q) vary in a random
manner. In Subchapter 3.3, the parameter P{k) accounting for received power from the k-th 
user was assumed log-normally distributed. This assumption is applied to the present case. Our 
attention is confined to single cell system. Invoicing the outage probability given in eqn. 
(3.58.a), we obtain outage probability for the given number of multiple access users K as 
follows:
ft,,,, (K) = P r(ft// , ,!„ <  f t / f t ) ,  (4.14)
and equivalently,
(4.15)
where
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(C = Nf f [ { E b/ / . ) ; '  (4.16)
and
V(K) = £ 5 (A (i) ~ A<ll)x ‘f) • (4.17)
k=2
A(k) denotes carrier frequency of the /c-th signal for the reference bit duration. In particular, 
when Jq, kr and Jq hits by left adjacent carrier, right adjacent carrier, and co-carrier respectively
for the reference bit occur, the parameter V representing multiple access interference can be
written as
v(kd,k„icr) = m 't x f+qA,)£x<">+qAr)Xx?> • c+is)
A-=1 /;=! r/=l
Outage probability can be obtained as follows: Gaussian approximation of aggregate 
interfering power leads to
P„JK) -  Q €-E(V(K)y (4.19)yVar{V{K))
The random variables x!*1 > x L . an<l x l”  have log-normal distribution as in eqn. (3.56.d). 
Then mean and variance of V for the given numbers of hits Jq, Jq. and Jq have the form:
E{V(kd, Jct, kr)} = exp{(>a c )2 }(^(0)/^ +£(A,)/c, + £(A,.)/cr) (4.20.a)
and
Tar{V(/c,>ifc„^ )}= (exp {4 (^ c)2}-e x p {2 (^ a c)2})(^ (0 )/c„+ ^ (A ,)/c ,+ ^ 2(A,.>r).(4 .20 .b )  
E(V(K)) and Var(V{K) can be obtained by replacing Pe(Jcd,Jcr,Ic,) with E{V(Jcd,Jc,,kr)} or
Var{V(/cf/,/cz,/c,.)} in eqns. (4.10) or (4.12).
In particular, in the absence of adjacent carrier interference, i.e. Jq-0  with probability 1 
due to DCA schemes, Jq is binomial-distributed. Then E{V(K)} and Var{V(K)} reduce to
E{V(K)} = exp{(<fcr )2 Jij(0)(/C—1)PU (4.21.a)
and
Var{V(K)j-  (exp |4(Vg c )2j — exp { 2 ( ^ c)2} j 2(0)(K -l)P ,,„ . (4.21 .b)
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4.3 Numerical results
Figure 4.4 Adjacent carrier spectra for OCA-SFH/SC-CDMA.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.5 Average BER over frequency selective channel; LR~L\ Eb/N0 =30dB; p=l. (a) 
(3=0.4. (b) (3=0.
Numerical results on the average bit error ratio for perfectly power-controlled systems 
and the outage probability for imperfectly power-controlled systems are presented. The 
available bandwidth, maximum rms delay spread, data rate, and Nh are assumed 25MHz, 
1.25jis, 8Kbps, and 50, respectively throughout this subchapter. In practice, coherent 
reception in frequency hopping systems is not easy to achieve, and hence noncoherent 
reception is more realistic. For this reason, only binary orthogonal modulation with 
noncoherent SL-EGC predetection presented in Subchapter 3.3 is considered in present 
numerical results.
The following way of diversity and channel models are under consideration:
1. The number of resolvable paths L is given by eqn. (1.2). The multipath diversity order LR is 
set to L. That is, LR=L.
2. The number of resolvable paths L is given by eqn. (1.2) likewise in the above case. 
Multipath diversity order is at most 4. When L<4, LR becomes L. That is, Lfi=max(4, L)
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where L is given by eqn. (1.2).
3. The number of resolvable paths L is fixed to 4 regardless of the signal bandwidth.
The third channel model is suitable for the indoor environment and was considered in 
References [Wan92] and [Wan92a],
bfifa=Q: I:::: I:I: i; I:I: 
L £ :Nc=i6;::::>:::: m ! m h m:
(a) (b)
Figure 4.6 Average BER over frequency selective channel; Lr-max(4, L); Eh/N a =30dB; 
p=l. (a) (3=0.4. (b) (3=0.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.7 Average BER over frequency selective channel; Lr-L-4; Eh/Na =30dB; p=l.
(a) (3=0-4- (b) (3=0-
Figs. 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 plot the average BER for various assumptions. In the DCA 
schemes, the bandwidth of the carrier spectrum is given by simply BW/NC . Optimisation of
the carrier spacing in the same way as in Section 3.3.5 needs enormous computation. Hence 
the carrier bandwidth and carrier spacing are heuristically determined as follows: The OCA 
schemes have the carrier bandwidth
f i + P )BW 
N  +  P
(4.22)
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as illustrated in Fig. 4.4. The carrier spacing is equal to the chip rate, i.e. l/Tc . The rolloff
regions of the adjacent carrier spectra are permitted to overlap. The number of resolvable 
paths for Figs. 4.5, 4.6, 4.8, and 4.9 appears in Table 4-V. Table 4-VI presents maximum 
number of users simultaneously accessing channel satisfying B E R clO 2 denoted as Kmax. Turn 
our attention to Fig. 4.5-(a). When fewer users access channel simultaneously, pure DS- 
CDMA exhibits lowest BER. Increasing rate of the BER for the SFH/SC-CDMA system is 
lower than that for the ordinary DS-CDMA system. Eventually, the SFH/SC-CDMA system 
gives lower BER than the ordinary DS-CDMA system. The OCA schemes help to degrade 
BER gracefully according to the number of users. Table 4-VI shows that Kmax is increased 
considerably by the OCA schemes when NC-\Q. This improvement is accounted for by the 
spectral efficiency and high diversity gain(Lfi=4) compared to the DCA(L/?=3) case. Up to 
Lr- 5, higher diversity order helps to obtain better BER.
TABLE 4-V L for Figs. 4.5, 4.6, 4.8, and 4.9.
|3=0.4 (3=0
Nc
O C A /D C A ^ \
1 10 1 10
DCA 23 3 32 4
OCA 23 4 32 4
TABLE 4-VI Kmax for Figs. 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7; BERth= 10 2.
(3=0.4 (3=0
Nc
Diversity
1 10
DCA
10
OCA
1 10
Fig. 4.5 104 96 133 119 138
Fig. 4.6 20 96 133 19 138
Fig. 4.7 120 106 138 152 138
In Fig. 4.6, the BER of ordinary DS-CDMA is even poorer than SFH/SC-CDMA. 
Since resolvable paths are L=23(32) for the rolloff factor 0.4(0.0), energy of the desired signal 
from 19(28) paths is lost. For this reason, considerable loss of the BER appears. This loss
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causes reduction of Kmax. Large increase of Kmax is obtained by the OCA schemes. As 
discussed in Chapter 3, when the maximum order of diversity is limited to a certain number, 
subdivision of spectrum and consequently narrower bandwidth helps to avoid severe multipath 
interference.
Fig. 4.7-(a) and (b) correspond to the third channel and diversity model. Wang et al in 
References [Wan92] and [Wan92a] analysed SFH/SC-CDMA for the third model. Their 
analysis was limited to the rectangular pulse and the performance is comparable to that for the 
RC pulses1 with the rolloff factor 1 when the DCA schemes are employed. For the rolloff 
factor 0.4, DCA-SFH/SC-CDMA schemes exhibit always poorer BER than ordinary DS- 
CDMA. The OCA schemes improves the BER, and eventually two curves corresponding to 
OCA-SFH/SC-CDMA and pure SC-CDMA cross around 0.002. In contrast, for zero rolloff 
factor, SFH/SC-CDMA gives always poorer BER.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.8 Average outage prob. over frequency selective channel; LR=L; 
Eh/N0 » E h/Io>r ; p=l. (a) (3=0.4;ac=1.5dB. (b) P=0;ac=1.5dB. (c) P=0.4;ac=3.0dB. (d)
p = 0;ac=3.0dB.
1 Pulses generated by raised cosine pulse shaping filter satisfying Nyquist criterion.
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(C) (d)Figure 4.9 Average outage prob. over frequency selective channel; L/;=max(4, L);
EiJNo » Eb/Io,r ; P=l- (a) P=0.4;ac=1.5dB. (b) P=0;oc=1.5dB. (c) P=0.4;ac=3.0dB. (d) 
p = 0;ac=3.0dB.
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Figs. 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10 plot outage probabilities for the three channel and diversity 
models mentioned in the beginning of this subchapter. A conspicuous characteristic of 
SFH/SC-CDMA is graceful degradation of the outage probability against the number of active 
users. On the other hand, in SC-CDMA, the outage probability increases rapidly beyond a 
certain number of active users. In ordinary SC-CDMA, when multiple access interference is 
severe, messages from the reference user are continuously destroyed. On the other hand, 
frequency hopping provides a chance to avoid strong multiple access interference, and hence 
part of messages can be restored. This explains graceful increase of the outage probability for 
SFH/SC-CDMA.
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Figure 4.10 Average outage prob. over frequency selective channel; LR=L=4; 
Eh/N0 » Eh/ Io r ; p=l. (a) p=0.4;ac=1.5dB. (b) p =0;ac=1.5dB. (c) p=0.4;at =3.0dB. (d)
P = 0;ac=3.0dB.
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4.4 Summary
The outage probability of the SFH/SC-CDMA systems has been derived. The 
immunity of SFH/SC-CDMA to strong multiple access interference can be verified in terms of 
the outage probability. The impact of the power control error on the SFH/SC-CDMA systems 
has been investigated in terms of the outage probability. Main points of this chapter may be 
summarised as follows:
• By introduction of the OCA scheme to SFH/SC-CDMA, higher diversity gain is achievable 
since the chipping period may be shorter by widening the carrier spectrum and consequently 
the more resolvable paths are available.
• As multiple access interference becomes severe, the SFH/SC-CDMA systems turn out to 
outperform the ordinary SC-CDMA systems in terms of the outage probability. On the 
other hand, in the presence of weak multiple access interference, the ordinary SC-CDMA 
systems outperform the SFH/SC-CDMA systems.
• The OCA-SFH/SC-CDMA systems achieve multiple access capability comparable to or 
better than the ordinary SC-CDMA systems. These advantages are obtained through the 
OCA schemes without any extra complexity.
• In general, the SFH/SC-CDMA schemes have two challenging problems such as high 
system complexity and less chance of multipath diversity. These problems can be solved by 
using MC-CDMA techniques which will be presented in Subchapter 5.4.
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In a conventional serial data transmission system, several successive symbols are subject to severe fading due to the nature of the Rayleigh fading when the symbol duration is shorter 
than fading period. To illustrate the severity of the problem, consider the following example. 
Assume that there is a noise-lilce interference with an average power level 17dB below that of 
the desired signal. In a fade of 17dB depth, the carrier to interference power ratio will drop to 
OdB, then the demodulation of symbols with an acceptable BER is impossible. At a carrier 
frequency of 850MHz and a vehicle speed of 60mph, such a fade lasts on an average 0.75ms. 
For a data rate of 10kbps, 7 or 8 successive bits are affected during such a fade[Cim85].
In a parallel data transmission system, several sequential data streams are transmitted 
simultaneously, so that the signalling interval is increased by as many times as the number of 
symbols that are transmitted in parallel. In a mobile wireless environment subject to multipath 
fading, such a parallel data transmission gives considerable benefits. As a consequence of 
parallel data transmission, the signalling interval may be increased so that it is much longer 
than a deep fade duration. Part of the parallel symbols is subject to an intolerably deep fade. 
Many symbols transmitted in parallel are slightly distorted in a same manner instead of several 
successive symbols being completely subject to a deep fade in a serial data transmission. Fig. 
5.1 illustrates this effect. Grey filled blocks denote bits or part of bit in a deep fade, and the 
parameter 0 denotes the threshold amplitude level below which the signal is in a deep fade.
The use of a longer signalling interval serves to reduce the sensitivity of the system to 
delay spread. In this case, the signalling interval should be much longer than the delay spread 
to combat it. Resistance to the delay spread is realised by imposing a time guard-interval 
longer than the delay spread between the ending instant of the previous symbol and the
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beginning instant of the current symbol. Inherent orthogonality among subcarriers1 may be 
destroyed by unequal Doppler shifts among subcarriers and the delay spread. The use of 
shaped pulses instead of a rectangular pulse helps to suppress sidelobes, and hence other 
subcarrier interference is reduced when orthogonality is destroyed. On the other hand, the use 
of a time guard-interval and windowing to smooth the pulse shape waste valuable frequency 
resources in proportion to the guard length and smoothness respectively.
Multi-carrier CDMA(MC-CDMA) is a form of CDMA combined with multi-carrier 
modulation techniques which provides a number of attractive advantages over SC-CDMA, 
FD/SC-CDMA, and SFH/SC-CDMA studied so far in this thesis. In addition to the 
advantages of multi-carrier modulation techniques mentioned above, MC-CDMA requires 
lower system complexity than SC-CDMA for the following reasons: Time diversity using 
RAKE receiver to combat multipath fading can be replaced by frequency diversity which needs 
a simple frequency domain equaliser without individually estimating relative delays. More
1 Subcarrier indicates tone which constitutes carrier. It may be termed subchannel[Wei71].
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subcarriers as a consequence of frequency diversity play a positive role to spectral efficiency.
[Faz93], [Faz94] and [Cho93] have proposed MC-CDMA schemes to combat against 
multipath interference for the forward link of mobile communications. As mentioned in 
Chapter 3, for the forward link, effort is made to establish orthogonality between different 
users by using orthogonal codes, however when it is subject to multipath, orthogonality 
between the delayed replicas does not hold, and the signals suffer from multipath interference. 
These MC-CDMA schemes designed for the forward link attempt to prolong the chipping 
period longer than delay spread and mitigate multipath interference. DaSilva et al[Das94]’s 
MC-CDMA scheme is suitable for synchronous CDMA1 for the reverse link. This scheme 
mitigates synchronisation error between different users by increasing the chipping period. 
Chen et al[Che96] have proposed a hybrid slow frequency hopping and MC-CDMA scheme 
for the reverse link where the hopping pattern is adaptively adjusted to the channel fading 
characteristics in order for the data to be delivered by subcarriers where fading is less severe. 
Multi-tone CDMA scheme, proposed by Vandendorpe[Van95], modulates the data stream by 
using multi-carrier modulation technique as for Orthogonal Frequency Division 
M«/ri/?/<?xz>zg(OFDM)[Wei71, Bin90, Pro95], and then spreads the modulated signal by a PN 
code. By this scheme, the signalling interval is prolonged and the averaging effect of fading 
explained by Fig. 5.1 is achieved. Kondo et al[Kon96] have reported the strong immunity of 
MC-CDMA to narrow-band interference for the reverse link. Sourour et al[Sou96] have 
proposed a MC-CDMA model which is suitable for both reverse and forward links of a mobile 
communication systems. The MC-CDMA model under consideration in this chapter is based 
on Sourour’s. Sourour’s model will be explained in detail in Subchapter 5.1.
In a hybrid FD/SC-CDMA schemes studied in Chapter 3, as the signal bandwidth gets 
narrower due to the subdivision of spectrum, the desired signal suffers from a lack of 
multipath diversity over the frequency selective channel since available paths for diversity 
become fewer. Increased spectral efficiency, in proportion to the number of carriers, can not 
compensate for capacity loss due to lack of diversity. To overcome this problem, a novel 
subcarrier allocation scheme will be proposed. SFH/SC-CDMA in Chapter 4 also suffers from 
less chance of diversity for the same reason, and it is regarded as being less attractive than 
pure DS schemes because of higher hardware complexity, despite its relative immunity to
1 Synchronous CDMA indicates that all users transmit their symbols at the same instant, in other words 
relative delay of symbol transmission is always zero.
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strong multiple access interference. If frequency hopping is implemented by the proposed 
multi-carrier CDMA technique, frequency hopping is realised by a simple coding techniques. 
Even high hopping rate, which is a limiting factor to the use of the frequency hopping 
technique for high data rate traffic, can be easily realised.
In Subchapter 5.1, a generalised MC-CDMA model suitable for the reverse link is 
proposed, and its performance is evaluated. Subchapter 5.2 presents the principle of DFT- 
based modulation/demodulation applicable to massively parallel data transmission systems. In 
Subchapter 5.3, the performance of a DFT-based MC-CDMA systems are evaluated and the 
effect of nonlinear distortion at mobile terminal is investigated. Two novel approaches, hybrid 
FD/MC-CDMA and SFH/MC-CDMA are proposed in Subchapter 5.4. Finally, in Subchapter 
5.5, various multiple access schemes applicable to multi-rate services are studied 
comparatively in terms of capacity.
5.1 Generalised MC-CDMA model
In this subchapter, a generalised MC-CDMA model suitable for a reverse link is 
presented. The data allocation and diversity schemes of the proposed model are based on 
Sourour’s model[Sou96]. The proposed model may have a flexible pulse shape and subcarrier 
spacing unlike Sourour’s model whose waveform and subcarrier spacing are limited to 
rectangular pulses and the inverse of chipping period or chip rate, i.e. l / r c respectively. A non- 
rectangular pulse and flexible subcarrier spacing may destroy orthogonality among subcarriers, 
and self-generated other subcarrier interference is inevitable. However, the dominant 
interference for the reverse link and asynchronous multiple access schemes is from the other 
users. In other words, self-generated other subcarrier interference is a small fraction of other 
user interference arising from co-subcarrier1 and other subcarriers of other users as will be 
clear later on. Hence, more attention will be paid to reduce other user interference.
1 Co-subcarrier indicates a subcarrier of interfering signals located at the same frequency as the subcarrier of 
interest. It could be regarded as a counterpart of co-carrier in hybrid FD/SC-CDMA.
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5.1.1 System model
A. Transmitter model
For the sake of brevity, BPSK is employed throughout this subchapter. The 
transmitted signal by the /c-th user is expressed in the form
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Figure 5.2 Structure of a generalised MC-CDMA model, (a) Transmitter, (b) Receiver.
s m ( t )  =  X V ’W = £ R e { ^ 2 P S7&,;«(f)exp{./(2jc(i;, + + 0 Y ) } }  (5-D
9=0 9=0
where the base-band signal is given by
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b?'(0 = |  X  jfl« 8  -  ) |  * . ( 5 . 1  .a)
The subscript q of the spreading sequence for the th subcarrier (a) ’) accounts for different 
spreading sequence for different subcarriers. The floor function which appears in the subscript 
of the sequence accounts for the identical Nb information codes. An infinite
sequence of impulses spaced by Tc, i.e. 8 ( t -  iTc) for i = ...... ,°o is modulated by
combined data and the spreading sequence. The modulated sequence of impulses is fed to a 
pulse shaping filter with its transfer function H (f ) . The output of the pulse shaping filter is 
multiplied by a subcarrier, and the product is multiplexed with outputs from other branches. 
The parameter A denoting the subcarrier spacing is not limited to l/Tc.
In order to realise frequency diversity and parallel transmission of symbols described in 
Fig. 5.1, Nd subcarriers modulate the same information bit, and N  symbols are transmitted
in parallel by different subcarriers. Hence the total number of subcarriers Nsc becomes 
Nd x  Np . The bit duration Th becomes Np x  Th x where Tbl denotes the bit duration for single
1 + 3carrier modulation. The chipping period T is given b y  , c—-— where B ,,r denotes
BW — (Nsc — l)A "c
the rolloff factor for MC-CDMA. On the other hand, chipping period Tc ] for single carrier
1 + B
modulation is given by w^ere Psc denotes rolloff factor for SC-CDMA. The ratio
between Nh and Nb x denoting processing gain for single carrier modulation is given by
K ,^ ( l  + PSc ) ( W - ( ^ , . - l ) A  )
« ,,, W ( l  + p MC)
Let us consider an example to show the ratio of processing gains. Assume a rectangular chip 
pulse and approximate its bandwidth as the null-to-null width of the mainlobe, i.e. 2 /rc or
P MC = 1 . Also assume a subcarrier spacing of l/Tc . Then, the bandwidth of the available
spectrum, BW, becomes (Nsc + 1 )/Tc . By replacing A, p MC and BW in eqn. (5.2) by 1/Tc , 1,
and (Nxc + l)/Tc respectively, eqn. (5.2) reduces to
N„ _ (1  + Psc)Np
N„,, N  1
(5.3)
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Since the rolloff factor P5C ranges from 0 to 1, if Nj>\, Nh/Nh l is less than 1, and hence
multi-carrier modulation reduces the processing gain to a \/Nd fraction of that for single
carrier modulation. However, the signal power is equally distributed over Nj subcarriers, and 
the interference power which affects the desired signal is reduced by a \/Nd fraction of the
total interference power. Conclusively, no loss is expected due to lower processing gain of 
MC-CDMA in comparison with single carrier modulation, and it will be clear from results of 
Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3.
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Figure 5.3 Symbol allocation scheme for Sourour’s model[Sou96]. (a) Symbol allocation 
procedure at the transmitter, (b) Power spectrum of the transmitted signal.
The symbol [•] appearing in Fig. 5.2 denotes a permutation function to realise the idea. 
The subcarriers are successively located according to those indices as described in Fig. 5.3. 
Every A0-th subcarrier delivering the same symbol is apart by larger than the coherence
bandwidth for frequency diversity. Each group of successive N/t subcarriers deliver distinct 
symbols(Fig. 5.3-(a)). A group of Nj subcarriers delivering the same symbol are referred to as
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identical-symbol subcarriers[Sou96]1 filled with the same grey level in Fig. 5.3-(b). Thus, the 
permutation function [•] is expressed as
[.x]= [aNd + b] — bNp +a ,  where a= 0 ,l,2 , ,Nd-l, and Z?=0,l,2, ,NP-1.
In the other form, permuted sequence is written as follows:
x : 0 1 ........  Nd-1 Nd Nd+l N(l+2 ..........  (Np-l)Nd+Nd-l
[x]: 0 Np......... ........  (Nd-1)NP 1 Np+l 2NP+1 ..........  (Nd- W P+Np-\
The notation (A /)c denotes coherence bandwidth in Fig. 5.3. Two nearest identical symbol 
subcarriers are apart by Np • A. To fully exploit frequency diversity, Np - A should be larger 
than the coherence bandwidth (Af ) c .
B. Channel model
The channel model in this chapter is based on the tapped delay line model described in 
Chapter 1 as follows:
1=0
where the index q accounts for the subcarrier. A Rayleigh fading channel with a constant 
multipath intensity profile, i.e.
£  j(a J*/) |  = 2g 2 for any q and k
is assumed. Successive subcarriers may be spaced by less than the coherence bandwidth. 
Hence, independence of path gains corresponding to successive subcarriers may not hold, i.e.
£ {a w.}£ {°C )}’ P *  4  or « *  / .
5.1.2 Signal-to-noise ratio and bit error ratio
A. Representation o f the decision variable
The received signal may be written in the form
r{t) = £  s {k) (t -  x w ) -l- n(t) (5.4)
k
‘ Sourour et al in Reference [Sou96] referred to them as identical-bit carriers. To distinguish terms for MC- 
CDMA from hybrid FD/SC-CDMA, subcarrier is used instead of carrier and to generalise modulation 
schemes, symbol is used instead of bit.
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where the function s(k)(t-'Z('k)) denotes the channel output of the original signal sw (t)
corrupted by multipath and fading. The parameter %{k) accounts for asynchronous 
transmission, and is zero for the reference user without essential loss of generality. The 
function n{t) is background noise with its double-sided power spectral density NJ2. The 
decision variable for the symbol of interest is expressed in the following form:
Superscript denoting the first user, is dropped for the brevity of notation. The signature
coherent detection. The parameter g accounts for the type of predetection combining. In a
gain is multiplied in equal gain predetection combining[Kon96, Sou96]. Path gain and phase 
shift are assumed to remain constant over at least a signalling interval. The function r(t) is a 
complex lowpass-equivalent form of r(t). The function r (t + mTc) implies a time-shift by 
mTc to the left. Even though the m-th RAKE finger delays the received signal by 
(Lr -  l -m )Tc in reality, the expression r(t + mTc) , a mathematically more tractable form,
produces the same result. The set denoted by Q  constitutes the identical-symbol subcarriei;s 
by which the symbol of interest is being delivered. Consolidate random phase of the oscillator 
0 qk) into , and set 0 ^ , random phase of the q-th oscillator of the reference user to zero 
without loss of generality. The output of the m-th RAKE finger Z prior to multiplying path 
gains is written in the form
(5.5)
where
(5.5.a)
sequence (aqn) is used to despread the desired signal and the parameter represents
maximal ratio predetection combining systems, the path gain must be multiplied whereas unit
(5.6)
The terms in the right hand side are described as follows:
• Uqm : useful output, real-valued
• : self-generated interference arising from co-subcarrier(g-th)
• 12,9,/h : self-generated interference arising from other subcarriers
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• I.V/.I,!: interference arising from other users
• N «: background noise
The terms described above have the following forms:
•  UIIJn =  a/2 PZa.y-Sf (0  *
n=0
N,r  1
=  * j 2 P a (Jin Y * K i x ^ n T c ~ i T c )  =  ±V 2P Y /Jx0(0 )a ^
/i=0 /=-
ft.,.™ =  - *
n=0 /=0
l*m
N,-\ L-1
/=«r.
= V2 P X «„» X a  X ft,Ac ("ft -  (ft -  ITC + mTc)
;i=0 1=0 i=-»
l*m
Let (j) ^  = ({) /VJ( -  cj) ql) and u = n-i. Then the above equation is changed to
L-l
1=0
l*m
where
TV,.-1
(T1»  +XTC)=  X  X C O r . M
11=0 u=-
and
-  t)dx .
In a similar manner, I 2 can be expressed in the form
• ft.,,, =X ^ S 0^"*" Xa„,» i w * 1'. - lTc+mD
/??*</ /= 0  n= 0  «=-'>o
= x  Vp  X  « „ ' C  ((* -  m> ft) •
ft*<y /= 0
The third interference term is written in the form
• ft.,™ = X X + ^X + X ” Xa,., X C a («ft - (ft+«*ft)
P 1=0 11=0 H=-°o
-ft-i
= X X V ^ X
ft T=0
Finally, background noise is rewritten in the form
(5.7. a)
(5.7.b)
(5.8)
(5.9)
(5.7.c)
(5.7.d)
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N-1
N *.rn =  X  + mTc ) * ^ ( - 0(f=0 t=nT..
(5.7.e)
where the complex lowpass equivalent form n(0 of background noise has its autocorrelation 
function as
7U T) = i4 n * ( f ) n ( f+ * ) ]=  Ar„8(T).
B. Computation of  +  XTC )|
(5.7.f)
Let us turn our attention to derive E vF0j( t (*) +  XTC )| . The expectation is of great
importance for computing the variance of interference. Throughout the remainder of the 
analysis, pulse shaping filters are assumed to meet the Nyquist pulse criterion. When the 
Nyquist pulse criterion is not met, inter-chip interference should be included for completeness. 
From the analysis in appendix A and discussion in Chapter 1, it is known that inter-chip 
interference is negligible, and hence it is excluded from consideration. Let us start with
' O v o f . i t  is straightforward to have the expectation as
4 0  kTcf  = E
Nb-1
£ C X ‘> o (o )
«=o
= Nhx l (0 ), X * 0 . (5.10)
For uniformly distributed random variable and /t A 1, the expectation is written in the 
form
+XTctf  = E
Nb-l
2 X » £ C , m u t
,1=0 H=-o
By changing the index n - u  to u, we obtain
7V/.-I
£  V  £  O r ,  « ”  <*> -  )
(1=0 ((=-«»
By using independence between the two sequences (a{f n) and (bff) ,  the above equation 
reduces to
£|'P';‘ (T(‘, + A.rc)|2 =N„-E Yb„x„X-uTe- x “ >)
where (bH) is a random sequence which takes on +1 or -1. We can rewrite the above equation 
as
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' L b,,xW ~ UTc - Xm'>l<-0
Let \}f(t )=  2  buxp-q(t -  uTc - T{k)). The function \|f{t) is a wide-sense stationary complex­
valued random process. Since the expectation is equivalent to the autocorrelation function 
with zero time difference, in a similar manner leading to eqn. (2.65), the expectation is 
obtained as
2
= A y > w ( o ) 1
*5 
z
= £  I + 1 . (5.11)
Finally, consider , p ^ q. This expectation is needed to compute the variance of
2,9, m . Unlike the derivation of eqns. (5.10) and (5.11), it is not straightforward to derive. It
may be rewritten in the form
E \ X y X T cf  = E
Nb-1
, P^q.
;t=0 n=~°o
Unlike E^¥qkq(%{k) + Aj£)|2 , in the above equation, we encounter two sequences (aq)n) and
{bppi) which are not necessarily mutually independent. When two sequences are mutually
independent as a result of using distinct signature sequences for different subcarriers from the 
same modulator, the above equation reduces to
2  CO
E| 'O M ; ) f  = N „- E  £ < > „ ( « r c) = N„ ■ Y \ x U uTc t  - P * 9  (5-12)
//-“DO M=- OO
when (apn) (ciq n) for p ^ q is met. Recollect that the sequence (bp)  ) is a product between
the signature sequence (appt) and data sequence {dp t^t/Nij )• When the two signature
sequences (aq)  ) and (appi) are identical, i.e. (an) = (cip n) = (aqn) for any p and q such that 
p#£q , unlike the above equation, it may be changed to
1 <J>w ('T)=JE,{\|/*(f-i-T)\|/(0}
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e \X;],^tc/ = e
N„-1 TV/,—1
H=0 «=0 |(=-oo
u*0
, p * q .
The first summation term of the right hand side corresponds to u=0, and the sign ±  appearing 
in it corresponds to the binary information symbol for the q-th subcarrier. Performing the 
square on the summation terms in the RHS and then talcing averages with respect to the 
random signature sequences yields
(5.13)
lfz=-oo
Note that the change of index of summation interval in the second term of the RHS. The first 
term in the RHS of eqn. (5.13) can be eliminated by using another orthogonal code as in Fig. 
5.4. If the term disappears, it seems to be obvious that the spreading scheme in Fig. 5.4 will be 
more effective than that with a distinct random signature sequence when eqn. (5.12) is 
compared. However, as will be discussed in next subsection, certain cross-correlation terms 
remain if the spreading scheme shown in Fig. 5.4 is used, and these terms contribute to the 
variance of interference in some way. Therefore, the spreading scheme in Fig. 5.2-(a) is 
preferable.
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Figure 5.4 Transmitter structure using a common random sequence and distinct orthogonal 
codes.
In the next step, let us turn our attention to |x/w/(wTt.)|2. From the definition of
xp_q(uTc) ,  it follows that
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x„.q(uTc) = j'7e12’(j’"‘)^ K'Z)h(%~uTc)d'Z. (5.14) 
By the relation x(t)er'K,J o  X (f  -  f0) between Fourier transform and its inverse, it becomes
V , W )  = £ £  H if  - ( p -  q) A ) e df • h(x -  uTc)dx .
Interchanging the order of integration and performing integration yields
x„-AuTc) =  . (5.15)
From eqn. (5.14), it is obvious that for any w A 0 , xp_q{uTc)  ~ 0 since the mainlobe of the
chip waveform lasts for one chipping period. Moreover, the multiplied sinusoidal waveform 
with its frequency offset (p -  q)A , where the parameter A is as large as the chip rate, reduces 
the value of the integral further when \p -  q\ > 1. For u~  0 , eqn. (5.15) reduces to
(° )  =  £  H ' ~(P~  «)'w  ■
It is straightforward to obtain the relation
«  ( £  = 4 (0 ) • for p *  q ■
From eqn. (5.10), it follows that the relation
4 ' 0 W ’c ) f  «  T f C W f  • (5.16)
C. Correlation between successive subcarriers o f  other users
13 5CL©X 4
9,
CO oC 4cropj 2 —!
©'
Uncorrelated
m------------------------ ►
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© r—t-©
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Index of delayed path
Figure 5.5 Subcarrier and multipath delay diagram for a MC-CDMA on the basis of the 
channel model in Subsection 5.1.1-B.
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Fig. 5.5 illustrates the statistical dependency between successive multipath delay 
components and subcarriers on the basis of the channel model described in Subsection 5.1.1-B 
which is a kind of W SSUS1 channel model. Between different delayed replicas illustrated by a 
horizontal strip irrespective of subcarriers, uncorrelatedness holds. On the other hand, between 
equally delayed signals from different subcarriers illustrated by a vertical strip, 
uncorrelatedness does not always hold. When multiple mutually correlated random variables 
constitute interference, the variance of interference might include cross-covariance terms 
between those In order to explain this, let us consider two correlated zero-mean r.v.’s Xx and 
X2, and their sum Y , i.e. Y = Xx + X2 . The variance of r.v. Y becomes
Var(Y) = E(X, f  + 2 £X,X2 + £X22.
The second term of the RHS represents the covariance between Xi and X2 which is not zero. 
By multiplying distinct zero mean and unit variance independent r.v.’s C, and C2,to  X, and 
X2 respectively, we can eliminate the covariance term as follows:
Var(r ) = £(C,X, f  + 2 E(C, X, )(C2X2) + £(C 2X2 )2
= E(X ,)2 + £ (X 2) \
Multiplying distinct spreading codes to subcarriers is equivalent to multiplying C, and C2 in 
the above example. As a result, the signal-to-noise ratio may be derived as in next subsection.
D. Signal-to-noise ratio
It has been reported[Kon96] that MC-CDMA with frequency diversity and MRC 
predetection shows strong immunity to narrow band interference. Kondo et al exploited 
frequency diversity instead of multipath diversity by determining a subcarrier spacing which is 
larger than the coherence bandwidth and for a chipping period longer than the delay spread. In 
maximal ratio combining predetection diversity, the gain of a diversity branch g is
determined inversely proportional to variance of Z which is proportional to strength of
narrow-band interference affecting the q-th subcarrier. As a result, the subcarrier which 
encounters narrow-band interference contributes to the decision variable less than other 
subcarriers. Sourour’s model can be used for this purpose.
Let us turn our attention to the decision variable in eqn. (5.5). In equal gain combining
1 Wide-Sense Stationary Uncorrelated Scattering.
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(EGC), real-valued diversity branch gains g ’s are constant. On the other hand, in MRC, a 
diversity branch gain is determined as follows[Sch66a]:
E(Z |a (1) }
Let us consider conditional signal-to-noise ratio of the decision variable, which is defined by1
£ 2{Z|A}
J " ~ Var{Z|A}
where A = f e ”,,!? s  Cd,m = 0 , . . .,LR -  l j .  That is, the gain is determined by the mean and 
variance of Z conditioned on the path gains of the subcarriers by which the symbol of 
interest is delivered. Mutual independence among Z *s leads the signal-to-noise ratio defined 
above to
Ln-l
qeCj m=0
2,
q,m
(5.18)
qeC(t m=0
For MRC where the diversity branch gain is given by eqn. (5.17), substituting eqn. (5.17) into 
eqn. (5.18) yields
h - ' E2(Z |a (1) )
t ;, = £ £ t 7 — [ r ;  v
<jec„m=0 ± E\ x  - E  Z a (1) 1 a (I)2 1 q,m y q,m\ q,m \ q,m J
In order to compute the diversity gain branch in eqn. (5.17), the path gain must
be so slowly varying that the conditional mean and variance can be precisely estimated. It is 
unlikely to occur in realistic mobile environment unless the mobile and scatterers are 
sufficiently slowly moving. Since the variance of the interference affecting each subcarrier is 
expected to be equal without narrow-band interference, the diversity branch gain could be 
replaced with the path gain. By employing a relatively strong pilot signal, path gain and phase 
shift is computed in certain sophisticated way[Vit95]. Since synchronisation and narrow-band 
interference suppression are not issues of the thesis, let us pay attention to MRC without 
narrow-band interference and EGC. For EGC, replacing g with 1 in eqn. (5.18) leads to a
1 Var(Re[Z])=Var(Z)=E\X-E(Z)\2/2
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simpler form. Let us pay attention to the case of a  in place of g . Let us start the 
derivation of the signal-to-noise ratio with E((Lqm |a qq/l). Since other interference and noise 
terms have zero mean, only the useful Uq m is included in the calculation of the expectation. 
The expectation of the decision variable becomes
£ ( Z|A) = X X K r f + f t ” ' W ° )  (5-20)
qeC'i m=0
Prior to the derivation of the conditional variance of the decision variable, the second central
|2,
moment E Zq m -  w|a aj„| |a qnm j should be known. From the statistical independence
of the zero mean interference terms, it follows that
2,
Z„„ -  |b« = £(|I,,„„| j+ e ( |i2„.™|2)+ A(|ft„„„|2)+ A(|N„,„r).
By using eqns. (5.10), (5.11) and (5.13), it is straightforward that the terms in the RHS of the 
above equation become
fi(|l f  ) =  2PN„xl (0 )X  p {(a  )2} (5.21)
/=0
l*m
£  I 2 ,<[,m
p *q  1=0 M=-oo
t&l-m
(5.22)
and
Nsc-\ L- 1
k*[ p=0 1=0
From Chapter 2, it is known that
£ ( if t *4 2) = x x 2L ‘T £ {(a !!02} | t r j f f ( ft)i2if f ( f t + i7,“ <?iA)r ^  (5-23)
(5.24)£(|N ,„„f)=2A l4£ A l„ |/ / ( / ) |2d / .
Therefore, the conditional variance of the decision variable becomes
Var{Z\K} = X X k » R »  (5 -25)
where
qeCd m=0
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< C = RY,*o2(o)££{(a U 2}+ X pi x  X l w - s f a j M 1}
1=0 p#q 1=0 /(=-
l#m
+X Xp(t) £ 4(a S3)1 £ r £  I-H(- f f  \H<- f +\p--  4 df +NJ>» I-H( f f ‘# }  ■tel p=o /=o L J A  " I
(5.26)
Assuming that the multipath intensity profile is constant for any subcarrier, and including 
negligible interference due to the m-th path of the q-th subcarrier of the first user leads to
h-i. I 2
X X « )  2P(»YY„2(0)
1 „ = — ,------------ (5-27)
X z ( a "i) 0 l»
</sC(( 111=0
The variance a  2q m ’s are equal for different subcarriers represented by the index q and
different paths represented by the index m unless MIP is constant. Other subcarrier 
interference for the first or last subcarrier becomes approximately half of that for the midband
subcarrier. Other subcarrier interference is typically less than half the co-subcarrier
interference, and most of the other subcarrier interference stems from one or two adjacent 
subcarriers. For this reasoning, replacing g 2 ’s with the maximum of them in eqn. (5.27)
does not cause noticeable inaccuracy when the number of subcarriers is large. In addition, the 
bit error ratio from overestimated interference could be regarded as an upper bound. It is 
obvious that the subcarrier for the maximum of a  q m ’s should be in midband, i.e.
0 L = < A « j = m ax < „ ,  (5-28)
L sc J q,m
As for a 2m , the first term of the RHS of eqn. (5.26) is dependent on the index m. However, 
the effect of including the m-th path in the summation of the term on a 2 is negligible. Then 
eqn. (5.28) becomes clear. From the discussion up to now, the average signal-to-noise ratio
for MRC becomes 
1
n ‘ = 2 NbN,LR
r \
(L -1 )  + L £ k  f\q -  \ N J 2  J a )  + i £  * £ 'z  -  lN,c /2  J a )
9=0 tel 9=0
94Y„/2J
+ & E J N . )  
(5.29)
-i
where
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X<t)=0T7 (5-30)
Pic(*)
)(D
i2
K ^ - L ^ / 2 j A ) = X
x,GNK^ uTA
4 ( 0 )
1 .7i#(/)f j?(/ + L-lYc/2jA)|V
1j>(/)f4f)
(5.31)
(5.32)
and
E„ = 2NllLt. a )PNb f j H t f f d f . (5.33)
Recollect that P -  P (1). As discussed at the ending part of Subsection 5-1-2-B, K (•) is much 
less than 1 when the subcarrier spacing is comparable to the chip rate. The function is 
excluded from the remainder of analysis.
E. B it error ratio
The average bit error ratio for Rayleigh multipath fading channel with constant MIP is 
given by [Pro95, Chapter 14] in the form
pl =  [ I i -Ja T'Lr - 1+ /cY l + F- i  th. J i +  JJ, /
2 J I kk=0 V /c 7
(5.34)
where
( 5 '3 5 )
and the average signal-to-noise per MRC component y c is
£ = 7 , 7 0 4 4 ) .  (5.36)
5.1.3 Erlang capacity
Ideal power control for MC-CDMA is used to individually control the power of each 
subcarrier. Since power control complexity is proportional to the number of tones or 
subcarriers, this scheme becomes too complex for many subcarriers. Another method of power 
control is that each set of identical symbol subcarriers is individually power-controlled. This
1 The factor 2 in the denominator accounts for different definition of the signal-to-noise ratio. The SNR of 
[Pro95] is half of that of the definition.
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scheme slightly reduces complexity, but for a large number of parallel transmitted symbols, the 
system also becomes complicated. Therefore, a common power control scheme for all the 
subcarriers is realistic. Parallel transmission prolongs the signalling interval, and the prolonged 
signalling interval averages fast fading. Hence, the MC systems are less sensitive to fast fading.
Let us modify the equations in sub-subchapter 3.3.4 according to the MC-CDMA 
systems as follows:
P<m ” Q
where
(  € - E ( V ) i
v ' (3.59)
4 v m v )
K
W  £
tel 9=0
where I/S denotes other cell interference and
V = £ v  w z <« _ [A L /2 jA )+  I/S (5.37)
<C= NhN „ ^ ( E h/ C - E h/ N ; ' ) - E  (5-38)
When the number of users K is a Poisson-distributed random variable characterised by arrival 
rate of X calls/s and average service duration per call 1/jLX, likewise in sub-subchapter 3.3.4, it 
is straightforward to obtain the mean and variance of V
AL.-1
9=0
E(V)<p V)i(exp{(fZac)2} + 0 . 2 4 7 ) £ ^ ? -LZV,c/2j|A ) (5.39.a)
and
V a r (Y )< p V )l(e x p {4 (^ c)2} + 0 . 1 3 9 T £ ^ - L Y , c/2 j|A )] . (5.39.b)
N„-1
Note that the term -  p|A) in eqn. (3.61.b) is replaced by £ ^ - L Y J 2 j | A )  in
9=0 Y <1=0 )
the above equation. Since (^j<? -  |_Avc/2J|a ) < 1, it is obvious that
S l t e L ^ / 2 j ] A ) < [ S ( ] 9 -L Y ,/2 j |A ))  . (5.40)
9=0 V <!=° J
Eqn. (5.40) implies that although the total interference power is equal, the independence 
between different subcarriers reduces the variance of the interference power. The FD/CDMA 
scheme which will be presented in Subchapter 5.4 makes use of this point.
Similarly to eqn. (3.62), Erlang capacity has the form
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X _  1 -A  + ^ B2 — 4AC 1
F p P‘out I 2A J
where
N -1
>l =  (exp{((f o c)2} + 0 .2 4 7 ) X ? ( |g - L A« / 2»  (5 -42)
q=0
B = QT' (ft,,, ®  d? -  L A(, /2  J| A)J(exp{4(^0 c )2}  + 0.139) (5.43)
q=0
and
C = -C . (5.44)
5.1.4 Numerical results
In this section, numerical results to illustrate the performance of MC-CDMA over the 
reverse link cases are presented. Similar to the results shown in Section 3.3.5, both coherent 
and noncoherent receptions are considered. This section illustrate three points by numerical 
results:
• Comparison of multipath diversity with frequency diversity based on Kondo’s model
• Comparison of the generalised model with Sourour’s
• Relation between capacity and pulse shapes for generalised MC-CDMA model
• Capacity for perfect and imperfect power controlled systems
A .  Multipath diversity against frequency diversity
TABLE 5-1 Kmax for SC-CDMA, DCA-MC-CDMA, and OCA-MC-CDMA in perfectly 
power-controlled single cell system; BPSK; Coherent MRC; p=l; Np- 1; Tm =8jis; 
Z?fk=2,5 MHz; =0.5; A is normalised to the chip rate_________________ _____________ _
MLS p=i.o 3=0.4 3=0.0
/Cnax Nsc,Nb A /Cnax Nsc,Nh A /fmax NsoNh A /fmax Nxc,Nh A
SC 27 1,156 n/a 27 1,156 n/a 35 1,223 n/a 46 1,312 n/a
D-MC 30 13,12 1.0 30 13,12 1.0 36 17,13 1.0 45 20,15 1.0
O-MC 46 16,17 1.09 44 19,14 1.13 45 16,18 1.06 45 20,15 1.0
Throughout this numerical results, the average bit error ratio threshold BERth is 
assumed 1CT2. In Table 5-1, capacity is presented for SC-CDMA, and MC-CDMA with
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Discrete Carrier Allocation1 or Overlapped Carrier Allocation2 scheme, shortly DCA-MC- 
CDMA or OCA-MC-CDMA respectively. SC, D-MC and O-MC stand for SC-CDMA, DCA- 
MC-CDMA, and OCA-MC-CDMA respectively. In order to exclude background noise from 
consideration, Eh/N() is determined sufficiently large as follows:
The term of the above equation 1 0 x lo g 1016 is to ignore the background noise. Tables 5-1 
and 5-II present the maximum number of users, who simultaneously transmit, for perfectly 
power controlled single cell systems whereas Tables 5-III and 5-IV present Erlang capacity for 
imperfectly power controlled multi-cell systems. For a single cell, perfect power control, and 
source activity factor 1, by simple manipulation of eqn. (5.29), the maximum number of 
simultaneously accessible users for MC-CDMA is obtained as
Kimx can be obtained by the following two steps: First, maximise the term inside the floor 
function with respect to Nsc and Tc satisfying Tm < Tc . And then take the largest integer less 
than the maximum. For disjoint MC-CDMA, the condition such that
i.e. the subcarrier bandwidth is less than the subcarrier spacing, should be imposed. The 
parameters Nb, Nd> Nxc, subcarrier spacing A and Eh/Inl. are determined by the chipping
period Tc . The function £(•) is not a closed form. It is not analytically tractable to find Kmnx. 
Hence we should resort to simulation in the way mentioned above.
In Table 5-1, the available bandwidth of the system, the rms delay spread, and the data 
bit rate are assumed to be 2.5MHz, 8ps, and 8kbps, respectively. Note that the number of 
simultaneously transmitted data Np is set to one, i.e. Np= 1 and Nsc=Nd. When overlapping 
between subcarriers is permitted, it is verified from Table 5-1 that the capacity of smooth 
rolloff approaches that of zero rolloff. This gain stems primarily from increased processing 
gain. Likewise in [Sou96, eqn. (3)], ratio of processing gain between OCA and DCA is given
Eb/N„ = £ „ / /„ ,+ 1 0  x lo g l016.
K.max (5.45)
0 <  W < A , (5.46)
by
Its power spectrum has the form in Fig. 3.1-(a) when Nc is replaced by Nxc.
2 Its power spectrum has the form in Fig. 3. l-(b) when Nc is replaced by Nxc
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TABLE 5-II Kmax for SC-CDMA, DCA-MC-CDMA, and OCA-MC-CDMA in perfectly 
power-controlled single cell system; Binary orthogonal modulation; SL-EGC; p=l; Np~ 1;
MLS p=i.o 3=0.4 3=0.0
Kmax Nsc,Nh A Z4iirx Nxc,Nh A /Qiax Nxc,Nb A K-imn Nxc,Nb A
SC 39 1,625 n/a 39 1,625 n/a 44 1,892 n/a 52 1,1250 n/a
D-MC 41 7,89 1.0 41 7,78 1.0 48 10,89 1.0 56 14,89 1.0
O-MC 57 10,93 1.27 55 10,90 1.23 56 13,89 1.05 56 14,89 1.0
APG = NdNp( 1 + 3)
( M - i P  +  d  +  P)
(5.47)
As NdNp increases towards infinity, APG becomes APG = (1 + p)/(7£. • A ). In addition, 
reduced Eh/I o r , which results from artificially increased diversity order, contributes to obtain 
higher Kmax . Subcarrier spacing A for overlapped MC-CDMA is larger than or equal to the 
chip rate. Table 5-II presents numerical data assuming SL-EGC when binary orthogonal 
modulation is employed at the transmitter in contrast to Table 5-1. rm=2ps, and BW=10MHz 
are assumed. These two parameters produce the same maximum number of resolvable paths as 
for BPSK case, but 4 times as large as processing gain is attained. Consequently, noncoherent 
reception attains a comparable system capacity to coherent reception. Diversity gain tends to 
decrease from the 6-th order of diversity onwards(see Fig. 3.18). As a result, Klltax is achieved 
at the lower Nc than in coherent MRC. For coherent reception in Table 5-1, 50% of 
transmitted power is allocated to the pilot. In practice, the fraction should be even larger. 
Subcarrier spacing is larger than the chip rate for rolloff factors 1.0 and 0.4. For rolloff factor 
1.0, subcarrier spacing A is larger than that for rolloff factor 0.4.
TABLE 5-III Erlang capacity for SC-CDMA, DCA-MC-CDMA, and OCA-MC-CDMA in 
imperfectly power-controlled multi-cell system; BPSK; Coherent MRC; P(na-0.01; <Jc=1.5dB;
MLS 3=1.0 3=0.4 3=0.0
pA/|Ll Nxc,Nh A pA/p Nxc,Nh A pA/jx Nxc,Nb A pA/g Nxc,Nh A
SC 10 1,156 n/a 11 1,156 n/a 15 1,223 n/a 22 1,312 n/a
D-MC 12 13,12 1.0 13 17,9 1.0 17 20,11 1.0 22 20,15 1.0
O-MC 20 17,15 1.18 21 19,15 1.13 22 16,19 1.08 22 20,15 1.0
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TABLE 5-IV Erlang capacity for SC-CDMA, DCA-MC-CDMA, and OCA-MC-CDMA in 
imperfectly power-controlled multi-cell system; Binary orthogonal modulation; SL-EGC;
MLS [3=1.0 (3=0.4 [3=0.0
pA,/p NxoNh A piV/p Nxc,Ni, A p?7p NXC,N„ A pX/p Nxc,Nh A
SC 16 1,625 n/a 18 1,625 n/a 21 1,892 n/a 26 1,1250 n/a
D-MC 27 7,89 1.0 19 7,89 1.0 23 10,89 1.0 28 14,89 1.0
O-MC 24 15,62 1.30 25 15,62 1.30 25 9,124 1.08 28 14,89 1.0
Turning our attention to the Erlang capacity for imperfect power controlled systems. 
In this case, the capacity is limited by the variance of the average power of aggregate 
interference rather than interfering signals. Hence it is to be expected that the Erlang capacity 
is achieved for different parameter condition. Tables 5-III and 5-IV present the Erlang 
capacity based on eqn. (5.41). The procedure to draw numerical results are similar to that for 
Tables 5-1 and 5-II. Because of the spectral gain, the maximum capacity approaches the 
common value as Nxc increases regardless of the pulse shapes. Overlapping of the subcarriers 
plays an important role in achieving high spectral gain.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.6 Kmax and A for perfectly power-controlled single cell system; BPSK; Coherent
reception; BERth=10~2; 0  = 0.5; p=l. (a) Kmax. (b) Subcarrier spacing A corresponding to 
(a).
B. Effect o f pulse shape and subcarrier spacing on capacity in extreme case
In this subsection, the effect of pulse shape and subcarrier spacing on capacity in the 
extreme case of Nxc —> »=> for MC-CDMA is investigated. Raised cosine pulse shaping, main 
lobe of sine function defined in eqn. 3.24, and rectangular chip pulse are considered. Fig. 5.6
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.7 A/p and A for imperfectly power-controlled multi-cell system; BPSIC;
Coherent reception; Outage prob. 1%; a c =1.5dB; BERth=10-2; p = 3/8; B E R < 1 0 -2;
<E> = 0.5. (a) A/p . (b) Subcarrier spacing A corresponding to (a).
and Fig. 5.7 illustrate the effect of pulse shape and subcarrier spacing on capacity as the 
number of subcarriers increases towards infinity. Flat Rayleigh fading is assumed. It means that 
the delay spread is so small that frequency diversity is unnecessary, i.e. Nd = 1 and the number
of subcarriers is equal to N regardless of subcarrier bandwidth. It is assumed that the BERth
is 10-2, the bandwidth of spectrum is 125MHz, and the source data rate is 8kbps. Since 
Eh/Io r is given by the first order of diversity when flat fading is assumed, both coherent and
noncoherent receptions produce similar curves, and so coherent reception is considered. In 
both Figs. 5.6 and 5.7, capacities for three different waveforms coincide as Nxc approaches
200. Subcarrier spacing also approaches the chip rate as Nsc increases towards infinity. For 
(3=0.4 and 1.0, the optimum subcarrier spacing fluctuates, but eventually it approaches the 
chip rate as Nsc increases towards infinity. In contrast, Kmax is nearly continuously curved.
From this observation, one is motivated to derive the theoretical asymptotic capacity in the 
extreme case of Nxc —» ©o when the subcarrier spacing is fixed at the chip rate.
Fig. 3.18 plots ^(A) against the subcarrier spacing denoted by A . It is straightforward
by performing integration to have
5(0) = 1 - P/4 and Z,(Tc~l) = P/8 (5.48)
for RC pulse shaping filters. For MLS, from Fig. 3.18, they are given by £,(0) = 0.82 and
^ (r ;1) = 0.09. For the case of rectangular waveform, it is known from Reference [Sou96]
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that
5 K ‘)=
f 2
- ,  n = 0
3 , ( 5.49)
n ^ 0^.2 2 
L 7 C  f t
"a-*
For RC and MLS, it is obvious that lim £  ^(|^” L ^ c/2J|^_l) = 1 • For rectangular
!i=°
K 2 °° 1
waveform, from eqn. (5.49) and the relation —  = 'Y.—y given by eqn. 19.19 in Reference 
[Spi68], it follows that
, 2 1 A 1 1 1 1 1 '\
= 1 .lim f % L - \ N I 2 l T ; ' )  = ~  + 2 f ( y + Y  + f + AT + J_ + ....
3 7C v 1 2 3 4 5
By simple manipulation, the number of chips per bit is given by
N  JJ W
" y + p
where RW denotes the bandwidth of the available spectrum, Th l denotes the bit-duration for a
single carrier system and the number of identical symbol subcarriers N(l is set to one. Since
the rectangular waveform is not bandlimited, its bandwidth is approximated as the null-to-null 
bandwidth of the mainlobe of its spectrum, and it is equivalent to (3 = 1.0. As Nsc -0  ° ° , Nh
becomes independent of pulse shape, consequently, RC, MLS, and rectangular pulses have the 
same Kmax, and the Erlang capacity for asymptotically large Nsc.
In summary, overlapping subcarriers MC-CDMA exploiting frequency diversity 
achieves spectral efficiency as well as diversity gain. For an asymptotically large number of 
subcarriers, the system capacity of overlapped subcarriers MC-CDMA becomes insensitive to 
pulse shape and optimum subcarrier spacing in the sense that the system capacity becomes the 
chip rate. For high spectral efficiency, large number of subcarriers is desirable. Hence, the 
rectangular pulse is an attractive solution in this regard since a massive number of subcarriers 
are simply implemented by the DFT-based techniques while the same capacity is achieved. In 
contrast, MC-CDMA with small number of subcarriers and SC-CDMA are sensitive to pulse 
shapes.
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5.2 DFT-based modulation/demodulation
Principle of DFT-based modem is addressed in this subchapter.
5.2.1 Modulation/demodulation
sin(2n /Wje_ ,f)
(a)
R a te f c - S f ) '1 .
(b)
Figure 5.8 Parallel transmission system[Cim85]. (a) Transmitter, (b) Receiver.
Communication systems based on discrete Fourier transform(DFT) may be regard as a 
realisation of frequency-division multiplexing(FDM) by exploiting DFT technique for 
modulation /demodulation. Those systems permit successive subspectra to overlap since they 
endow orthogonality between subcarriers (or subchannels) to enable symbols to be perfectly 
restored at the receiving end. Because of this orthogonality, it is referred to as orthogonal
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frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) [Bin90]. In a DFT based OFDM1 system, low 
complexity and full digital implementation is achieved by replacing a bank of subcarrier 
oscillators at the modem with the DFT and inverse DFT.
Fig. 5.8 demonstrates the implementation of parallel transmission in an analogue 
manner. Even though it is an unrealistic model for massive subcarriers, it leads to a better 
understanding of DFT-based modems. At the transmitter, a serial data stream is fed to the data 
encoder. Serial-to-parallel conversion is performed for the encoded complex data stream (d;1).
Outputs of parallel channels are modulated by in-phase and quadrature subcarrier oscillators, 
and then multiplexed. At the receiver, parallel demodulation is performed and its outputs are 
fed to correlation detectors. Finally, outputs of correlation detectors are parallel-to-serial 
converted to restore original data sequence.
Assume that a signalling interval lasts T second. Output of the transmitter shown in 
Fig. 5.8-(a) for the A-th signalling interval is represented by
AL,—1
s(t) = X  {a» ( Y cos{2Kf n ~ ^ T ) )  + bn(A)sin(27C/;i (t -  XT))} (5.51)
71=0
where
fa = f o + n§f and 8/  = (5.52)
The functions an(A) and bn(A), which are not necessarily binary, denote symbols delivered by
the n-th in-phase and quadrature subcarriers for the A-th signalling interval. The parameters 8t 
and 8 / denote a symbol duration of serial data stream and the spacing between equally-spaced 
adjacent subcarrier, respectively. Assume T = Nxc • 8t for the time being.
To explain the DFT/IDFT-based modem, let us focus on the zero-th signalling interval 
without loss of generality. Denote finite complex-valued data d0(A),di(A),...... , d^ (A)
r -j N  ““1
transmitted during the zero-th signalling interval as |d„ j  " with its components 
d„ = an + jbn for n~0, 1, . . . , Nsc-1. Assume f o=0 in eqn. (5.51). DFT of finite data {d„}^0 ' 
may be represented by
Nsc-1 N „ - l  j 2 m ik
x , = = £ d „ ,  "* , for*=0,1,2.......  (5.53)
71=0 71=0
1 From now on, simply OFDM means DFT-based OFDM.
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Performing ideal interpolation on real part of finite sequence (x*)^0 1 yields the following 
waveform:
x(t) = {an cos(27t/n/c8z) +  bn sin(27t/n/tSz) }sinc [(Z -  /c8z)/Sz]. (5.54)
k=0 n=0
Over the interval [0, T], the signal x(t) is not exactly equal to the function s(t) appearing in 
eqn. (5.51). Major inaccuracy of the reconstructed signal x(t) occurs at both the two corners 
of the signalling interval. To generate the exactly same waveform as s(t) over the interval [0,
T], the finite sequence ( x ^ ) ^ 1 should be infinitely repeated, and interpolation should be
performed on real part o f the infinite sequence.
Turning attention to the demodulator, to restore sequences (an) and (bn), a 2A(vc-point 
IDFT should be performed. If an A+-point IDFT is performed, the quadrature sequence (bn) 
can not be restored for the following reason: Real part of the sequence (x fe) may be expressed 
as
R e(xt ) /2  =  (x t ) + (x t )*.
Performing an A ppoint IDFT on sequence R e(xfe) yields 2(d(1) +  . Therefore sequence
(bn) is cancelled out. Only the in-phase sequence (an) can be restored.
When an A£.-point IDFT is performed on the waveform x(t), restored sequences are 
not exactly equal to (a„) and (bn) because of inaccuracy mentioned above. The imperfect 
restoration can be overcome by the following technique [Chapter 12, Pro95]. Suppose the data
sequence (dH £ £  1 such that
d 0 =  R e(d0) and d 2^ _ )t =  d*n, n =  1, ,N SC - 1 .  (5.55)
/  \ 2 N . -1  /  \ 2 A / . - l
2NSC -point DFT for the sequence (dn)_^  produces a real-valued sequence * given 
by
2 TV-.
Xk =  L  I an C0S
n=0
 ^2nnk^
V2
+ b.. sin
1 ( 2nn8fk8t 4 , . ( 2nn8fk8t= X I H  — /r ~  I+ft s,I\ ^ £ y«=0 \  2 ) 
Performing an ideal interpolation leads to
, /c=0,l,2, ,2Nsc- l .  (5.56)
1 Symbol { } means simply collection of data, whereas symbol ( ) means sequence.
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2W„-1 2Nk-1
x(t) = L  2 > »  cos(2nfnkbt /  2) + bn sin(2nfJc8t /  2))sinc[(r -  kbt /  2 ) / (8t /  2 )]. (5.57)
k=0 n= 0
Note that b0 is equal to zero. For d0 , the imaginary part is not transmitted. Although A(vc-point 
DFT is used, the imaginary part of d0 can not be restored at the receiver as will be clear later 
on. When perfect timing synchronisation is established at the receiver, perfect restoration by 
the 2A(Vc-point IDFT is achieved. On the other hand, from eqn. (5.57), perfect restoration of 
Nsc data is not achievable even though perfect timing synchronisation is established. In the case 
of imperfect timing synchronisation, the waveform in eqn. (5.57) is closer to that o f eqn. 
(5.54) since the resolution of the interpolation is double compared to JVyc-point interpolation. 
At the price of higher accuracy, higher computation power is required.
At the receiver, sampling every 8t/2 and using a 2A(yt.-point IDFT restores the original 
serial data sequence over a noise and distortion-free channel as follows[W ei71]:
a0 1 = 0
a, 12 + jb, /  2 1 = 1, ••• , N - 1
0 / = ' ■ (5'58)
a2N,,.-i /  2 — jb 2N , 12 I = Nxc +1, • • • ,2NXC — 1
dz =
2 N.
2AL.-1
XkeK2n,k,2Nsc)=<
sc n=0
A structure of a DFT-based OFDM system is shown in Fig. 5.91.
(a)
//v \2Af -4
k L v s ?
\ 2
K).
Nxc- l  
'nm0
(b)
Figure 5.9 DFT-based parallel transmission system, (a) Transmitter, (b) Receiver.
1 In some literature, DFT appears at the receiver and IDFT appears at the transmitter. It makes no difference 
from the contrary.
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Turning our attention to how the subcarrier multiplier and integrator in Fig. 5.8 is 
realised by the IDFT operation in a digital manner. For the sake o f brevity, assume a 
distortionless and noiseless channel. By using eqns. (5.56) and (5.57), the n-th output of 2NSC- 
point IDFT at the receiver may be represented by
2AL.-1 r
an cosl
k = 0  I  V
(  2nn8fk8t ') + ^ ^ 2%n8flc8G 
+ n sinj  ^ - c o s p ™5^ . . ( 2nnbflc8G+  ./S'n
forra=0, 1.......... 2AT«-1. (5.59)
The terms in the second curled bracket are equivalent to the sequence of the n-th subcarrier 
sampled in every 8 t/2 , and the multiplication between two curled brackets and the summation 
are nearly equivalent to demodulation and integration. Thus, an IDFT-based receiver can be 
regarded as a realisation of demodulation and integration in the digital approach.
5.2.2 Linear channel distortion
q-th branch C  
q+  1-th branch [  
g+2-th branch
A-l-th symbol
A-1 -th symbol
Integration interval
A-th symbol"
A-1-th symbol .
A-th symbol
A-th symbol
(a)
q -th branch lifeiiig  
q + 1 -th branch E S S  
q + 2-th branch Biff
Integration interval
A-l-th symbol
A.- 1-th symbol
A-l-th symbol
Intersymbol interference 
 Integration interval
A-th symbol
A-tli symbol
A-th symbol
Guard interval
(b)
Figure 5.10 Role o f guard interval to eliminate intersymbol interference, (a) Detection in 
the absence of guard interval, (b) Detection in the presence of guard interval.
The output of a linear channel can be represented as
r(t) = x (t)* h(t) + n(t) (5.60)
where h(t) is the impulse response of the channel, the symbol * denotes the linear 
convolution, and n(t) is background noise. In a massively parallel transmission scheme, the 
subcarrier bandwidth and spacing is sufficiently narrow so that the channel transfer function 
for any subcarrier can be approximated to a constant amplitude and phase leading to
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H ( f ) =  H qe A" , q - 0,1 ,2 , ,NSC- 1. Then the delay x q for the q-th subchannel is obtained by
x =  —  - .  Suppose that the generated waveform outside [0, Nsc8 t]  in eqn. (5.57) is
d f
truncated in time and the signal is subject to frequency selective multipath fading. The 
truncated sinusoidals are distinctively delayed, and samples at the abrupt on-off transitions 
may contain adjacent symbols. As a consequence, orthogonality between subcarriers will be 
destroyed. Once orthogonality is destroyed, then sidelobes of the (sin(x)/x)2 shaped subcarrier 
power density spectrum generated by abrupt truncation cause inter-subcarrier interference. 
Another impairment to destroy orthogonality is the Doppler frequency shift due to the 
movement o f the mobile terminals. Thus, it is desirable to impose a guard interval and 
smoothness on truncation function. Fig. 5.10 illustrates the role o f guard interval and how to 
take samples undistorted.
Figure 5.11 Windowing and successive pulse timing.
Figure 5.12 Minimum and maximum delayed waveforms and locations o f samples at the 
receiver[Wei71].
Figure 5.13 Minimum and maximum delayed waveforms and locations of samples at the 
receiver[Wei71].
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Extend attention to the total transmitted signal instead of the finite interval
corresponding to a finite data sequence (dn )£ 0 1. The transmitted signal form corresponding
to infinite data sequence may be expressed as
y ( t ) = X a , (&>„(t -  \ T v) c o s ( 2 n f j )  + £  X f t ( ^ H ( f “ XT>>sin(2ltf,f) (5-61)
77=0 A,=-~ 77=0 ft=-“>
where the parameter Tv denotes an interval between successive data sequences shown in Fig. 
5.11, and the function wp(z) denotes the window function with smoothness at the transitions 
given by[Wei71]
(t) = <
nt
1 +  cos —  
pT
,  - p r < z < o
l, o < z < r
1 r (5.62)
l + cos
V
, r<Z<( l  + p)T
0, elsewhere
As demonstrated in Fig. 5.12, the time interval T should be long enough to satisfy[Wei71]
(5.63)51T > ( 2 N xc- l ) - —  +  m axx  - m i n x
2 ‘i 1 <i 1
where x q denotes delay corresponding to the q-th subcarrier, and the time interval Tv is given 
by T(1 + P ) . Hence the length of the guard interval is given by
T ; =  p ( l  +  D - ( N « - l / 2 ) 8 L (5.64)
The signal y{t) appears to be the sum o f products between sinusoidal pulse and window 
function in eqn. (5.61) as in Fig. 5.11. Power spectral density of subcarrier can be obtained by 
squaring the magnitude of the Fourier transform of the window function, and shifting it as 
much as the subcarrier centre frequency. The Fourier transform of the window function in eqn. 
(5.62) has the form1
cos(ji p/r„)
w a( f ) 7  sine m - (5.65)4p2/ 2rv2
In narrow-band OFDM systems, there is no severe co-subcarrier interference even in 
cellular mobile systems since adjacent cells access different frequency bands. However, for an 
asynchronous MC-CDMA system over the reverse link, the desired signal is subject to severe
1 The sine function is defined as sinc(x)=sin(7uc)/ kx.
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co-subcarrier interference since orthogonality between different users does not hold. As 
verified in the preceding subchapter, fewer sidelobes increase co-subcarrier interference and 
hence no gain is expected by the smoothness o f spectrum. But, the guard interval effectively 
increases the subcarrier spacing, and in turn decrease adjacent subcarrier interference. In MC- 
CDMA, guard interval contributes to the performance more significantly than smoothness of 
the waveform. This effect will be dealt with in detail in Subchapter 5.4.
Sampling r(t) given in eqn. (5.60) at intervals k8t/2 yields a sequence such that
Yt =  Y H«ancos(2jc/, ((£ -  D)Sf /  2 ) + <|>„) +  Hnbnsin(2rc/;, (k- n )8f /  2 ) + <|>„) (5.66)
H=0
where the integer t) common to all the subcarriers accounts for the synchronisation error, and 
the phase distortion due to the linear channel is consolidated into <j)w. Performing a 2A ppoint
IDFT yields
H0a0, 1 = 0
H faf cos(|)z + b t s in ()>,)/2 - jH ,( b l cost)), ~ a t sin(j)z) / 2 ,  1 = 1, ••• ,N XC- 1
l = AL ( 5 ' 6 7 )Z/ =
V a -  / =  * * + ! .  -  W " - 1  
where <j)/ =  -7101)5. Original data sequences are estimated by the following 
computations [W ei71 ]:
az = —  (R e(zz)cos(|)z + Im(zz)sin(|)z)
Hi
bt = ~ ~  (R e(zz )sin ({) z -  Im(zz) cos<[>,)
>, for / = 1 ,2 ,...., N  — 1. (5.68)
There is another method to avoid intersymbol interference presented in Chapter 12 of 
Reference [Pro95]. Consider a time dispersive channel where the delay spread is as large as 
several sampling periods. Consider data sequence (d„)2£ ' suc^ that
d_v+z =  d2ZVie_v+z, i =  0 , ...... , v - 1  (5.69)
and channel impulse response (hn ) £  sampled in every 8t /  2 . In order to explain inter-symbol 
interference, denote the current sequence (jcb (A))2^  1 and the previous sequence 
(A, — l))20 v 1 • Denote the output of the linear convolution between (xlt 7 ) £  ; '  and 
(hn ) £  as (x„(A))200+v 1. Note that the length of the output sequence becomes 2Nxc + v - 1 .
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The prolonged samples (x(1 (A -  l ) ) ^ v+' ' can not reach any of data (jcfl (A ))^ c 1. 27Vvc-point 
data sequence (xn (A ))^ “ 1 can be regarded as the output of the circular convolution leading 
to Xk = XkHk + r\k , k=0,l,....y2Nxc-l where (Xk) ,  (Hk),  and (X ^  are sequences obtained by 
2/Vvc-point DFT on (*„), (lin) ,  and (x„) respectively, and (r\k) denotes background noise 
sampled in frequency domain. The equalisation is equivalent to estimating (Hk) and 
multiplying its inverse to (Jtk) to restore (X^) and finally original data sequence (dA) . This
method requires 2Nxc+v point IDFT instead of 2Avc.-point IDFT at the receiver. In practice, the 
duration o f the channel impulse response is much shorter than the length o f the signalling 
interval so that v «  2Nsc. Thus, the rate loss due to v becomes negligible. This method
alleviates intersymbol interference, however it does not provide any resistance to imperfect 
timing synchronisation.
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5.3 DFT-based MC-CDMA
MC-CDMA and DFT-based modulation/demodulation have been discussed by far. 
From now on, we dwell on DFT-based MC-CDMA using rectangular pulse and chip-rate­
spaced subcarriers rather than the generalised MC-CDMA model. And, the chipping period is 
assumed to be longer than the delay spread by using parallel transmission scheme mentioned in 
Subchapter 5.1, and in other words, there is no multipath.
5.3.1 Implementation of DFT-based MC-CDMA
r(t)-
j::;; ■ *  *
COS(CO[0]f + (j)[0])  
 ►
TO],/» a [0],7I
Tr +nTv
0+ilTv dt
a . a [TV(/-1],77
Tr +nTv
o+77rv dt
OOs(CD[jV_/vr/+ + (|)[^ C_JY/]) • a[
— — ►
^ 4 1 »
Tr +nTv
0 +nT„
dt
N,.-\
X71—0
I
Oioo
oo
§CD
f tCD»-»
CuCDO7—* •
C/3 C/3r+o fta  & ^
'< B
S .Ofa >-b C7*i—>CD
C/3
IN K- N lll n
C°s(C0[A,i_1]Z+(|)[^ _1]) °W-U«
Figure 5.14 Structure of MC-CDMA receiver represented in analogue form.
Fig. 5.14 illustrates DFT-based implementation of an MC-CDMA receiver in analogue 
form. The transmitter is implemented by replacing the impulse response h(t) in Fig. 5.2-(a) by 
wp (Z) and setting the subcarrier spacing to l/Tc . In this case, impulses modulated by the
combined data symbol and chip sequences are generated in every Tc. Pulse generating 
period(PGP)1 Tv should be determined to be larger than the delay spread Tm to exploit the 
frequency diversity instead of the hybrid frequency and multipath diversity as discussed in 
Section 5.1.4. Even though the DFT-based system is implemented in a digital manner in 
practice, the performance analysis will be conducted in an analogue manner, which is more
1 Subcarrier spacing is UTC, not i /r v. In terms of consistency with preceding CDMA systems, 1/TC should be 
termed chip rate. And since part of pulse shown in Fig. 5.15 is exploited for detection, the pulse is hardly to be 
identified with chip pulse of preceding CDMA. Therefore, Tv is termed pulse generating period , shortly PGP to 
distinguish from chipping period Tc.
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mathematically tractable. Moreover, an analogue approach enables us to exploit the results 
achieved so far in this thesis. In the same manner as in eqn. (5.1), the BPSK-modulated signal 
by the /c-th transmitter may be expressed in the form
s(k\ t )  = Y f 0 )  = ^ R e U 2 P ^ b y ( t)e x p { j(2 % ( ,fo + ? ri: 1)< + e Y )}}  (5.70)
9=0 9=0
where the base-band signal is given by
(5.70.a)
Note that the subcarrier spacing, A , in eqn. (5.1) is replaced by the chip rate Tc 1 in eqn. 
(5.70), and wp(/) and Tv in eqn. (5.70.a) are in place o f h(t) and Tc in eqn. (5 .l.a) 
respectively. The pulse shape wp(r) is depicted in Fig. 5.15, and guard-interval Tg(~Tv -  Tc ) l 
should meet the condition in eqn. (5.63) to avoid inter-chip interference over the frequency 
selective channel. The parameters 8t and 8 /  in eqn. (5.52) become Tc/N xc and (Tc) 1 
respectively.
The first user is taken as the reference. The decision variable for the symbol of interest 
at the receiver in Fig. 5.14 is expressed in the following form:
Z = 5 X %  (5-71)
qeCj
where Z denotes the output of the q-th branch and consists of three components as follows:
Z 9  “  U q  + I q  + 1 V (5.7 l.a)
U : useful output
• Iq : interference arising from other users
1 When Nxc» l ,  (Nsc-l/2 )b t in eqn. (5.64) can be replaced by Tc.
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•  ij f/: background noise
Subcarriers spacing l/Tc , and integration interval [0, Tc ] maintain orthogonality between 
subcarriers by the following relation:
Jo
T„
C O S
r  \  f  \
cos J/rr —2n — t+Qw
nr P
y c y
27C / +  0'y  9 dt = 0 ,  p .  (5.72)
Y 1 c y
Thus self-generated other subcarrier interference represented by I 2 in eqn. (5.6) is excluded 
from consideration. The terms described above have the following forms:
.  Uq = ± a f 4 p y i N J c (5.73.a)
aT 4*1/7*
• h  =  L a , A ‘' \ 0 ) d t  (5.73.b)
H=0
M.-1 1 ?tc+utv
* 1 ) =  I V i L  (5 .7 3 .C)
K = 0  Z  V
The function, n(t) , represents real-valued lowpass equivalent background noise with its 
double-sided power spectral density N0, and the function i (f) represents interference arising 
from other users and has the form
L (0  = £ £ ' a Y V ^ W ^ ‘, (?-'Cw )cos(2jcgrc- , (< -T (1,)+<l>;;)) .  (5.74)
k#1 9=0
The parameter %(k> denotes uniformly distributed random delay over [0, Tb] due to 
asynchronous transmission. The number of chips per symbol Nb is given by Tb/Tv instead of 
TbxjTcX in SC-CDMA where Thx and TcX denote bit duration and chipping period o f SC- 
CDMA respectively.
5.3.2 Performance analysis
A. S igna l-to-noise ra tio  and E rla n g  capacity
As far as the interference is approximated to Gaussian random process, the first and 
second moments o f interference is enough to compute the signal-to-noise ratio. A zero-mean 
random signature sequence generated every Tv and wide-sense-stationarity o f the r.p.’s iq(t)
and n(t) yields variances of /  and r£ as follows:
M O =  (5.75)
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and
M n , ) = . (5.76)
Then by invoking the example appearing in p.221[Pap84], the variance o f an integral of a 
wide-sense-stationary random process with integration can be expressed as
V a r([-iq( t ) d t /  f T (Tc - M W t ) *  (5-77)
and
Var( f n { t ) d ty f T {Te -\t \)R m{x)dx (5.78)
with autocorrelation functions Ru( t ) = E^iq(t)iq(t +  D)} and Rnn(x) = E\fi{t)n{t + x )} . For 
background noise, its autocorrelation function takes the simple form Rnn (t  ) = N()5 (t  ) . Hence 
eqn. (5.78) reduces to
V a f f ‘ n(t)dj =  N„TC. (5.79)
Substituting eqn. (5.79) into eqn. (5.76) leads to
Var(r|,; ) = • +  . (5.80)
Turn our attention to the derivation of Var{l(f f  Unlike the preceding models, the
pulse shape is time-limited, and hence the analysis o f co-subcarrier interference in time domain 
seems to be easier than in frequency domain. However, other subcarrier interference is a 
frequency-shifted or modulated form of co-subcarrier interference, and hence the analysis in 
the time domain has difficulty in talcing into account other subcarrier interference. For this 
reason, we should perform the analysis in the frequency domain. Invoking the relation in eqn.
(2.12) yields
= £  ( Tc- M  )i?„(x)dx =  E ^ s i n c  (5.81)
where Su( f )  is power spectral density of iq( t ) . By using example A-16[Zie85] and simple 
manipulation, the power spectral density Su ( / )  is obtained as follows:
n(A:) Nsc-1 , 2
K ( /  + |p - L ^ c / 2 j r»'')| (5 -82>
v p = 0
where S.k)( f )  denotes the component of Su( f )  due to the /c-th interfering user. Note that Tv
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appears in the denominator of eqn. (5.82) instead of Tc. By merging eqns. (5.75), (5.81) and 
(5.82), the variance o f other user interference Iq takes the form
M l  )=T  T£ p W  X £ Lsinc \Tj ( - L A f t / 2 j f t - ) |  V . (5 .83)
Similarly to eqn. (5.29), the average signal-to-noise ratio for coherent MRC becomes
J h = 2NhNdX X^Urflp - \NJ2 (2ft-0
where
and
E „= 2N tlo 2P mNbTc
U W  =  ^ r £ s i n c 2(Te/ ) |w p( /  + X) f d / .
(5.84)
(5.85)
(5.86)
Due to the guard interval, A/, is reduced by a fraction of (7V - T c)/Tv in comparison with no 
guard interval. Substituting eqn. (5.65) into eqn. (5.86) yields
(
^ Df7-(-t) =  £ s i n c 2 - f ( /  +  * )
T\  V
sine ( / )
COs(7tp ( /  + *))
1 - 4 P 2( /  +  x)2 
Similarly to eqn. (5.41), Erlang capacity is given by
d f . (5.87)
-A + VB2 -4 A C  
2A
\ 2
where
A =  (exp{(VCT c )2}  + 0.247W t; 1 ,0)
B = Q-' (ft„, W X  ,0)J(exp{4(!7ae)2} + 0.139)
and
C =  - N hNd(Eb/ C - E „ / N ; ' )  
as Nc increases towards infinity. Note that
S (A ,t)  = ^ D FT(P 'A +'t)-
(5.88)
(5.89)
(5.90)
(5.91)
(5.92)
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B. N u m e rica l results
Nsc-\
In Section 5.1.4, it was verified that lim X ^ ( k  “  L ^ « /^ J ^  =  * f ° r a rectangular
pulse, RC, and MLS when Tc is equal to pulse generating period Tv. In contrast, in a DFT- 
based MC-CDMA under consideration in the present subchapter, the chip rate is larger than 
the inverse o f pulse generating period Tv, i.e. \/Tc > l/Tv . Previous performance analyses on
multi-carrier systems which appear in References [Sou96], [Sou96a], and [Van95] did not pay 
attention to change of spectrum due to the guard interval. In those References, loss of 
resource due to the guard interval was regarded as being linearly proportional to the length of 
guard interval. Such a simple account of loss o f resource is not accurate enough in reality. 
This subsection will deal with the consequence of the condition 1/Tc > l/Tv introduced by the
guard interval and windowing.
Figure 5.16 Frequency up to which 99% of the total energy is contained against rolloff 
factor (3.
Since the spectrum of the pulse lasts infinitely, approximation is needed for the 
computation of infinite integration appearing in ^DFT (•). Fig. 5.16 plots frequency (normalised 
to the chip rate) up to which 99% of energy of pulse is contained, i .e . /99 such that
I"  h < r f  df
0 . 9 9  =  ----------------------- -------------- (5.93)
E h c r i  df
Recollect ( / )  denotes Fourier transform of waveform function wp ( t ) . The parameter/99 is
inversely proportional to rolloff factor of waveform. With 1 % of inaccuracy, computation of 
integration will be carried out up t o /99.
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f xT c
Figure 5.17 Power spectrum of interfering signals and integrator; (3=0.
sine ( /  +  x )
Fig. 5.17 shows the function sine2 
c o s ( t c P ( /  +  x ) )
\
— frji
\ 1V 7
accounting for integration and
for x=0 and 3T in eqn. (5.87). As Tv gets longer than Tc
1 -4 (3  2( /  + x )2
effectively, the spectrum of the interfering signal gets narrower than that of integrator. Other 
subcarrier interference is efficiently suppressed by the integrator whereas co-subcarrier 
interference is increased. Fig. 5.18 verifies it.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.18 S (rc_1,0) and ^ DF7.(0)/H (rc_1,0) in the presence o f guard interval, (a)
E(rc" \0) against Tv/Tc . (b) ^ DPr(0 )/E (rc_1,0) against TJTC ; 7 ; = 7 ; ( l  +  (3) for raised 
cosine pulse.
In Fig. 5.18, for the raised cosine pulse, it is assumed that Tv — Tc(\ + p ) . From Fig.
5.18-(a), it is known that for a rectangular pulse(p=0), S(2^_1,0) is slightly increased whereas 
for raised cosine shaped pulse it is decreased as longer guard interval is imposed. From Fig.
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5.18-(b), longer guard interval turns out to help to suppress other subcarrier interference.
Numerical results on average bit error ratio and Erlang capacity will appear in 
Subchapter 5.4.
5.3.3 Effect of nonlinear power amplifier in mobile terminal
To achieve high power efficiency at a power-limited mobile terminal, power amplifier 
operates in nonlinear region such as class B or class AB as mentioned in Chapter 3. As a 
consequence, the multi-carrier signal is subject to intermodulation products due to nonlinear 
distortion. Typically a nonlinear device is characterised by AM /AM 1 and AM/PM2 
conversion[Sym88]. Those two characteristics are modelled by a truncated power 
series[Sch93] which is the baseline of our nonlinearity model. In Reference [Sou96a], Sourour 
has evaluated the performance of a non-linearly distorted MC-CDMA signal assuming AWGN  
channel and a rectangular pulse, and reported the relation between output backoff and BER. 
The analysis in this section is focused on the effect of the number of subcarriers on BER while 
instantaneous power remains constant.
A. Modelling of nonlinearly distorted signal
Fig. 5.19 depicts nonlinear device of mobile terminal[Sch93]. The complex envelope of 
the bandpass signal of the first user presented in eqn. (5.70) can be expressed as
Bandpass S' 
multi-carrier —  
signal
(0
channel
Figure 5.19 Bandpass nonlinear device model[Sch93].
s (0  = V(t)emn
where the envelope V(t) is given by
(5.94.a)
(5.94.b)
Amplitude-modulation-to-amplitude-modulation
2 Amplitude-modulation-to-phase-modulation
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and the phase 0 (t) is given by
C  n sc- \  \
£sin(27C47;:'<)
g=0____________
Nsc~\
£ c o s (2 7 t  qTfft)
V <ro
0 (t) = tan -l (5.94.C)
The output o f the nonlinear amplifier with AM/AM and AM/PM conversion characteristics 
may be written as a truncated power series model
S„„, (f) = em,) £  Crv 2l+' (f) = s(< )£  C,.|s(0|2 (5.95)
/•=0 r=0
where the coefficients Cr ’s r=0,l,....,R  are determined by amplifier characteristics.
B. Signal-to-noise ratio
The analysis in this subsection is based on Reference [Sou96a]. We follow the indexing 
method presented in [Sou96a]. The third order nonlinearity modelled by setting R in eqn. 
(5.95) to 1 is assumed, for brevity of analysis. Let the p -th subcarrier be the reference. 
Substituting eqns. (5.94.a) and (5.94.b) into eqn. (5.95) leads the signal component of the 
amplifier output delivered by the p -th subcarrier to
=  C0j2 p " b " \ t ) e 12'''^1
, N SiM N sc- \ N xc- l
£ £ £ -
tj=0 i,= 0  i'2=0
The function 8 (x, y) is 1 if x = y  and 0 otherwise. When q = p , if zj =  i2 or when z, = p , if 
q = i2, then the summation term in the RHS of eqn. (5.96) includes products between bp \ t )  
and square o f b ff( t) , q=0, 1, .... , Nsc- 1, and hence the products are virtually not 
intermodulation. Other cases but for z] = i2 or q = i2 correspond to zj ^ z2 and q ^ i2 . By 
taking these two categories into account, eqn. (5.96) is changed to
s„,„,„(<) = C0A2pE>^Xt)eJ2^ ' '  + i [ »  + i‘‘> (() + i% (t) (5.97)
where
A f t—1
, ,  3Nm.-\N Ns 1
+C,(V2P®r) £  £  ^ b l Q ^ i O b ^ i O e ^ ^ ' S i p . q  + i , - Q .  (5.96)
• 1 =  2 C ,{A 2 P ^ ) b"Xt)e12^ ' '  £ ( « f  -  Cl(A 2 P ) \b (; X t ) f e i2’"’17'' (5.97.a)
<1=0
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.  i <;>(0  =  2 C1( V i F 17)- £  £
3 -1
</=0 I) =<7+1 (2=0
i2#q 
*•I
(5.97.C)
The functions generated by the nonlinearity of the power amplifier may be explained as 
follows:
z‘2=0,l,2,....,AA-l. The case q - i x =  i2 is counted in both the two cases, and so the second 
term in the RHS of eqn. (5.97.a) appears.
•  ipj, (t) corresponds to ix ^  i2 and q & i2 and q ^ i x.
• iJJi (0  corresponds to ix i2 and q & i2 and q =  ix.
Turn attention to the signal-to-noise ratio at the receiving end. The linear component 
of the desired signal and the flat region of (7) constitute the useful part o f the received
signal. Hence the useful output o f the p-th integrator at the receiver shown in Fig. 5.14-(b) is 
written in the form
since the value o f any bq \ t )  is 1 over the integration interval [0, Tc] of the detector. Unlike
is straightforward to have self-generated interference prior to multiplying path gain for MRC 
as follows:
•  i/J.i (t) corresponds to q - p  and ix = i2, zj=0, 1 , 2 , or ix = p  and q ~ i 2,
V J
(5.98)
linear amplification, there exists self-generated interference due to intermodulation products. It
(5.99)
Other user interference prior to multiplying path gain for MRC as follows:
(5.100)
u=0
where
(5.101)
te l  </=0
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Thanks to x a) which is a uniformly distributed random variable over [0, Tv\, i (t) is a wide-
sense-stationary random process. Even though successive raised cosine pulses are overlapped, 
their strength is much smaller than the nonoverlapped part of pulse, as demonstrated in Fig. 
5.20. Square and cubic of overlapped part, which appear in IMP’s, become negligible. Hence, 
the resultant waveform due to the multiplication of successive pulses is ignored, and only
(wp (r)) is counted in the IMP calculation.
It is straightforward to derive the variance of I„ p if the power spectral density o f i p(t)
is known. We are faced with the cross-correlation problem as follows: Return to eqns. 
(5.97.b) and (5.97.c). The same baseband signal may appear in multiple subcarriers. For 
example, IMP due to q=5, 6=10, and i2= l  subcarriers appears in the 8-th subcarrier. On the 
other hand, IMP due to q=5, q=7, and /2=10 subcarriers appears in the 2-nd subcarrier. Those 
two IMP’s have the same baseband signal. Furthermore, as the subcarrier spacing gets 
reduced inversely proportional to Nsc, phase shifts between successive subcarriers through 
frequency selective fading channel may not be independent. Thus, it is reasonable to take into 
account cross-correlation between those IMP’s to find the variance of I • However, if these
terms are included in the variance, the variance has an extremely complicated form. To 
circumvent this problem, the phase shift between subcarriers is assumed to be independent 
from now on.
X-1 -th puls Transition region
A,-th pulse
4 ' ,-1-th puls 4M. ?i-th pulse
t
t
:Overlapped region 
between successive pulses
Figure 5.20 Resultant waveform due to multiplication between successive pulses.
For the midband subcarrier, i.e. the |_A£./2_| -th subcarrier where adjacent carrier
interference is maximum, from [example A-16, Zie85] and eqn. (5.101), we obtain the power 
spectral density of i (t) as follows:
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A f t -1
s f t / >  X 4 + )  ( c + y ; ) (5.102)
/;=0
where
*2 = P* (/ + L*ft /2JL') (5 .102.a)
x m  =  4{/X‘>)3 +  |p - L T V « /2 jir ')f6 (p ,4  +  i> - ft) (5.102.b)
Lv q = 0  ft = 9 + 1  f t = 0  
i2* q  
*h
r  2  A f t -1  A f t -1
4 “  = (ft(B) 4 -  X  X K 4 /  + |p - L A « / 2j L ‘)r8 (p ,2 ? - / 2) .  (5.102.C)
■v q —0 f t—0  
h * ‘l
Wp 3 ( / )  denotes Fourier transform of (vvp ( t ) j ,  and Wp *}3 ( / )  denotes Fourier transform of 
wp*i a (0  defined as follows:
< i >.3«  = w p( 0 + ( W()(f))3(2 iV „ -l)£ i-2 P < ‘). (5.103)
Then, the variance of I is obtained by
M I» .d =  ^ L X E L s i n c 2^ / ) ^ / .  (5.104)
Consider the variance o f self-generated interference (t) and 1 ^ (0 -  Taking squares of
i? i (0  + (0  and taking into account integration in eqn. (5.99) leads to
A f t - l A f t - 1  A T ,- I
9 = 0  i] = 9 + 1  f t= 0  
i2* q
*ft
9=0 ft= 0 
i2* q
(5.105)
The variance o f background noise appears in eqn. (5.80).
Let C0= l and Ci=K for the brevity of notation. And let P (k) = P)k)/ N sc and 
Tc =  N XCTC0 to investigate relation between severity of intermodulation and power. Note that 
P/k) and Tc o denote proportionate constant to power and chipping period for N sc = 1 . Pulse 
shape is assumed to have zero rolloff. Eqns. (5.98), (5.104), and (5.105) reduce to:
U  =  ± a (1)
2 N xc v
pd)
1 +  2k ^ - [2 ( V ,c - 1 ]
’ vr
(5.106.a)
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N-l
Var(la„ ) =  2a ,2NbTc £  £  rcsinc2 ( T j )  £  X ^ d f  (5.106.b)
t e l  p =0
where
p m ( j f
N  TSC V
w V  (  n(*)V
1 +  2k ( 2 A L - 1 ) ^ +
.VC / A ;
K2 (4 nu, + n2p) | W0( f  + \p -  [ A  /2  j r ' )
J
(5.107)
(  p (i) V
Vor(lw ) = 2 o , X r cK2l 2 ^ - I {4 nlp + n2jl}
where
N,C-1N,C-1 N,e- 1
and
9=0 (|=9+1 i2= 0
<2*4*<i
A L .-IA A -I
n2,„ = X L K pM - h)-
9=0 i'2=0
i2#q
The function |lT0(-)|2 appearing in eqn. (5.107) denotes | (-)| for P =  0 .
(5.106.C)
(5 .108.a)
(5.108.b)
Figure 5.21 nl p/ Nsc2 (solid line) and n2p/N s 2 (dashed line) against Nsc.
Massively parallel system, i.e. Nxc» l  is of our primary interest. As Nxc increases 
towards infinity as in Fig. 5.21, 72i>p becomes much larger than n2tP, i.e. n[>p» n 2>p, and n2iP
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converges 0.37. Hence again eqn. (5.106.a-c) reduce to
lim  U„ =  + a (” V £ 7 ( 2 j £ ) ( l  + 4kPA)N„Tc
Bm V a r ( l ) = 16 a ,2 Nb ^ M c :2 (/>„<*> J
AL
(5.109.a) 
(5.109.b)
Mm Var(£ „ )  =  G 2Nb A _ [  ( l  +  4K / f  >)2 +  (P0m ) \ 2
v £ *1  /;= 0  i v .vc y  v  A'f /
x £ s i n c 2(7 ;/) |w 0( /  + 1 p -  \_N J2 \ t; '  f d f (5.109.C)
Finally, average signal-to-noise ratio over a Rayleigh fading channel with constant MIP has the 
form
Bm 1 =  X, + X2 + (2E J N .y '  (5.110)
where
16----  ------K 2 (p  (1) j  [  5
T N  x J \ N  2  C y O 1 SC I  ,V6*
AL.-1
P„(,,(1 + 4kP„<1))
(1 +  4kP«>)2 + ( ^ > ) 2k 20 ^  ^ d p - L ^ / Z j T T ' )
(5.110.a)
X2 =
fc* 1 /;=0 y
(5.1 lO.b)
and
Eb = 2WdAf,,a , 2 (l + 4kP„(1) )PmTc. (5.1 lO.c)
Note that when K=0, eqn. (5.110) becomes equal to eqn. (5.84). As Nsc increases 
towards infinity, Xi becomes asymptotically zero whereas X2 converges a certain finite number 
depending on K. We reach a meaningful conclusion: Intermodulation distortion degrades the 
signal-to-noise ratio[Sou96a] for small numbers of subcarriers compared to linear 
amplification, however, as the number of subcarriers increases towards infinity, degradation 
due to intermodulation becomes saturated and does not increase without bound. This is 
explained as follows: The total power is equally divided and allocated to each individual 
subcarrier. Consequently, reduced power per subcarrier cancels out the severity of IMP’s 
generated in proportion to square of Nxc.
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5.4 Hybrid FD/MC-CDMA and SFH/MC-CDMA
This subchapter presents multiple access schemes to overcome the weakness of 
FD/SC-CDMA, and SFH/SC-CDMA. By the way, if the symbol duration is prolonged due to 
parallel transmission and the signal is subject to fast multipath fading, phase shift and 
amplitude attenuation is unlikely to remain constant for a symbol duration. In that case, 
noncoherent reception such as DPSK 1, MFSK2, and M-ary orthogonal modulation described in 
Chapter 3 is not applicable. Despite the loss of resource allocated to a pilot, coherent 
reception is inevitable. In contrast, over a slow fading channel such as the indoor case[Wan92, 
Wan92a], and the pico-cellular case[Cak96], noncoherent reception is feasible.
5.4.1 Hybrid FD/MC-CDMA
User group 1 
User group 2
Figure 5.22 Example of power spectra for different user groups in hybrid FD/MC-CDMA3; 
Nsc>t= 18; Nsc=6; Nc=3; Np=3; Nd=2.
User group 1
User group 2
User group 3
(NJ2)(VTl)(<(Af)c)
Empty subcarrier
Figure 5.23 Example of power spectra for different user groups in hybrid contiguous 
FD/MC-CDMA; Nxc,,= 18; Nxc=6; Nc=3; Np=6; Nd= \.
1 Differential phase-shift keying
2 M-ary frequency-shift keying
3 When it is necessary to distinguish from contiguous FD/MC-CDMA depicted in Fig. 5.23, it will be termed 
discrete  FD/MC-CDMA.
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In hybrid FD/SC-CDMA discussed in Chapter 3, the narrower spectrum due to 
frequency division multiplexing reduces the chance of multipath diversity. Fig. 3.18 shows that 
as the diversity order is increased towards 6 for noncoherent reception and infinity for 
coherent reception, higher order o f diversity gives considerable gain. Subdivision of spectrum, 
and consequently the number of resolvable paths L, less than those figures incurs loss of 
capacity. Instead of contiguous spectrum(depicted in Fig. 5.23), discrete multiple subspectra 
can be allocated to a signal as depicted in Fig. 5.22. The parameter NXCJ in this scheme denotes 
the number of total system-wide available subcarriers over available spectrum of bandwidth 
BW. Subcarriers are spaced by multiples of the chip rate 7)71 to ease the implementation in a
DFT-based approach as mentioned in Subchapter 5.2. For sufficiently large NXC>1, the number 
of identical symbol subcarriers Nd is given by
= B W /(A f\  (5.111)
where (A /)c denotes coherence bandwidth given by approximately \/Tm . The number of 
symbols Np simultaneously transmitted is adjusted according to the processing gain, chip rate, 
and original symbol duration. For instance, when the chip rate Tt7{, desired processing gain
PG, and original symbol duration for single carrier Tb,i are given, Np is determined by
PG x  T
N =  (5.112)P  r p  X s
l h, 1
The number of carriers1 Nc are given by , and Nsc denotes the number of subcarriers per
Nsc
modulated signal given by Nd x  N  . Consequently, successive identical symbol subcarriers are
spaced by Np/Tc , and provided that Nd meets eqn. (5.111), Np/Tc > (A /)c holds.
Figs. 5.22 and 5.23 illustrate an example to explain mapping of the symbols to the
subcarriers and power spectrum for the proposed FD/MC-CDMA and for the conventional 
FD/CDM A using multi-carrier modulation techniques(contiguous FD/MC-CDMA). Assume
N  1
that coherence bandwidth meets the condition ——---- < (A /)c . Thus, for contiguous FD/MC-
2 Tc
CDMA, Nd is given by 1 whereas Nd is given by 2 for discrete FD/MC-CDMA. Hence 
contiguous FD/MC-CDMA can simultaneously transmit 6 symbols, but discrete FD/MC- 
CDMA can simultaneously transmit either 3(Nd=2) or 6(Nd= 1) symbols for the best benefit.
A carrier comprises a group of subcarriers selected from NSCJ subcarriers as depicted in Fig. 5.22.
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To implement FD/MC-CDMA, the DFT should be performed on 2Nsc,t samples for an 
individual block comprising Np symbols whereas an ordinary MC-CDMA performs a 2NXC- 
point DFT. That is, the sampling rate for FD/MC-CDMA is Nc times the minimum required
sampling rate to deliver the same width of contiguous spectrum by ordinary MC-CDMA. In 
practice, Ne is less than or around 10. Hence, the sampling rate is not increased without
bound. On the other hand, the complexity of the equaliser, which is dependent on the number 
of subcarriers, remains constant. Even though sampling rate is increased significantly, FD/MC- 
CDMA schemes exhibit advantages in addition to full frequency diversity over ordinary MC- 
CDMA. Self-generated inter-subcarrier interference due to the lack of orthogonality can be 
alleviated since adjacent subcarriers are further away because o f frequency multiplexing. Thus, 
windowing is not necessary, and a valuable resource can be saved.
A. E r la n g  capacity and  signal-to-noise ra tio
A  hybrid FD/MC-CDMA can achieve spectral efficiency as high as ordinary MC- 
CDMA. Since part o f the subcarriers are exploited, a lower maximum transmission rate is 
achievable in comparison with ordinary MC-CDMA using all NXCit subcarriers. For Nc carriers, 
the variance o f other user interference is given by
carrier, and Ku denotes the number of users accessing the u-th carrier. By using eqn. (5.113), 
and following the procedure appearing in Section 3.3.4, Erlang capacity per carrier has the 
form:
(5.113)
where P {u,k) denotes the proportionate parameter to power for the k-th user accessing the M-th
X l ( - A  + J b 2- 4 A c ) 2
(5.114)
where
A =  exp (<frtc) > +0.247IV E(NcTf , uTf ) (5.115)
and
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C = - N hN„(Eb/ C  -  Eb/N ~ ') (5.117)
as NXCtt increases towards infinity. Magnitude o f ’E(NcTe7], u T f ) decreases exponentially
according to u. The signal-to-noise ratio becomes
(£ )'■  =  f £ i x l'a ) s ( ^ Y . Y : 1) ] r ^ + ( 2 £ , , / ^ , ) ' 1 (5.118)
\H=1 A:=0 J Zlybiy,,l
where
E„ = 2NJo 2PNbJ(5.119)
and
X(".‘) = P (“M/P .  (5.120)
Note that P  denotes the proportionate constant to power transmitted by the reference user.
B. N u m e rica l results
Figure 5.24 H (l07t, 1, uTc against u.
The function E(NCTC 1, uTc 1) in this scheme is comparable to ^(wA) in FD/SC-CDMA.
s  (NcTc-\u T c-')  is plotted against u accounting for the separation of the reference carrier from
the other carriers in Fig. 5.24 for A/c=10. E^OT^r1, u T f)  for w=5,....,9 is known from the 
following relation
s ( N j ; \ u T ; i) = s(N cTc-',(Nc- i - M ) r ; j ,  «=o,i,..... i.
For raised cosine shaped pulse, the pulse generating period Tv is given to satisfy
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Tv = Tc(l + (3). As a result, no guard interval is allocated to overcome timing jitter and delay 
spread. Since subcarriers within the carrier are spaced by NcTc7l , self-generated other
subcarrier interference due to lack of orthogonality among subcarriers is considerably reduced. 
For the same length o f guard interval, both the RC and rectangular pulses have a negligible
difference in S ( l0 7 c~!,wT;-1) . With the same loss o f resource, a rectangular pulse could be
regarded as a more efficient way to overcome timing jitter and delay spread in a hybrid 
FD/M C-CDM A system. For this reason, our attention of hybrid FD/M C-CDM A and 
SFH/MC-CDMA systems will be confined to the rectangular pulse.
Carrier A
r r n r  ~ x 7 7 x ~ \in .
(2Tcy  *
. Carrier B A A A
 ~ Y T Y T Y T \
7
V - l/o+(2rJ
Figure 5.25 Half the chip rate staggered two-carrier MC-CDMA.
Figure 5.26 Power spectrum o f interfering signals and integrator; 50% guard interval; 
Rectangular pulse.
Prior to moving attention to the Erlang capacity and the bit error ratio, consider a 
FD/M C-CDM A shown in Fig. 5.25. Subcarriers within either carrier are spaced by the chip 
rate whereas two carriers are separated by half the chip rate from each other. Interference
arising from the carrier half the chip rate apart may be accounted for by S[ Te~l , — T f
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E(TC ‘,0) accounting for co-carrier interference is nearly equal to s |V c \ ~ T C 1 j  > be.
E ^ r 1, ~  T f  j  j 5(7k l ,0) ~  1 irrespective o f the length of the guard interval. It may be
explained by Fig. 5.26. Subcarriers multiple the chip rate apart are suppressed by the 
integrator whose spectrum has zero value. In contrast, the subcarrier half the chip rate apart
from the subcarrier of interest, whose centre frequency is ~  T f l , is not properly suppressed by
the integrator who does not have zero value at i  T f . As the subcarrier spectrum gets
narrower, the more interference power arising from the subcarrier, which is half the chip rate 
far from the subcarrier of interest, is extracted by the integrator. For this reasoning, the 
scheme in Fig. 5.25 does not give benefit in terms of capacity, and each carrier should be apart 
by a multiple of the chip rate.
(a) 
N.. x  K
(b)
Figure 5.27 c mm and L or Nd for perfectly power controlled single cell systems;
BPSK; Coherent MRC predetection; LR-L \ BW - 12.5MHz; Tm=2.5\ls\ data rate 8ICbps; 
0= 0 .5 ; Eb/N a » E h/ I o r ; 10 % guard interval for MC-CDMA. (a) Nc x  Kmm against Nc. (b)
L or Na against Nc corresponding to (a).
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Figure 5.28 Nc x X /\i  and L or Nd for imperfectly power controlled single cell systems; 
BPSK; Coherent MRC predetection; o c=1.5dB; LR-L \ BW=12.5MHz; 7£=2.5|is; data rate 
8Kbps; 0= 0 .5 ; Eb/N 0 » E h/I or ; 10 % guard interval for MC-CDMA. (a) Nc x  X/\i against 
Nc. (b) L or Nd against Nc corresponding to (a).
Figs. 5.27-(a) and (b) plot Kmm defined in Section 3.2.4 and the number of maximum 
resolvable paths where Kmax is attained. The legends, appearing on Figs. 5.27-32, i.e. 
contiguous MC, discrete MC, p=0.0, and p=0.4 indicate discrete FD/MC-CDMA illustrated in 
Fig. 5.22, contiguous FD/MC-CDMA illustrated in Fig. 5.23, FD/SC-CDM A with rolloff 
factor 0.0, and FD/SC-CDMA with rolloff factor 0.4, respectively. Contiguous FD/MC- 
CDMA is comparable to FD/SC-CDMA with zero rolloff factor in terms of capacity. Because 
of 10 % guard interval, zero rolloff SC-CDMA system outperforms discrete FD/MC-CDMA. 
However, as spectrum is subdivided to increase the number of carriers, Nc x  K max drops
according to Nc due to lack of diversity gain but for discrete FD/MC-CDMA. In discrete 
FD/MC-CDMA, subdivision o f spectrum does not affect system capacity for perfectly power 
controlled system. On the other hand, imperfectly power controlled system show different 
curves o f capacity as plotted in Fig. 5.28. Even for discrete FD/MC-CDMA, Erlang capacity is 
decreased as Nc increases towards 10. It may be explained by larger effective variation of 
aggregate interference power due to reduced processing gain.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.29 Ne x  Kmax and L or Nd for perfectly power controlled single cell systems; 
Binary orthogonal modulation; Noncoherent SL-EGC predetection; LR=L; BW=50MHz; 
r m=0.625ps; data rate 8Kbps; <f>=0; Eh/N 0 » E h/I 0l. ; 10 % guard interval for MC-CDMA. 
(a) Ne x  K mm against Nc. (b) L or Nd against Nc corresponding to (a).
(a) (b)
Figure 5.30 Nc x  A /p and L or Nd for imperfectly power controlled single cell systems; 
Binary orthogonal modulation; Noncoherent SL-EGC predetection; G c=1.5dB; LR=L\ 
£VF=50MHz; Tm=0.625ps; data rate 8Kbps; 0 = 0 ; Eb/N 0 » E b/ I o r ; 10 % guard interval for 
MC-CDMA. (a) Nc x  A /p against Nc. (b) L or Nd against Nc corresponding to (a).
Figs. 5.29 and 5.30 employ binary orthogonal modulation and noncoherent SL-EGC 
predetection unlike Figs. 5.27 and 5.28. L ranges from 4 to 32 according to signal bandwidth.. 
For diversity order larger than 6, combining loss surpasses diversity gain, and hence less 
diversity order exhibits better capacity. The effect of larger effective variation of aggregate 
interference power due to reduced processing gain is shown in Fig. 5.30-(a). Discrete FD/MC- 
CDMA exhibits poorest performance for 7’„e=0.625ps.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.31 Nc x  Kmax and L  or N(j for perfectly power controlled single cell systems; 
Binary orthogonal modulation; Noncoherent SL-EGC predetection; L r- L \  7W=50MHz; 
Tm=0.625/6=0.104ps; data rate 8Kbps; 0 = 0 ; Eb/N 0 » E h/ l or ; 10 % guard interval for MC- 
CDMA. (a) Nc x  Kmax against Nc. (b) L or Nd against Nc corresponding to (a).
E 300
o: Discrete MG 
*; Contiguous MC 
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Figure 5.32 Nc x  A /p and L or Nd for imperfectly power controlled single cell systems; 
Binary orthogonal modulation; Noncoherent SL-EGC predetection; a t,=1.5dB; Lr-L\ 
BW=50MHz; T,„=0.625/6=0.104ps; data rate 8ICbps; 0= 0; Eh/N 0 »  Eh/ I or ; 10 % guard 
interval for MC-CDMA. (a) Nc x  A/p against Nc. (b) L or Nd against Nc corresponding to (a).
Figs. 5.31 and 5.32 plot the same parameters against Nc as in the two preceding figures 
but for 7> 0.104 |us. Then L ranges from 1 to 6. For this range of diversity order, diversity 
gain is outstanding, and higher order of diversity always affects performance positively. In 
discrete FD/MC-CDMA, L remains constant irrespective of signal bandwidth, and hence 
subdivision of spectrum gives negative effect in the sense of larger effective variation of 
aggregate power of interference.
Conclusively, discrete FD/MC-CDMA provides a method to overcome lack of
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diversity gain due to subdivision of spectrum for frequency multiplexing. According to channel 
model, either discrete or contiguous allocation of subcarriers in conjunction with FDMA  
improves capacity. Discrete FD/MC-CDMA shows always poorer performance than ordinary 
MC-CDMA for imperfect power controlled system in terms of Erlang capacity. However, 
discrete FD/MC-CDMA has attractive advantages over ordinary MC-CDMA. Less subcarriers 
imply less vulnerable to intermodulation products, and reduce complexity of equaliser. Above 
all, when multi-user detector is employed, the complexity of detector is exponentially reduced 
as less users access channel simultaneously. For this reasoning, FD/CDMA, in particular 
FD/MC-CDMA should be attractive.
5.4.2 Hybrid SFH/MC-CDMA
In Chapter 4, hybrid SFH/SC-CDMA has been investigated in terms of bit error ratio 
and capacity for imperfectly power controlled systems. SFH/SC-CDMA has the same 
weakness as hybrid FD/SC-CDMA over frequency selective channel. Additionally, hardware 
complexity due to frequency hopping is a challenging issue. When the signal can hop to one of 
carriers in Fig. 5.22 or 5.23, realisation of frequency hopping is solved by coding technique. 
The data symbol has non-zero value for subcarriers constituting the carrier to which signal 
hopped. Other subcarriers deliver zero power. Reordering symbols in every dwell time 
accomplishes frequency hopping. Hence hopping rate could be increased without extra 
complexity of hardware. If diversity and symbol allocation scheme is equal to 
discrete{contiguous) FD/MC-CDMA, it is termed discrete{contiguous) SFH/MC-CDMA.
Raise an example to explain frequency hopping process as follows: Assume available 
spectrum is subdivided into three carriers and hence three choices of carrier are available. For 
n-th, n+ 1-th, and n+2-th dwell times, the signal is assumed to access 3-rd, 1-st, and 2-nd 
carriers respectively. Number of carriers for hopping is denoted as Nc rather than N c in 
hybrid FD/MC-CDMA. During n-th dwell time, symbols delivered by the m x  Nc +  2 -th
N
subcarriers for m = 0 ,l,...,——  - 1  have non-zero value. During rc+l-th and «+2-th dwell times,
K
the m x N c -th, and the m x  Nc + 1  -th subcarriers respectively have non-zero value.
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A. A verage b it error ratio  an d  outage probability
Hit by co-carrier and either o f two adjacent carriers are taken into account for the 
brevity of analysis. Since pulse shape o f DFT-based MC-CDMA is not band-limited, all the 
other subcarriers give interference to the desired signal. Consider the number of hopping 
frequencies Nc such that Nc»  1. Other carriers except two nearest adjacent carriers can be 
ignored for the following reason: Consider a subcarrier in the midband. In eqn. (5.118),
E(NcTff , uTc~1^  for w=± 1 1 denotes the proportionate constant of adjacent carrier interference.
Since power spectral density of a subcarrier is symmetric against /=  0 axis, the following 
relation holds:
S  (NCTC- ', t; '  ) = s (n ct; ' , - t; '  ) .  (5 .121)
From Fig. 5.24, it is clear that for any u=2, 3, 4 , ....... , Nc- 1 which represent indices for other
carriers excluding two nearest adjacent carriers, the following relation holds
s  (n ct ; ' , uTc- ' ) «  s (n ct ; ' , t; ' ) ,  n c»  i .  (5 . 1 2 2 )
By using the relation given by eqn. (5.122), the signal-to-noise ratio reduces to
(f »)"' > [ L % (M NcTA f i ) + Y x ^ ( N X X T ; f f .27T ') ) = n r
\  k = l  Jt=l k =  1 J ^ ^ b ^ d
+ (2 E J N j 1 (5.123)
where kd + ka < K  - 1 .  Average bit energy is given by eqn. (5.119). Parameters kd , ka , ,
and %[k) have been defined in Subchapter 4.2. Similarly to x T  a°d %[k), accounts for 
other users hopped to other carriers except co-carrier and two nearest adjacent carriers, y  h is 
applied to compute Pc (kd, ka ,0) which appears in eqn. (4.10). To compute upper bound,
signal-to-noise ratio has been derived for midband subcarrier, and hence the first and last of 
total Nsct subcarriers are not treated separately as in eqn. (4.10). Eqn. (5.123) presents upper 
bound of signal-to-noise ratio in the sense that all the other signals except signals hopped to 
co-carrier and two nearest adjacent carriers are assumed hopped to the second nearest 
carriers. For perfectly power controlled SFH/MC-CDMA systems, upper bound of average bit 
error ratio is given by
1 In eqn. (5.118), u takes value on 0, 1, 2.......   Nc- \.  Subcarriers from the carrier of interest are indexed
cyclically modulo Nc . Hence Nc- \  can be identified with -1 (modulo Nc ).
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K -1  K - l - k ,
P. =  X  X *  'i(KA)P. (5.124)
Ki=0 ka= 0
P 2 (Ki» )  is Siven by ecln* (4*11 )•
Likewise in Chapter 4, outage probability for imperfect power control can be derived. 
The parameter V representing multiple access interference can be defined as
V(K) = £ s {NcTc- ' , ^ X ' ) x W , (5.125)
k=2
where represents the /c-th interfering user’s carrier during the reference bit, and is given
by
0, at co-carrier  
£ (*} =<h, at either o f nearest carriers. (5.126)
2, elsewhere
Mean and variance of V for the given number of multiple access users IC are obtained by
E { V (* )} =  £ Y U ka A )E {V (k „ k a)}  (5.127)
kd=0 k„= 0
V a r { V (K ) } = Y  X H ( Y  A ) }  (5-128)
kd—0 k„=0
where
E { V (k M }  = exp{(<tof](kd5 (N j; \0 )+ k „ E (N j; \T ; ')+ (K - l-k a - k d)E(NcTc-',2T;1))
(5.129)
and
Var{V(kdJ O } =  (exp{4(<f0c)2} -  exp{2(<W c )2})
x(/c„32 (m y;1 ,o)+ *„s2 (m y;1 ,Tc- l) + ( K - 1 -  K  -  kd )s2 (m y;1 ,2 r ; ‘)).
(5.130)
Substituting eqns. (5.127) and (5.128) into eqn. (4.19) yields outage probability.
B. N u m e rica l Results
Fig. 5.33 plots average bit error ratio for SC-CDMA, ordinary MC-CDMA, 
contiguous and discrete SFH/MC-CDMA’s. The legends, appearing on Figs. 5.33-34, i.e. MC, 
contiguous MC, discrete MC, (3=0.0, and (3=0.4 indicate ordinary MC-CDMA using entire 
available spectrum, discrete SFH/MC-CDMA, contiguous SFH/MC-CDMA, SFH/SC-CDMA
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(a) (b)
(C)Figure 5.33 Average BER over frequency selective channel; Binary orthogonal modulation; 
Noncoherent SL-EGC; LR- L ; BW'=25MHz; r w=0.208jas; data rate 8Kbps; JV/,=50; 
Eh/N 0 » E h/ I or ; 10 % guard interval for MC-CDMA. (a) Nc= 1. (b) Nc= 10. (c) Discrete 
FD/MC-CDMA with Nc- l  and 10.
with rolloff factor 0.0, and SFH/SC-CDMA with rolloff factor 0.4, respectively. For the given 
bandwidth and delay spread, L is 1 for SC-CDMA with rolloff factor 0.0 and 0.4, and 6 for 
other schemes. There exists large difference of diversity gain between order 6 and order 1 as 
shown in Fig. 3.18. When Nc is given by 10, SC-CDMA and contiguous SFH/MC-CDMA 
gives much poorer BER than discrete SFH/MC-CDMA as shown in Fig. 5.33-(b). Obviously 
SC-CDMA with zero rolloff factor shows best BER because best spectral efficiency is 
achieved and no loss of resource due to guard interval occurs as shown in Fig. 5.33-(a). 
When discrete SFH/MC-CDMA with 10 carriers is compared to ordinary MC-CDMA with 1 
carrier as in Fig. 5.33-(c), SFH/MC-CDMA shows poorer BER. Similar to Fig. 4.7-(b), 
diversity order for Fig. 5.33-(c) remains constant irrespective of the number of carriers, and 
hence both the two figures show similar BER curves. Although SFH/MC-CDMA shows
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poorer BER than ordinary MC-CDMA for perfectly power controlled systems, SFH/MC- 
CDMA performs better than ordinary MC-CDMA where the desired signal suffers from severe 
near/far effect and strong multiple access interference due to other users [Wan92]. 
Furthermore, full frequency diversity is achievable by discrete allocation of subcarriers in 
SFH/MC-CDMA irrespective of the number of subdivided spectrum.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.34 Outage probability for imperfect power control over frequency selective 
channel; Binary orthogonal modulation; Noncoherent SL-EGC; LR-L \ BW=25MHz; 
Tm=0.208jls; data rate 8Kbps; Nh=50; G c=1.5dB; Eh/N 0 » E b/ I or ; 10 % guard interval for 
MC-CDMA. (a) Nc= 1. (b) Nc= 10. (c) Discrete FD/MC-CDMA with 7VC=1 and 10.
Fig. 5.34 plots outage probability for the same schemes as in Fig. 5.33. Fig. 5.34-(b) 
exhibits that the proposed scheme is less insensitive to frequency selectivity compared to other 
schemes. In comparison with ordinary MC-CDMA, it shows poorer outage probability.
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5.5 Comparative study on multiple access schemes in 
multi-rate applications
Multi-chip-rate OCA-FD/SC-CDMA, whose performance was evaluated over additive 
white Gaussian noise channel in Chapter 2, will be further examined over multipath fading 
channel in Section 5.5.1. In Section 5.5.2, comparative study on various multiple access 
schemes under consideration will be carried out in terms of feasibility to multi-rate 
applications, i.e. unequal data rate traffics.
5.5.1 Multi-chip-rate OCA-FD/SC-CDMA over frequency selective 
channel
In Chapter 2, signal-to-noise ratio has been derived for a multiple access scheme, 
referred to as multi-chip-rate OCA-FD/SC-CDMA(see Fig. 2.1) where design parameters for 
a signal may be selected from a set of various carrier frequencies, chipping periods, and 
transmission power levels. Frequency selectivity and power control error has not been 
considered in Chapter 2. The results of analysis provide a rough idea o f how those four 
parameters affect signal-to-noise ratio o f the desired signal. Based on the results o f Chapter 2, 
analysis o f multi-chip-rate FD/SC-CDMA over frequency selective channel is of our primary 
concern in this section. As usual, the first user is taken as the reference, and Gaussian 
approximation of interference is assumed. From Chapter 3, it is known that BPSK with
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coherent maximal ratio combiner(MRC) and M-ary orthogonal modulation with square-law 
equal gain combiner(SL-EGC) have the same bit-energy-to-interference ratio denoted by 
Eb j l o . Thus, SNR is derived for BPSK with MRC, which is more tractable, and then it will
be used to obtain BER for orthogonal modulation with SL-EGC.
BPSK modulated signal is modelled by eqns. (2.1) and (2.2). Received signal 
propagated through frequency selective channel may be represented by the tapped delay line 
model appearing in Chapter 14 o f Reference [Pro95]. Fig 5.35 depicts a low-pass equivalent 
form of a LR -th order RAKE receiver. The input to a RAKE finger is coherently 
demodulated, passed through matched filter, sampled in every chipping period Tc at the peak 
of the chip waveform, multiplied by signature sequence, and the successive Nh samples are
summed. Finally the path gain is multiplied for MRC. The decision variable of the first user in 
the following form:
where Zm denotes the output of the m-th finger of the RAKE receiver and consists o f three 
components as follows:
® Um : useful output
•  I v m : self-generated interference due to multipath
•  Io m: interference arising from other users
• N m : background noise
Those components are expressed in the form
Um = = N j/y l2 P w f  \H{l\ f t f d f  (5.133.a)
(5.131)
(5.132)
(5.133.b)
(5.133.C)
and
Superscript ‘(1)’ representing the first user will drop unless it is necessary for the brevity of notation.
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(5.133.d)
71=0
where self-generated interference is given by
(5.134)
1=0l*m
and other user interference is given by
(5.135)
and the function n(Z) denotes background noise with its autocorrelation function given by
eqn. (5.7.f). The parameter %{k) in eqn. (5.135) accounts for asynchronous transmission 
among different users. Note that inter-chip interference is not included in eqn. (5.132) since 
Nyquist pulse shaping filter eliminates it. Although Nyquist criterion is not met, inter-chip 
interference is proved to be negligible in Chapter 2 and appendix A. In eqn. (5.133.a), 
Parseval’s theorem is invoked. Bandwidth of spectrum allocated to the /c-th user is denoted by 
W®, and then the number of resolvable paths is given by W® and the rms delay spread Tm 
common to all signals.
Let ns turn our attention to E(Zm) and Var(Zm). Random phase (j)^ — cj>J*1 + 0 W
included in eqns. (5.133.b) and (5.133.C) can be represented by simply §\k) since three 
components are independently uniformly distributed over [0 2k] and it appears once in 
summation. Recollecting that signature sequence (a(nk)) is random with zero-mean leads to
£■(Z fH) =  Uq. Moreover, uncorrelatedness between (ad)) and other user’s signature sequence
(a(nk)) ,  1 or its delayed replica ( a f \  ) ,  X ^ 0 leads to
where x(t) is a wide-sense-stationary random process and Sxx ( / )  is its power spectral
Nh x  V ar(iv„ (Z )^ (~ 0 |,=0 j .  (5.136)
Var(lollfj and Var(N,„) can be expressed in a similar manner to eqn. (5.136). It is obvious
that i„(t) and n(t) are wide-sense stationary. Then Var(lflTO) and Vdr(Nm) are easily solved 
by using the following relation:
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density. From Chapter 2, it is straightforward to obtain the power spectral density o f i0(t) as
1 ,.....................0  „  /><*> 4*1-1
Sil( f )  =  7 \-E (X 0(t+x)V X tj) = £ - ^  £  £(a<‘>) | f l (*>(/ +  A<‘>)| (5.138)
J t e l  L  1=0
and
A ( / )  = ? R , ( r i } = A  (5.139)
where the operation denotes Fourier transform. By invoking the relation in eqn. (5.137) for
power spectral density after performing matched filter (H w ( / ) )  , we obtain
Var(l0„ ) =  2 £ Z .“ )M<‘)« ))2 E 7 £ | t f < ‘> (/ +  (5.140)
t e l  L
and
V«r(N„) = JV<" ■ N. (5.141)
Recollect that E (a\k) 2^ = 2 (c [ ft))2. Since the received power should remain constant
irrespective of the number of resolvable paths, the average path gains must satisfy the 
following relation:
Lw  (a  ^  )2 =  L(I) (a [.1} f . (5.142)
In eqn. (5.134), i vw(t) is not wide-sense-stationary. However, similarly to the derivation of
eqn. (5 .133.a), in the absence o f inter-chip interference due to Nyquist filter, it is
straightforward to obtain
V ar(l,„ ,)=  2 n 2X ' \ L m- l ) /> (,>( £ | f f (1)( / ) |2<l/)2 . (5.143)
Likewise in Section 3.3.3, the average bit-energy-to-interference ratio for MRC, is 
given by
1 f  P^  7 ) 1
l L - l  + - ^ r / ,£ ^ ( A w ) |  + (2 £ ,;/iV„)- (5.144)
2 LrN„ te 1
where
and
E„ = 2 c zr L RP m N l, \ ~ j H ( f f d f  (5.145)
^(A ) = 4a> ~TZ ~ ' ^  (5.146)
1 J ' ( /  + A«>)f:|h <I)( f f d f
jE l |H(1)( / ) |24 f]
2
\
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5.5.2 Performance of various multiple access schemes in multi-rate 
applications
Multi-rate communication is one o f the hot issues encountered in sophisticated mobile 
radio networks such as the third generation mobile communications, personal communication 
systems, etc. Correspondingly, investigation into the feasibility of multiple access schemes for 
multi-rate applications is a significant step towards future mobile radio communication 
systems. Previously in this thesis, various multiple access schemes have been proposed and 
their performance has been evaluated for single rate traffic. The results by far for single rate 
traffic may be extended to evaluate various multiple access schemes applicable to multi-rate 
traffics as shown in Fig. 5.36.
Fig. 5.36 depicts the power spectrum of five multiple access schemes accommodating 
two different bit rate traffics. Those schemes are described as follows:
® MA-1: Irrespective of type o f traffic, each individual signal uses entire available spectrum. 
Processing gain for low bit rate traffic is higher than that for high bit rate traffic.
• MA-2: Spectrum is subdivided into two disjoint spectra, and each carrier accommodates 
homogeneous traffic.
® MA-3: High bit rate traffic uses entire available spectrum whereas low bit rate traffic uses 
part o f available spectrum. Unlike MA-2, spectra of two traffics are not disjoint, and there 
exists coupling between two traffics.
• MIA-4: High bit rate traffic occupies entire available spectrum as in M A-3. But low bit rate 
traffic signal may access any one o f multiple narrower-band carriers (OCA-FD/SC-CDMA). 
Hence low-bit rate traffic is distributed on entire available spectrum.
• MA-5: High bit rate traffic uses entire available spectrum whereas low bit rate traffic uses 
FD/MC-CDMA scheme.
The first four multiple access schemes are applicable to single carrier CDMA and multi-carrier 
CDMA whereas the last multiple access scheme is applicable to only multi-carrier CDMA. 
From multiple access capability aspect, SFH/CDMA is poorer than ordinary DS-CDM A when 
outage probability as low as 1% or 5% is required. Connection-oriented communications such 
as the third generation mobile communications where outage probability should be maintained 
low, is of our primary interest, and so frequency hopping techniques are excluded from 
consideration.
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Low bit rate traffic +High bit rate traffic
Low bit rate traffic
M A -1
High bit rate traffic
M A -2
High bit rate traffic Low bit rate traffic
M A-3
Low bit rate traffic
High bit rate traffic
Low bit rate traffic
Low bit rate traffic
Low bit rate traffic 
M A-5
Figure 5.36 Various multiple access schemes applicable to multi-rate traffics.
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The signal-to-noise ratio for perfect power control and outage probability for imperfect 
power control are employed as performance indexes. Flat fading is assumed for the time being. 
Traffic is of the same quality of service, in particular the same B E R th.
A. M A -1
In this scheme, high data rate traffic needs higher power. Chip rate is determined by 
available bandwidth and rolloff factor. Consider two lands o f traffics Trt and Trh with data 
rates R/(low data rate) and Rh{high data rate) respectively. Nominal powers Pa,i and P0ih for 
traffics Tri and Trh respectively is determined by the following relation:
P  R
- ^  = - L  (5.147)
Bo,i Ri
Assume perfect power control and single cell system. If Kt users for Tn traffic and Kh users for 
Trh traffic transmit simultaneously, signal-to-noise ratio for traffics and TV/, are given by
( f « ) "  = / r { ( K , - l W )  + K„P„J,/P,J) + (2 EbJ/ N„ y  (5.148.a)
Z7V/;,/
and
( f « r  = x / - ( ( K „ - l M O )  + K l PPJIPIJ)  + {2ElJ N „ y  (5.148.b)
respectively. From the relation given by eqn. (5.147), it follows that processing gains Nbj and 
Nb,h for traffics and Trh respectively has the relation:
H a .
Nb,h Boj
(5.149)
and
If Kh and Kt satisfy
Eh,,= E hth. (5.150)
Kh» \ ,  K i » l ,  and =  /" A > (5.151)
P„J
eqns. (5.148.a), (5.148.b) and (5.151) yield
T w r f w  (5-152)
If Gaussian approximation of interference is invoked, average bit error ratios for both the two  
traffics are identical. The same account can be applied to ordinary MC-CDMA discussed in 
Subchapter 5.3 and the relation (5.152) is satisfied.
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Turn our attention to imperfect power control. Single cell system is assumed. 
Instantaneous powers Pi and Ph for a 7V/ traffic signal and a Trh traffic signal respectively are 
assumed log-normally distributed with power control error a  c dB as follows:
pJ pt =  p,,.„/Poj e x p (-* e „ ) /e x p (-,fe ,) (5.153)
where e h and e / are mutually independent zero-mean Gaussian random variable with 
standard deviation ctc . The symbols (X / \ i ) l and (X/\x)h indicate average offered traffic load
for Tri and Trh traffics respectively. Tri and Trh are assume to have the same source activity 
factor p for the brevity of analysis. Outage probability for the average offered traffic loads 
(A,/jll)/ and (X /\l)h is obtained by modifying random variable V representing multiple access
interference and applying the same procedure as in Section 3.3.4. Define random variable V/ 
representing multiple access interference for a 7V/ traffic signal as
v , = m l x V + m i % z }
P=i
Note that r.v.’s %)(}, %{kj , %(k), and are defined by(*)
p ( k )  p ( k ) p ( k )
p( 1)
r h p( 1) r l
(5.154)
pW
and hp( i) r h
respectively. Then outage probabilities Poutii for traffic 7V/ is obtained as follows:
U , - E ( V , f
nut,I Q JVariV,)
where
C ,= N hJ(Eb/ I ^ - ' - E b/N B-') ,  
E{V, }  =  e x p + a  „ fk( 0 ) ( V n ) ,  +
and
Var {Vi}  = exp |4 (v o  t. )2}
0,1
r Po,h
(5.155)
(5.156)
(5.157)
^ ( o x v f ) / +  - f -  v m / n }
v <>’l J
(5.158)
Outage probability Pout,h for traffic Trh is obtained by replacing subscript T  with in eqns. 
(5.155-158). Outage probabilities for MC-CDMA can be derived in a similar manner to 
Section 5.3.2. Assume (X /\i)l and (X /\i)n satisfy
(X /n) » 1 ,  (X/p.) » \ ,  and (V n), p „,>
(VR)„ p,„,
(5.159)
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For imperfect power control, outage probabilities P(mt,i and Pm,tji are
Pout,l ~ Q
and
(5.160.a)
P out,h ~  Q (5.160.b)
The constants a, b, and c are given by eqns (3.64.a), (3.64.b), and (3.64.c) respectively. 
Invoking the relations in eqns. (5.149) and (5.159) yields
Pout,li ~ Pout,l ’ (5.161)
B. M A -2
Comparison will be carried out in the following way: First, find bandwidth Wh o f Trh 
traffic to malce its outage probability equal to that of MA-1 scheme for the given average 
offered traffic load for high bit rate service (X/[i)h. Then compare outage probability o f Trh
traffic with that for MA-1 scheme.
Assume (X / \ i ) l and (X/[i )h have the relation in eqn. (5.159). By modifying eqns.
(3.59) and (3.60) according to the present assumption, for the given average offered traffic 
loads (X/\x)t and (A /p)/;, outage probabilities are obtained as
out,11 MA-2 Q
cN,b,l | MA-2 b U o )(V n ), (5.162.a)
i J
and
out,It | MA-2 Q
A (o)V (W X
(5.162.b).
For Trh traffic to have the same outage probability as in eqn. (5.160.b), processing gain should 
satisfy the relation:
a,"U a-2 -  +  y + p „ j/p „ j, (5.163)
For the given bandwidth W/ and Wh satisfying BW=Wi + Wh, Nhtl and NhJl are determined by
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W , W
N„.,\m -2  + > and = • (5.164)
Fig. 5.37 plots Pi:ml\m _2against (X/M-). assuming J f  J  = It is straightforward to have
signal-to-noise ratio from eqns. (5.163) and (5.164), and its definition.
C. MA-3
For the brevity o f analysis, zero rolloff Nyquist pulse shaping filter given in eqn. (2.45) 
is assumed. The function ^ accounts for multiple access interference from a 7V/ signal to 
a 7V/, signal, and is obtained by modifying eqn. (5.146) as follows:
,  . . .  1 \ l \ H , ( f  + At \ H „ { f i d f  ,
S /-»/»(“ / rp / \2 * (5.165)
TcJ (J>y>I df)
The functions (•) (•), and 5 are defined in the same manner. For the brevity of
analysis, zero rolloff Nyquist filter is considered. From Fig. 3.6, for zero rolloff Nyquist filter, 
the functions have the following values:
•  S ,- J A )  =  1 a n d ^ , ( A )  =  |2 L  (5 .166)
A,/
where carrier spacing A is determined for entire narrower-band carrier spectrum is 
contained inside wider-band carrier spectrum.
•  ^ , ( 0 )  =  l  and , 0  =  1. (5.167) 
Assume eqns. (5.147) and (5.151) again. Unlike eqn. (5.149), processing gain is computed by
T R N
-Nl - —L 2? and consequently —— = 1. (5.168)
A , Rh Nb,h
Over flat fading channel, signal-to-noise ratios for perfect power control are given by
1 ~ \ \-i
and
E".')"' -------T 1 7)a /P „ .,)+ (2  (5.169.a)
^ ^ b , l \  M A -3  o , h /  * o , l
(Ym)" = = n  k K<- ~ l) + K‘ P-J/ Po.)+ (2 E » / N „ y . (5.169.b)
b,h J MA-3
1 ///(/) and Hh(f) denote pulse shaping filter for low-bit rate and high-bit-rate traffics respectively.
2 TCji and Tcj t denote chipping period for low-bit-rate and high-bit-rate traffics respectively.
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When ^(0) =  1 in eqns. (5.148.a-b), eqn. (5.169.b) is equal to eqn. (5.148.b). But since
Nb,i\MA-3 P0j , / Po.i in e9n* (5.169.a) is equal to Nbl\MA_{ in (5.148.a), y bJ is considerably
decreased compared to eqn. (5.148.a).
Turn attention to outage probability. Likewise in Subsection A, outage probability for 
low bit rate traffic is given by
c E b,h | M A - 3 P o ,h /P o,l b ( f / F ) /  ( l  +  P o,h / P o,l )
= Q
a ^ P Y J K i ^ ) f i  + Po J Po,,)
(5.170)
a  V P0,h / Po,l ■\ j ( V F ) / ( l  +  Po,h / P o,l)
Outage probability for high bit rate traffic Pout,h is equal to that in eqn. (5.160.b). If eqn.
(5.170) is compared to (5.160.a), it is straightforward to have the relation:
P o u t,l  | M A - 3 >  P n u t,l | M A - 1 (5.171)
and
P ou t,h  | M A - 3 P o u t,h  | M A -l  ' * I  I T )
D. M A -4
M A-4 is to equally distribute low bit rate users to narrower-band carriers as many as 
Rh / Rt . Signal-to-noise ratio and outage probability for high bit rate traffic are equal to those 
for M A-3. However, for low bit rate traffic, they are changed to
\ —i 1 .     \ _  . . .  \—i
( y , r  = 2Nb h Po h / Po l
and
nut,l Q
= Q
{ ( E i - P o , h / P o ,i) +  E h p< J Pa,l) + (2E hj N 0)- . (5.173)
c E b ,l  1 M A -4  P n,h  / P n,l 2 b ( X / [ l ) /
a ^ P Y K iW i^ i
c^ i>,i\ma-\ ~ 2b(X /\i){
a ^ X / ^ P y J P y  
From eqns. (5.160.a), (5.170), and (5.174), it follows that
P o u t,l | M A - 4  p n u t,l | M A -3  P au t,l
and
M A - 1
(5.174)
(5.175)
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P o u t,l  | A M -3  P o u t,l  | A M -1  ■ (5.176)
P0UtJ for multiple access schemes MA-1, MA-2, and MA-4 appears in Fig. 5.37. In
particular, data for MA-2 is drawn in the way addressed in Subsection B. M A-2 shows worst 
outage probability among the three. MA-1 and MA-4 shows sleight discrepancy. For MA-1 
and M A-4, ratio between their variances is at most 2. Even in the worst case corresponding to 
R/JRj —> 00, the discrepancy is not considerable.
Zero rolloff spectrum has been considered. As spectrum has non-zero rolloff factor, 
slight change should be made. Figs. 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10 show £/,_>,(•)> and
£/->/(•) respectively for non-zero rolloff spectrum when Rh/R l = 5 . From those
graphs, it is found that
1 and i;,„ ,(0 ) . (5.177)
Thus when carriers for both the two traffics have the same centre frequency, loss o f outage 
probability is introduced in comparison with zero rolloff. However, as narrower-band carrier 
moves to the corners of wider-band spectrum, inter-carrier interference is rapidly reduced in 
comparison with zero rolloff spectrum. This effect should compensate for loss of outage 
probability at around zero carrier spacing.
average offered traffic load
Figure 5.37 Outage probability POM l against (A/p), provided that Pout h remains equal for
the three multiple access schemes;  ^ = —  — 3;5W=125MHz; Eh/ I 0 r =7dB; Flat fading.
(A/M'),, $
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E. M A -5
Over frequency-selective channel, MA-5 scheme overcomes reduced chance of 
diversity for Tri traffic due to decreased bandwidth as a consequence o f subdivision of 
spectrum in MA-2, MA-3 and MA-4. In addition to frequency diversity gain, this scheme gives 
Trh traffic a chance to another diversity as follows: Unlike MA-3 and MA-4, individual 77/ 
multiple access user affects a fraction RJR,, of bits transmitted by a Trh user, and hence data
bits transmitted in parallel are subject to unequal 77/ multiple access interference. Hence 
channel coding for bits transmitted in parallel gives chance to correct bit error due to severe 
77/ multiple access interference. If the number o f Tri users are small and only one narrow­
band carrier for all 77/ traffic users is sufficient to satisfy required quality of service, MA-5 
exhibits best performance for high-bit rate traffic since narrower-band interference is 
overcome by the coding technique mentioned above.
F. C oncluding rem arks
In M A-2, M A-3, and MA-4, flat fading is assumed by far. For frequency selective 
fading channel, to complete performance evaluation, simulation conducted in Chapter 3 should 
be carried out in conjunction with mathematical analysis which appears in the preceding 
section since multipath diversity gain represented by the parameter Eh/I or should be changed
according to signal bandwidth. For coherent predetection, the result o f analysis above holds 
always. However, for noncoherent predetection, diversity gain does not monotonically 
increases according to order o f multipath diversity. In this case, performance is highly 
dependent on rms delay spread, and the relation of capacity between multiple access schemes 
should be slightly changed.
5.6 Summary
The principle of the multi-carrier CDMA system and its variations to overcome 
problems encountered in the conventional FD/SC-CDMA and SFH/SC-CDMA systems have 
been presented. Moreover, the feasibility of various multiple access schemes in multi-rate 
applications has been qualitatively and quantitatively examined. The points found in this 
chapter may be summarised as follows:
• For small numbers o f subcarriers, the pulse shape and subcarrier spacing affect performance
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significantly. However, as the number of subcarrier increases towards infinity, the 
subcarrier spacing as large as the chip rate is nearly optimal choice in terms of the capacity. 
Then the performance is insensitive to the pulse shape.
•  The point in the above bullet is an encouraging factor to employ the rectangular pulse. By 
using the rectangular pulse, a DFT-based modulation and demodulation of massively 
parallel data is possible.
•  The effect o f the windowing and guard interval in a DFT-based modem on the capacity has 
been investigated. To overcome timing jitter, and timing synchronisation error, longer 
guard interval rather than windowing is more helpful. Interference due to sidelobes o f other 
subcarriers are suppressed by inherent resistance of direct sequence spread spectrum 
technique.
• At the mobile transmitter, MC-CDMA is vulnerable to nonlinear distortion unlike SC- 
CDMA. Interference due to intermodulation products is saturated for large number of 
subcarriers(around 100 from our simulation).
• The FD/MC-CDMA and SFH/MC-CDMA systems overcome lack o f diversity whilst 
system complexity remains low. Higher variance of the aggregate interference power shows 
higher increasing rate of the outage probability. However, two outage probability curves 
for the FD/MC-CDMA and ordinary MC-CDMA systems approach each other and 
coincide at the outage probability of 0.5 as number of users increases. When the threshold 
outage probability is as low as around 0.01, the FD/MC-CDMA system shows poorer 
Erlang capacity. For instance, for Nc= 10, the Erlang capacity is reduced by around 10% in 
comparison with Nc= 1. For slightly higher threshold outage probability as high as 10%, 
difference o f the Erlang capacity between the two cases becomes negligible.
•  For multi-rate traffic, the ordinary MC-CDMA system shows best capacity. The FD/MC- 
CDMA system is comparable to the ordinary MC-CDMA system in terms of the capacity, 
but gives less complexity.
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The impact o f overlapping between adjacent carrier spectra on the bit error ratio and outage probability has been investigated. SC-CDMA, MC-CDMA, FD/SC-CDMA, 
SFH/SC-CDMA, FD/MC-CDMA, SFH/MC-CDMA, and multi-chip-rate FD/SC-CDMA  
schemes were thoroughly investigated. If perfect synchronisation and equaliser and linear 
power amplification over an unlimited input range are assumed at the receiver, ordinary DFT- 
based MC-CDMA exhibits the best performance in terms of the outage probability for the 
reverse link. However, in practice these assumptions do not hold and it is difficult to justify the 
use o f M C-CDMA for all range o f applications since each multiple access scheme has its own 
merits and drawbacks relatively. For instance, if the signal is subject to the severe nonlinearity, 
MC-CDMA exhibits the worst performance. In contrast, SC-CDMA is not as vulnerable to 
nonlinear distortion as MC-CDMA is since nonlinear distortion does not generate 
imtermodulation products.
Throughout the thesis, single user detector has been assumed. Interference is treated in 
a statistical manner. The variance of the interference determines signal-to-noise ratio, and the 
bit error ratio. The analysis has been carried out for the cellular radio environment. The result 
of the thesis can also be straightforwardly applied to the other systems such as satellite 
communication systems. To consider the effect of the bandlimited spectral shape on the 
performance, the analysis were conducted in the frequency domain. Chapter 2 attempts to 
provide the baseline of the analysis over the simplest channel model. Multi-chip-rate FD/SC- 
CDMA is mainly treated in this chapter. And the chapter compares the matched filter detector 
with the correlation detector in terms of the system complexity and achievable signal-to-noise 
ratio. When the processing gain is much larger than one, signal-to-noise ratio for the two 
detectors is identical. From the system point of view, the correlation detector needs less 
multiplication but more addition than the matched filter detector. Overall, the correlation
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detector is simpler in the digital implementation.
For various multiple access schemes, the reverse link capacity were investigated. 
FD/CDM A gives less complexity, and the independence of the system management among 
different carriers. For the single carrier spread spectrum techniques, OCA-FD/SC-CDM A is a 
simple and efficient way to increase the spectral efficiency when the rolloff factor o f the 
spectrum is non-zero. For instance, when the rolloff factor is equal to one, maximum 100% of 
spectral efficiency is achievable. In FD/SC-CDMA, overlapping is achieved by increasing the 
signal bandwidth larger than the carrier spacing. As a result of the increased bandwidth, the 
adjacent carrier interference arises but more paths are resolvable. By performing trade-off 
between the gain(order o f multipath diversity, and spectral efficiency) and the loss(adjacent 
carrier interference), OCA-FD/SC-CDMA outperforms DCA-FD/SC-CDM A, the 
conventional FD/SC-CDM A where overlapping between adjacent carrier spectra is not 
permitted. For instance, when the overlapped carrier allocation scheme is applied to IS-95, 
60% of capacity increase is achievable. Turn our attention to the comparison between OCA- 
FD/SC-CDM A and ordinary wide-band SC-CDMA. The subdivision o f the available spectrum 
decreases the processing gain, and consequently the gain due to statistical multiplexing is less 
exploited. And, another disadvantage is that less resolvable paths due to the reduced signal 
bandwidth are available, and hence the multipath diversity gain is reduced. In case of 
noncoherent reception, combining loss surpasses diversity gain from a certain order of 
diversity onwards whereas coherent reception always gives gain by increasing the order of 
diversity since there is no combining loss. Overall, more subdivision of the available spectrum 
may results in lower capacity for coherent reception whereas higher capacity can be achievable 
for noncoherent reception by adjusting the signal bandwidth and the degree of overlapping 
between adjacent carriers.
MC-CDMA takes advantage of multi-carrier and parallel transmission schemes, and 
CDMA. M C-CDMA achieves the high spectral efficiency (theoretically upper bound), and 
correspondingly the high processing gain. This thesis has investigated two categories o f MC- 
CDMA, generalised model where pulse shape and subcarrier spacing is flexible, and DFT- 
based MC-CDMA where the pulse shape should contain flat region at least as long as the 
chipping period and the subcarrier spacing is fixed to the chip rate. In a receiver belonging to 
the first category, each individual subcarrier is dealt with by a separate detector. Because of 
the system complexity, the number o f subcarriers is just larger or equal to the signal bandwidth 
over the coherence bandwidth to make possible exploitation of frequency diversity. The 
degree o f overlapping is adjusted by the subcarrier spacing. For small numbers of subcarriers 
comparable to the maximum achievable order o f diversity, achievable capacity is affected by
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the pulse shape. However, as the number of subcarriers increases toward infinity, it was shown 
by means of the analysis that the optimal subcarrier spacing to achieve the maximum capacity 
converges to the chip rate. This is irrespective of the pulse shape. In this regard, the use of the 
rectangular pulse shape can be justified. When the rectangular pulse and the subcarrier spacing 
of the chip rate are employed, the multi-carrier spread spectrum modulation can be realised by 
a DFT technique.
Overlapping technique can be applied to MC-CDMA. In FD/SC-CDMA, the spectrum 
of the modulated signal is contiguous. In the proposed FD/MC-CDMA scheme, groups of 
users can choose equally spaced subcarriers apart by multiples of the chip rate rather from a 
set o f subcarriers apart by the chip rate whereas in ordinary MC-CDMA scheme, all users 
access all the subcarrers from the set. Hence, the self-generated inter-subcarrier interference is 
reduced since the overlapping region between adjacent subcarrier is decreased. When it comes 
to the other user interference, other users cause either co-subcarrier or adjacent subcarrier 
interference whereas in ordinary MC-CDMA, other users cause both co-subcarrier and 
adjacent subcarrier interference. For this reason, variance of other user interference becomes 
reduced by using the FD/MC-CDMA technique. Furthermore, the FD/MC-CDMA scheme 
presents a method to compensates for the loss of the diversity chance due to the subdivision of 
the spectrum in FD/SC-CDMA, and hence it outperforms FD/SC-CDMA. However, reduced 
processing gain fails to fully exploit gain due to statistical multiplexing. Despite all the 
advantages o f MC-CDMA and its variations, nonlinearity produces intermodulation distortion 
at the mobile transmitter. Severity of intermodulation products is proportional to the number 
of subcarriers. Although intermodulation distortion degrades the signal-to-noise ratio at the 
receiver, cross-talk does not occur since despreading plays a role to make intermodulation 
noise-like. FD/MC-CDMA reduces the number of subcarriers per signal, and correspondingly 
reduces intermodulation products. Unlike previous works by other authors, the effect o f the 
guard interval and widowing has been taken into account. Subcarriers in a signal are spaced by 
farther than the chip rate, and hence the self-generated inter-subcarrier interference is reduced 
significantly. Thus the effort to reduce side-lobes by smoothing the pulse shape becomes 
unnecessary. The guard interval helps to suppress other subcarrier interference. It is verified 
mathematically and heuristically.
In some applications such as random access networks, a fine power control may not be 
possible. Then the signal is subject to severe near/far effect. The performance of the direct 
sequence CDMA system is known to be sensitive to power control error. In contrast, 
frequency hopping CDMA is known to be less sensitive to power control error. Introducing 
the OCA scheme to SFH/SC-CDMA achieves lower outage probability due to higher
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processing gain o f direct sequence modulation or more hopping frequencies. Furthermore 
SFH/MC-CDMA scheme, a combination of slow frequency hopping technique and multi­
carrier spread spectrum modulation techniques, would enable the full exploitation of the 
diversity gain, and hence considerable improvement was verified. For the scheme, the 
frequency hopping is realised by a simple coding technique. Even high hopping rate can be 
achievable without extra complexity.
Turn our attention to the forward link of cellular networks. Likewise in the reverse 
link, gain due to statistical multiplexing is still achievable, but explanation may be different. 
Power control is equivalent to power allocation which means power is allocated in a 
deterministic manner. Consequently, the variance of the interference does not play a role in 
degrading the outage probability. Instead, higher processing gain makes it possible to 
accommodate more users. Some subscribers located in a shadowed region from the home 
base-station take resources from unshadowed subscribers equally. Unshadowed subscribers 
lose quality of call slightly inversely proportional to the number of existing calls. Hence low  
processing gain may not take advantage o f statistical multiplexing relatively. Since a strong 
pilot is available, coherent reception is effective. As mentioned earlier, the higher diversity 
order improves the bit error ratio, and hence the subdivision of the spectrum incurs less chance 
of diversity. FD/MC-CDMA makes it possible to achieve the same order o f diversity as single 
wide-band carrier CDMA. Massively parallel transmission by MC-CDMA eliminates multipath 
interference, and other cell interference only exists. The base-station is not power-limited, and 
the sufficient output backoff o f the power amplifier alleviates intermodulation distortion. 
Nonlinearity in the forward link is not as serious as in the reverse link.
Single user detector was assumed so far for both the reverse and forward links. When 
a multi-user detector is employed, as more users access the same carrier, a more complicated 
multi-user detection process is required. As a result of the subdivision o f the spectrum in 
FD/CDMA, users are distributed equally over narrower-band carriers, and hence less 
computation for a multi-user detector is required.
OCA-CDMA schemes proposed and fully analysed in this thesis are highly suitable for 
supporting multimedia services and could be considered as potential candidates for the third 
generation cellular systems. However, when considering multi-rate services, more research is 
required on the following areas:
® Call admission control 
® Channel access schemes 
•  Multi-user detector
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This appendix presents the derivation of the variance of self-generated interference Is 
given by eqn. (2.8.b). The variance of l s can be expressed as
Var{ls} =  B{V ,(0}]2}
where
VQ) = 4 2 P w am(t)bm(t) 
a(1>(f) = Y a ™ K t-n T c),
/!=r-oo
and
bm {t) =  Y b? h ( t-n T c).
7I=-oo
V0(f) is not wide-sense-stationary, and hence the formula in eqn. (2.10) is not applicable. 
Introducing a uniform random variable 5 over [0, Tc] to the R.P. a (l)(t) and b {x\ t )  forces the
R.P. Vs(t) to be wide-sense-stationary [Appendix 8, Zie85], and has the form
VQ) = 4 2 ~F"av \t- 5  8 ) .
Similarly to eqn. (2.10), Var{lx}  can be represented in the form
V a r { l ,} = \[T( T - \ l \ ) i q ( t + x , t ) d x - ^ E 2{VQ)}(A -l)
where the function Rvv(t + T ,0  is the autocorrelation function of the R.P.
Rvv(t + T ,t)  =  E^Vs(t +  t ) L ( 0 } -  For notational convenience, we drop the superscript (1) in
aw {t) and b {l\ t ) ,  and the constant a/2 P (1) in Vx(t) for the time being. The autocorrelation 
of Vs (0  can be expressed as
£{V v (t+T)V x ( 0 }  =  E{a{t + %)b(t + x )a{t)b{t)}
= e Y u ^ h 2(t+ 'i~ k T c ~ 5 )h2(;t~ (m  + k)Tc - 8 )
11=-“O t=-“
+E  £  £ / z ( /  + T -m T c - 8 ) h ( t -  mTc - 8 )  h (t+ t  - ( m + k)Tc — 8)h(t — (m + k)Tc - 8 )
Hl=-o° k=-°“
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+E Y  ~ mPc —§ )h (t— mTc - 5 )  h (t+ x  —(m + k)Tc —5 )h(t — {m + k)Tc —8)
J)i=-co *= -« >
- 2 E ^ h 2( t+ x - m T c -  5 -m T c - b ) .
Averaging the above terms over 8 results in
E {a (t+ x )b (t + x )a (t)b (tj}  = -L {C '(i:)  + C '(t)  + C '"(t) + C " (x )}  (A.2)
Tc
where
C '(t)=  jr JT  h2(t + x)h2(t
C"(t ) = J” h(t + x )h{t)h{t +x + kTc)h{t + kTc)dt
oo
k*0
c m (x) = Y  r h(*+ T )Kt)h{t + x + kTc )h(t + kTc )dt
£ = —oo
and
C'vix) =  f h 2{ t+ x )h 2it)dt
Recall that signature sequences are random and takes values +1 or -1. In order to apply eqn.
(2.12) to solve (A .l), the Fourier transforms of C7(x), C n (x), C//7(x), and C/y(x) 
functions should be known beforehand. Taking Fourier transform and changing order of 
integration results in
S'(/) = J” c'(T dx
= ( f f ( / ) * t f ( / ) ) £  Y h 2it + kTc)ei2^ d t  
” *=-00
= (Hi f )  * Hi f ) )  X  * Hi - f ) } .
Applying the relation
(A -3)* = - oo A £ l c
to the above equation produces the result
1 “  (  lc ^
SL / )  =  — X s f  +  ~
c *=-" V c J
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Applying S f f )  to the relation (2.12) and restoring coefficients, we obtain
r»T2 P T 2 2
E L - y  sine2 (Tf)TcS‘ ( f )d f  = E U  . (A.4)
Changing the order o f integration and using the duality of multiplication and convolution in 
S n ( / ) »  we obtain
S " W  =  £  H ( f  ~ H ( r ( f  -  Y ) )A -T )  £  .
Using the relation (A.3), it follows that
X p
■I /' 11“ —oo I
f  \
r  n
f  -^---. TY 1 c J
In the same way as the derivation of S n ( / ) ,  we obtain
c \
/ + -  
Y Tcj
Y Tc J
(
(A.5)
And it follows straightforwardly that
S,v( f )  = (H ( f ) * B ( / ) ) x  ( # ( - / )  * # ( - / ) ) .
From eqns. (2.10) and (2.12), it follows that
M 7, }  = - $ - £ sinc2(r/ ) x  f r s ' i f )  + ^ " ( / )  + ^ //;( / )  -  2 TcSIV( f ) }d f
(A.6)
(A.7)
r p z
C
p r 2
rj~i 2 (A .8)
Since (A.4) is equal to the last term in (A.8), two terms cancel each other out. Hence (A.8) 
reduces to
M / }  = jf r  £  sine2 (Tf){TcS " (f)  +  T  ( / )  -  2 ( f ) } d f . (A.9)
Appendix B
This appendix proves £(0) = 2 / 3  for rectangular chip waveform. The Fourier 
transform of a rectangular chip waveform is expressed as
' t 'H( f )  = 9  n  —  =
KTcJ
(B -l)
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where n(V) 
that
f 1 for \t\< V i
= j 7 . From the definition o f the function ^(A) and (B -l) , it follows
0 elsewhere
«o)=
[ > ( / ) ! >  JL  sinc\ Tc f)d f
r « { [ > ( / ) f 4 / ]
f  T‘ {
(B-2)
From Parseval’s theorem and (B -l) , the relation J ^ n 2| £ j  = J sinc2(Tcf ) d f  -  ~  holds.
In a similar manner, from the relation *p\ — A,
1 T c U y
[ j m c \ T cf ) d f  = \ l ^ A  
1 - |/ |  fo r  |/|<1
= sine2 (Tcf ) , it follows that
t:
dt  —
c Y c j 3 T
(B-3)
where A (/) =
0 elsewhere
. Therefore, ^(0) for rectangular chip waveform is 2/3.
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